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ABSTRACT 

Food insecurity is a significant challenge in the world, and nowhere more than in sub-

Saharan Africa. The policy options available to combat food insecurity have been expanding in 

recent years, providing increased flexibility over where—and what—food is procured, and what 

form of transfer recipients receive. In designing policies key questions arise related to the 

impacts of procuring food in developing countries, what recipients prefer to receive, and the 

relative impacts of cash versus food transfers.  

 This dissertation takes a microeconomic approach to filling some of the gaps in our 

knowledge of food assistance policy impacts. In the first paper we exploit a unique natural 

experiment to assess the performance of local procurement in Burkina Faso, and to test a number 

of hypotheses and claims. We find that procuring locally saves time and cost, does not affect 

local food prices, and has positive impacts on smallholder suppliers. Recipients also prefer local 

commodities. 

In the second and third papers we develop a theoretical household model to investigate 

cash versus food transfers in Niger, taking advantage of a randomized trial and a large-scale 

household survey. The first paper examines the importance of the contents of the food basket. 

The model predicts that an extra-marginal transfer of a staple grain will have negative impacts on 

dietary diversity relative to a cash transfer, whereas an extra-marginal transfer of higher quality 



 

food will have positive impacts. I confirm that these predictions hold in Niger.  

The third paper examines the differential impacts of food versus cash transfers on 

informal credit and gift exchange. The model predicts that cash recipients will be more likely to 

use transfers to pay debts, and this impact will be more pronounced when food prices are rising, 

as the expectation of rising prices erodes the relative value of cash to food in terms of future 

consumption. Findings in Niger confirm these predictions, and highlight several implications of 

the relative scarcity of cash versus food. 

These papers inform food assistance policy in the Sahel, and provide a novel lens through 

which to understand the mechanisms behind food assistance policy impacts. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Food security exists when “all people at all times have access to sufficient, safe, 

nutritious food to maintain a healthy and active life” (FAO 1996). Its four agreed-upon 

dimensions are the availability of food, having the resources and infrastructure to access that 

food, making appropriate use of accessible foods, and an environment of sufficient stability to 

ensure that these conditions are met over time (FAO 2009). In a world with food production 

sufficient to meet the needs of the global population, and after over 60 years of domestic and 

international food assistance efforts to redistribute food and resources over space and time, the 

goal of food security for all remains tragically, and shamefully, elusive.  

Both globally and within most countries—including most of the least developed countries 

in sub-Saharan Africa—more than enough calories are produced to meet the energy needs of the 

population. And yet, roughly 12% of the world’s population—closer to 25% in sub-Saharan 

Africa, and over 60% within some countries—is undernourished, suffering from insufficient 

energy intake and macro-deficiencies (FAO 2014). The devastation of a lack of food affects 

children disproportionately. An estimated 148 million children under the age of five globally 

suffered from stunting in 2012, and 99 million were underweight (WB 2013). While the 

incidence of these conditions has been declining, the absolute numbers of affected children have 

been increasing in some locations, nowhere more so than in sub-Saharan Africa; the number of 

stunted children increased by 30% from 1990 to 57 million in 2012, and the number of those 

underweight by 15% to over 27 million (ibid). Childhood under-nutrition is not only of acute 

concern, but can have lifelong and even inter-generational effects on health, cognition, and 

productivity (Chen and Zhou 2007; Maccini and Yang 2009; Victoria et al. 2008; Maluccio et al. 

2009; Ramakrishnan et al. 1999). 
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It is needless to say, then, that meeting the world’s food needs is still a pressing concern. 

This forces us to first better understand the problem, which is, as noted above and pointed out 

emphatically recently by Pinstrup-Andersen (2013), in only rare cases one of the availability of 

food. While climate change threatens to alter production capacities and change both the levels 

and distribution of food around the globe (Cane and Lee 2013), food production capacity is by 

most accounts globally sufficient (FAO 2014). Even at a regional, national, or local level, 

availability is rarely the source of the problem, as where production is low or variable markets 

are usually flexible and robust, and demand (where expressed in monetary terms) can be met by 

(perhaps imported) supply. It is a lack of access, due primarily to poverty but also to failure of 

infrastructure, that perpetuates food insecurity for the world’s poorest (Pinstrup-Andersen 2013). 

In turn, there are concerns regarding the use of available food; poverty combined with the 

availability of cheap, low quality calories often leads to both macro- and micro-nutrient 

deficiencies even among those who might be able to, with different knowledge and priorities, 

consume sufficient nutrient-rich foods. Childhood micronutrient deficiencies abound even in 

middle-income countries, and rates of obesity among the malnourished are also on the rise 

(WHO 2014). Finally, sociopolitical instability, especially in the face of increasing stressors 

from climate change, poses a perpetual threat to the effective functioning of food systems 

(Barrett 2013). Threats to stability often parallel threats to food security, and the two can in turn 

exacerbate each other, such as when food shortages and/or food price hikes engender riots, which 

then threaten the capacity of both political systems and market infrastructure to deliver food. 

Sub-Saharan Africa is arguably the greatest hotbed for this confluence of stressors, with both 

stability and food security uniquely threatened by both climate change and population pressures 

(Barrett and Upton 2013). 
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Once we begin to get a grasp of the nature of the problem, the next major challenge in 

meeting the world’s food needs is understanding the tools available to do so. Traditionally, food 

insecurity was treated as a problem of availability, and food aid involved transoceanic shipment 

of predominantly cheap calories from areas of surplus production to those in acute need. This 

system, while surely saving many lives over the course of the decades, was largely both ill-

informed and politically motivated. At its conception in 1954, the United States food aid 

program, Food for Peace, was as much about disposing of surplus food production that resulted 

from farm-support subsidies and promoting those foods as exports as about helping the hungry 

(Barrett and Maxwell 2005).  

It has been a long and slow process to shift the prevailing ideology, and budge the 

political machinery, toward a more flexible food assistance system. But in recent years, 

phenomenal progress has been made in this regard, and there has been what the World Food 

Programme (WFP) termed a “revolution” from “food aid to food assistance” in the emergence of 

new food assistance methods and the elaboration of a more adaptable toolkit (Omamo et al. 

2010). One of the primary drivers of this progress has been the political process of untying food 

aid, or divorcing national commitments of food assistance dollars from the requirement that they 

be used to purchase foods within donor countries and ship them, in the case of the U.S. 

specifically on domestic flag carriers, to those in need. Some of this—particularly in the EU, 

which untied its aid in 1996, and Canada which untied its aid in 2008—has been in natural 

response to internal changes in subsidy structures that result in lower levels of available food 

surpluses and make tied aid less desirable from a domestic perspective.  

The United States, historically the provider of roughly half of all food aid globally, has 

been the slowest to follow suit. In 2010-2011, the United States Department of Agriculture 
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piloted a release of some food assistance funds for local procurement of food in recipient 

countries. Success with those pilot projects has arguably helped to shift the political structure 

more in that direction. The Obama Administration has been working toward greater flexibility in 

food aid, and the 2014 Farm Bill allowed both the elimination of monetization (the sale of 

commodities overseas to fund other development activities) above the 15% floor still required by 

law, in addition to increasing the flexibility of U.S. Title II food assistance funding, which 

Obama intends to increase further (USAID 2013; USAID 2014). The requirement of the 

percentage of U.S. food that must be shipped on U.S. flag carriers dropped from 75% to 50% in 

2012, but political pressures from U.S. interest groups are still strong, and a bill currently on the 

Senate floor would increase that figure back to 75%, a step backwards for efficiency in food 

assistance (Peterson 2014; Barrett and Lentz 2014). In any case, direct transfers from donor 

countries now account for just about half of all food aid, down from 90% twenty years ago and 

70% just ten years ago (WFP 2014). 

This brings us to the core question of what are the tools, or policy instruments, available 

in this expanding food assistance toolkit, and what do we know about them. Having options to 

choose from means understanding those options, and informing the decisions of policy actors in 

choosing between different tools and designing programs given the context and circumstances. 

There is much to discover as to how different tools perform, relative to the traditional system of 

food aid provision, and relative to each other, across the range of metrics we care about: 

timeliness of provision; costs, to both donors and recipients; impact on local suppliers, directly or 

through market prices; other impacts on communities, such as through effects on social safety 

nets and other local institutions; meeting recipients preferences; and lastly—but for many most 
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importantly, for the sake of the goals of food assistance—meeting recipients’ nutritional needs, 

through improvements in both energy intake and dietary diversity. 

Different food assistance tools vary in terms of the type and location of food procurement 

as well as what is eventually received by recipients, be it food (and what type or origin of food), 

vouchers, and/or cash. One very logical adaptation, where availability suffices, is to purchase 

food in the country where it is needed (local purchase) or in a nearby third country (regional or 

triangular purchase). Lentz and co-authors (2013) confirmed that local and regional purchase 

(LRP) saves significant time, and in most cases cost, relative to transoceanic delivery. Other 

important concerns relate to impacts on prices and markets, possible benefits for local 

smallholder suppliers, and meeting recipients’ preferences. Providing vouchers to recipients can 

be thought of as a more extreme form of local procurement, in which recipients go to market 

vendors to purchase food, often (depending on the program design) with more flexibility of food 

selection. 

We can in turn, however, give recipients the ultimate flexibility by providing assistance 

directly in cash in lieu of in kind. Cash assistance can likewise be cost-saving and faster to 

provide than in-kind aid (Lentz et al. 2013). It brings with it, however, a number of important 

questions, particularly along the use dimension of food security: what is the marginal propensity 

to consume (MPC) food from cash transfers versus from food or vouchers, and the resulting 

impacts on food consumption and dietary diversity? While interest in the MPC of in-kind versus 

other transfer types, or forms of income, has been present in research and policy communities for 

decades, the focus has for the most part been on high-income country contexts like the U.S. In 

developing countries, there was less demand for research into these kinds of questions, in no 

small part because the option to provide transfers other than in kind was largely unavailable. 
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These new policy options being on the table expands the immediate importance of understanding 

the performance and possible unintended spillover effects of different transfer types in different 

(particular poor, food insecure) contexts.  

While theory predicts that the improved flexibility from cash transfers should lead to 

welfare gains relative to in-kind aid, evidence in that regard is mixed. The author’s work on the 

case of cash versus food transfers in Niger showed that food was largely preferred by local 

recipients to cash, and led to greater dietary diversity impacts (Hoddinott et al. 2013). The 

mechanisms behind this, and other related findings, are not well understood. There are also 

unaddressed questions about the impacts of cash versus food, including how the form of transfer 

differently impacts social insurance mechanisms like informal credit and gift exchange. 

In work with Chris Barrett’s research team that resulted among other things in a book 

chapter with Erin Lentz (Upton and Lentz 2012), the author reviewed the evidence available on 

these food assistance tools and their performance toward a range of objectives. We highlight 

several key gaps in the findings available, with respect to the content of the questions addressed 

(per the proceeding paragraphs), the nature and diversity of contexts in which they are addressed, 

and the rigor of the methods used. The objective of this dissertation is to fill some of these key 

gaps, by bringing economic theory, quality data, and rigorous methods to several pressing 

questions about these emerging food assistance tools. All three papers take for a context Sahelian 

sub-Saharan Africa, one of the most vulnerable and food-insecure regions in the world and hence 

among the most important places to deepen our understanding of food assistance tools, their 

mechanisms, and their relative results. 

The first paper of this dissertation exploits a unique natural experiment to assess the 

performance of local and regional procurement in Burkina Faso, with analysis of the impacts of 
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food procurement and of recipient preferences for local versus imported foods. We test a number 

of claims and hypotheses related to both procurement and distribution of local foods. We test 

first the very logical hypotheses that procuring locally would save time and cost relative to 

transoceanic shipments. We then test the very fundamental intuition from economic theory that 

the effective demand (supply) shock of a food procurement (distribution) within a developing 

country market puts upward (downward) pressure on local food prices. We test in turn the 

hypothesis that local suppliers benefit from purchases through decreased transactions cost as well 

as learning about quality standards. On the recipient side, we assess the often repeated (but 

previously untested) claim that recipients would be more satisfied with local commodities than 

with similar imported foreign commodities. 

The specific case analyzed involves the local procurement from smallholder farmers for a 

school-feeding program in Burkina Faso. In a region with a history of receiving Title II U.S. 

food aid under the United States Agency for International Development (USAID), a number of 

schools had to be dropped from the program due to an administrative arrangement with the local 

government. The non-profit agency that had been implementing the USAID program stepped in 

to these schools with funding from the United States Department of Agriculture to implement a 

local procurement program, purchasing cowpeas from farmers in the same districts and millet 

from elsewhere within the country to replace the bulgur wheat and beans that had previously 

been provided. This led to a novel natural experiment, providing for direct comparison between 

schools receiving U.S. foods and those receiving local commodities, all within an over-lapping 

zone of the same two provinces and operated by the same non-governmental organization.  

Cost and timeliness comparisons found that local food procurement cost slightly over half 

that of U.S. foods, and took slightly over half the time from the identification of suppliers to 
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delivery to schools.  Impacts on prices were established through a seemingly-unrelated 

regressions econometric approach, using secondary price data and controlling for several key 

confounding variables.  It was found that, while purchases had no significant impact on prices, 

millet distribution had an economically and statistically significant downward impact on millet 

prices in the distribution region.   

Recipient and farmer impacts were assessed through a post-distribution survey, using the 

USAID imported food aid distribution zone as a counterfactual.  We find robust results that the 

local commodities are preferred to U.S. commodities across a range of attributes, including taste, 

appearance, and storability.  U.S. commodities, including pre-cooked bulgur wheat, have distinct 

advantages with respect to preparation time and effort.  Benefits identified for smallholder 

cowpea suppliers included decreased travel distance and time, a higher price received (due to 

sales later in the season), and learning about cowpea quality standards and improved storage 

practices.   

These results have significant implications for LRP programming.  In this context, the 

cost and timeliness savings are considerable.  Price impacts, however, raise a caution, in that 

even small quantities can lead to important—if in some cases beneficial—impacts on local 

prices.  This underscores the importance of ex ante impact analysis to assess the most appropriate 

food assistance modality option.  The results also confirm claims about local preferences, while 

it remains to be seen as to the degree to which local preferences impact consumption and 

nutrition outcomes.  The smallholder impacts assessed in this setting are remarkable, and 

indicate that it can be not only feasible but beneficial to work with small-scale suppliers.  Certain 

concerns need to be addressed in this area, however, in quality assurance and in making 

purchasing conditions accessible to smallholders. This study contributes to the evidence base 
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regarding both the risks and potential of LRP, which can not only improve the efficiency of food 

procurement for developing countries but contribute to other more development-oriented 

objectives. 

The second and third papers turn to questions related to receipt of cash versus food 

transfers in Niger, taking advantage of a randomized controlled trial and a large-scale household 

survey. For these papers I develop a theoretical household decision model, and derive and test its 

predictions around a few core questions of interest theoretically and of importance for food 

assistance policy. The first of these papers examines predictions related to the infra- versus extra-

marginality of different components of the food basket—as opposed to the food basket as 

whole—and how that relates to the impact of food versus cash on dietary diversity. The second 

tests the ways in which food versus cash transfers differently impact social insurance 

mechanisms, informal credit, and gift-giving. 

Building on prior findings with John Hoddinott and Susanna Sandstrom (Hoddinott et al. 

2013), the first of these two papers seeks to resolve the puzzle of the conditional superiority of 

in-kind transfers relative to cash transfers in meeting recipient preferences and greater impacts 

on dietary diversity. Simple economic theory, dating back to Southworth (1945), tells us that 

cash transfers should be fundamentally superior to food transfers (Barrett 2002). If a food 

transfer is extra-marginal, such that the food provided is more than the household would 

otherwise consume, households might be compelled to sell food. These transfers constrain the 

household’s choices, and if resale is subject to transactions costs, then recipients would be made 

strictly better off if given a cash transfer. If transfers are infra-marginal, such that the food 

provided is less than households would otherwise consume, there should be no difference 

between the two transfer types as households are unconstrained by the food transfer and merely 
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substitute in-kind for purchased food. In neither case should households prefer, or achieve better 

outcomes from, an in-kind transfer. Puzzlingly, however, empirical investigations—including 

our own in Niger—often fail to support this theory, finding that some households prefer food 

and/or consume more food with food than with cash transfers.  

Taking the Southworth model as a starting point, this paper develops a dynamic 

household utility model that brings in preferences over two food goods—a basic staple grain and 

a second composite good that represents dietary diversity—as well as transaction costs and a 

dynamic borrowing constraint. The model yields a few relatively straight-forward predictions 

regarding the impacts of food versus cash transfers on dietary diversity. These predictions beg us 

to reconsider the importance of the contents of the food basket provided, and the infra- or extra-

marginality of each component as opposed to of “food” more generally. Namely, the model 

predicts that if a staple grain provided is extra-marginal, it should lead to negative impacts on 

dietary diversity relative to cash, as the transaction cost involved in selling the excess food 

lowers its shadow price and causes the household to substitute toward consumption of the staple 

and away from more diverse foods. If, however, a more expensive or high quality food is 

provided, the same substitution effect will lead to households substituting toward the higher 

quality food, making that extra-marginal transfer have a positive impact on dietary diversity 

relative to cash.  

While the data show that the impact of the food relative to cash on dietary diversity is 

positive on the whole, when we divide out the two components we indeed find that the impact of 

providing the staple grain relative to cash is negative, whereas the impact of providing beans and 

oil (rarer foods for many households to consume) is positive. This reflects the fact that both 

components are largely extra-marginal for households, the grain because it is locally produced 
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and the legume because it is expensive and not typically purchased when less expensive (and 

lower quality) foods are more readily available. I then examine how impacts vary between 

groups based on the infra- or extra-marginality of each component. Since this information is not 

available for cash recipients, I construct a propensity score for the propensity of being extra-

marginal in each commodity. I find some evidence that the benefits of providing food for dietary 

diversity decrease in the extra-marginality of the staple grain and increase in the extra-

marginality of the higher quality food, and this effect is more pronounced in the harvest season, 

when the food transfers are extra-marginal for more of the population. 

These findings reveal part of the mechanism behind the superiority of food transfers 

relative to cash for dietary diversity outcomes, and in particular the importance of both local 

consumption patterns and local market participation frictions. The first important insight is that 

the extra-marginality of different components of the food basket, not just the food basket as a 

whole, can affect its relative impacts on food consumption choices. In turn, the presence of a 

transaction cost creates a friction that leads to fundamental differences in the trade-offs recipients 

face and hence their use of cash versus food transfers. While food transfers in kind can lead to 

increased food consumption, whether this consumption increases or decreases dietary diversity 

depends on whether the household would otherwise consume the food provided. These findings 

should lead us to considering the contents of the food basket more carefully, in light of 

recipients’ counterfactual consumption behavior, and the implications for potential dietary 

improvements from changes in that behavior.  

The third paper delves deeper into the cash vs. food question with an examination of the 

relative impacts of cash versus food on inter-temporal consumption smoothing and informal 

safety nets. Informal social insurance mechanisms can be very important for the rural poor as 
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devices for smoothing consumption over time and protecting against shocks, especially in the 

absence of formal credit markets. These mechanisms can take diverse forms, including informal 

borrowing and lending with state-contingent compensation terms (Udry 1994), as well as inter-

household gift-giving. These different mechanisms can be substitutable, with gift-giving for 

example engaged in to serve the same ends as credit and/or savings (Behrman et al. 1997).  

Given the importance of social insurance mechanisms for household welfare and food 

security, especially in environments with livelihoods fraught with high levels of risk and 

uncertainty (Besley 1995), there is cause for concern as to how providing external transfers may 

impact informal consumption smoothing mechanisms. Some highlight the concern that external 

transfers might “crowd out” informal mechanisms (e.g., Albarran and Attanasio 2003), while 

others suggest that crowding out is not a significant concern, or even that injections of resources 

into rural economies could reinforce these mechanisms by providing the lubrication of added 

liquidity (Cox et al. 2004). One question that hasn’t been rigorously examined is the degree to 

which the form of transfer provided, such as in cash or in-kind, has an impact on how informal 

insurance mechanisms are affected. In the case of food assistance, do cash versus food transfers 

perform differently with respect to crowding out, or reinforcing, social insurance mechanisms? 

In addition, do cash and food have differential impacts on households’ choices to prioritize 

longer-term food security over short-term consumption and dietary diversity by paying debts 

and/or giving transfers, and in so doing sacrificing today’s consumption to expand the future 

budget set? 

The theoretical household model integrates a few key features in order to provide 

predictions on the differences between use of cash versus food transfers. First, as part of the 

standard inter-temporal asset constraint, we allow that the ceiling on future borrowing (and/or, 
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equivalently, likelihood of receiving transfers in the future) is an increasing function of current 

debt repayment (and/or, equivalently, transfers given to other households). The more a 

household pays back (or gives away) today, the more access it will have to borrowing (or likely 

it will be to receive gifts) later. Second, selling the food transfer is possible but subject to a 

transaction costs; in buying food households face a market retail price p, but if they want to sell 

it they face p-𝜃, or receive a lower price than the retail price (due to travel, timing, and/or the 

seasonal lack of buyers).  

Consistent with the precautionary savings principle (Barrett 2002), the model shows that 

sacrificing today’s consumption (even at very low levels) to give transfers and/or pay debts is a 

rational strategy for improving consumption prospects (through reciprocal transfers and/or a 

higher borrowing ceiling) in the future. The transaction cost involved in selling food and 

expectations over future prices are the main drivers of differences between cash and food 

transfers. Thus, when households expect food prices to rise, they are more likely to repay debts 

or make private transfers when they receive a cash transfer. The expected price rise risks eroding 

the purchasing value of the cash transfer and so it is relatively less costly (in terms of foregone 

future consumption) to repay debts or make private transfers if the public transfer is received in 

cash rather than in food. In turn, if debts must be paid back in cash, food recipients would have 

to sell food in order to repay debt. A household receiving a public food transfer faces the 

transaction cost 𝜃!, however, if it converts some of its transfer to cash. This raises the cost of 

making a cash transfer (or repaying a cash debt) compared to a household that received a public 

cash transfer, making these activities further less likely for food recipients than for cash 

recipients. These two predictions imply that the magnitudes of the difference in the impacts of 
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public cash and public food transfers will be smaller when food prices are static or falling 

because only the second prediction, but not the first, affects these impacts. 

The empirical evidence shows that, consistent with the model, cash recipients are more 

likely to pay back debts, and pay larger amounts on average, than food recipients, particularly 

when food prices are rising during the lean season. Food recipients are more likely to give food 

gifts, on average of smaller values than cash repayments. This pattern is linked to food 

consumption, in that while cash recipients are more likely to repay debts they also experience 

lower impacts on dietary diversity than do food recipients (Hoddinott et al. 2013). The relative 

scarcity of food versus cash, and how it changes between periods, is further reflected by 

differences in borrowing behavior. Cash recipients are more likely than food recipients to take 

out loans in the leanest season to meet food needs as they arise. Food recipients then take out 

more cash loans during the harvest season, reflecting the shifting needs and priorities between 

seasons and the relative scarcity of cash when food prices are falling during the harvest. 

These three papers employ economic theory and unique data from sub-Saharan Africa to 

contribute to our understanding of food assistance tools and their impacts. The Burkina Faso 

study answers several essential questions about LRP, in a particular context in which it can have 

clear advantages (particularly in cost and time savings) and where food assistance is frequently 

needed. We confirm the logical, and policy-important, suspicion that it can save cost and time to 

purchase food locally in lieu of shipping it across the Atlantic, and that, at least under certain 

conditions, purchases have no impact on local prices. We also confirm that recipients experience 

greater satisfaction with local foods, and that with some of the right efforts local smallholder 

suppliers can benefit from purchases.  
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The subsequent chapters on cash versus food transfers elucidate the relative impacts of 

cash versus food in a uniquely important context, within a poor, rural, and extremely food 

insecure population. These findings have important implications for food assistance policy, 

around both the choice of cash versus food and the contents of the food basket. The first of these 

papers finds that consumption pattern of each good in the food basket can have unique 

implications for the food consumption impact of providing that good; extra-marginally provided 

goods, in particular, can have positive impacts if they are goods that increase diversity in the 

consumption basket but negative impacts otherwise. This unique finding informs the much 

debated issue of food aid quality, regarding the potential trade-offs between providing less 

expensive and/or lower quality foods to a larger number of recipients and specifically targeting 

higher quality foods (including fortified high-nutrient products) to a smaller number of needier 

individuals (Yang et al. 2013). I find in Niger that providing inexpensive grain that is extra-

marginal for recipients, either by virtue of being a less-preferred commodity or due to 

availability of home production, has negative impacts on dietary diversity relative to providing 

cash, making cash a strictly better option for nutritional goals than bulk grains. The opposite is 

however true in the case of providing a higher quality food, and hence food, if chosen carefully, 

could prove to be a better option for improving nutrition. A clear implication of this finding is 

that providing higher quality foods, even if it means being able to reach a smaller number of 

recipients, is a more effective policy in terms of improving food security and meeting nutritional 

needs than providing cheap staple grain. These findings cannot, however, address questions of 

distribution within the household, and it may not be safe to assume that households choose 

optimally with respect to the well being of all of their members.  
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Finally, the final paper develops our understanding of why the form of transfer can have 

implications for informal credit and gift exchange. Cash is more vulnerable to use for gift-giving 

and debt repayment when there are transaction costs involved in selling food, in particular in a 

dynamic environment when food prices are rising. This is part of a rational strategy to smooth 

consumption over time, but may have detrimental impacts on short term food consumption 

outcomes for cash recipients. The model’s prediction is of theoretical interest for household 

models in development microeconomics, but also can help to inform transfer choices and better 

understand the likely use of different resources, and resulting performance toward short-term 

objectives. 

The findings in Niger together raise important ethical questions about transfer choices. 

One such question speaks to the debate on paternalism in food assistance policy (See Cunha 

2014). In Niger we see that providing a legume, which households would otherwise not 

consume, induced consumption of that food and increased dietary diversity relative to cash, in 

part because cash transfers were used to pay back debts. This raises the question of whether, if 

households make different choices when given a food transfer that provides less flexibility than 

cash, it is then appropriate for the aid donor to restrict recipient choices in order to potentially 

achieve a specific sought after outcome, which implicitly second-guesses the household’s 

choices and behavior given the trade-offs it faces. The recent move toward cash transfers has 

been framed around a move away from a paternalistic approach, and better meeting recipients’ 

preferences by providing them with more choice.  

The case of Niger raises an additional debate related to recipient choice, however, in that 

assuming that more flexibility is necessarily better for recipients is also imposing certain 

assumptions about recipients’ preferences and needs. Recipients may in fact have cause to prefer 
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to receive food in spite of the lack of flexibility—as was by and large the case in Niger. This 

food preference may be linked to the outcomes we observe, in that cash recipients faced different 

pressures and trade-offs, and food recipients ate more diverse diets. Better meeting recipients’ 

needs and preferences should hence begin with the choice of transfer type, and not be assumed to 

be better achieved with cash transfers (Gentilini 2014). More research should also be done to 

assess the links between transfer preferences and outcomes, in particular the degree to which 

recipients’ stated preferences provide information about likely outcomes they will experience 

from different transfer types. 

These important policy implications highlight the need to test the predictions of this 

model in other contexts, in order to draw more externally valid conclusions and inform food 

assistance policy globally. While caution should be exercised in applying these findings in 

contexts too different from that of the Sahel, the contribution of this dissertation spans beyond 

the contexts at hand by producing economic intuition that can frame these questions in future 

investigations, particularly with respect to the impact of cash versus food transfers. This research 

can thus help us to better understand and choose transfer options based on the populations’ 

preferences and context, and in light of the objective of combatting food insecurity among 

vulnerable populations. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents findings from a local food aid procurement initiative in support of 

a school feeding program in Burkina Faso. Exploiting a natural experiment in which some 

schools received foods imported from the United States while others received foods procured 

locally, we confirm that local procurement resulted in significant savings in delivery time and 

commodity costs, met food quality standards, and did not impact market prices. Further, local 

suppliers—members of small farmers’ associations—experienced positive learning impacts 

and profitability gains, while recipients were generally more satisfied with locally-sourced 

commodities. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

International food assistance needs have traditionally been treated as a problem of 

availability, and therefore approached through transoceanic delivery of foods produced in donor 

countries. However, it has been increasingly recognized that food insecurity is often a problem of 

access or utilization, not availability. In such cases, a better approach might be to purchase foods 

locally and/or provide those in need with the means to do so (Barrett and Maxwell, 2005). 

Further expansion of funding for flexible food assistance choices, such as local and 

regional procurement of foods (LRP), may hinge in part on evidence that purchasing locally 

(within the destination country) or regionally (in a third country) can minimize costs and 

improve timeliness, and that the quality of foods purchased in developing countries can be 

assured (USGAO 2009; USDA 2009). It is also essential to understand the impacts of local food 

purchases and distributions on local market prices, and whether local purchases can benefit local 

producers or recipients relative to traditional food aid shipped from the donor country. These 

questions are important for two reasons. First, agencies must avoid causing inadvertent harm by 

a switch to LRP. Second, LRP may have desirable impacts beyond the cost efficiency and 

improved timeliness objectives commonly cited by its proponents.  

This paper assesses the tradeoffs and synergies associated with locally purchasing foods 

for a school feeding program in the land-locked Sahelian republic of Burkina Faso. We exploit a 

rare natural experiment to directly compare the outcomes of recipients and producers living in 

LRP communities with food aid recipients and producers in matched nearby communities that 

received transoceanic food aid handled by the same agency. This opportunity allows us to 

directly compare LRP versus food aid shipped from the donor country along multiple 

dimensions: cost, timeliness, food quality and safety, recipient satisfaction, and benefits for 
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smallholder producers, enabling a rigorous, holistic view of prospective differences. We find 

important synergies, such as purchasing locally reduces costs while also supporting local 

producers. There may also be tradeoffs, however, such as if local purchases provide food quickly 

but at higher costs for some (typically processed) commodities.  

2. BACKGROUND 

(a) Food Assistance and LRP 

LRP is not a new practice. While the bulk of food assistance was traditionally provided 

in-kind, LRP has increased as a proportion of global food aid from about 17% in 2000 to 67% in 

2010 (WFP 2011). This change has been driven by policy reforms in Europe, Canada and, most 

recently, the United States (US), where the practice remains politically controversial. The bulk of 

LRP purchasing has been undertaken by the United Nations’ World Food Programme (WFP). 

Because the US only began large-scale LRP in 2008, US-based nongovernmental organizations 

(NGOs) are relative novices at the practice. 

Two commonly cited advantages of LRP are its potential for cost savings and faster 

delivery relative to transoceanic food aid shipments (Upton and Lentz 2011). Numerous studies 

comparing purchases in sub-Saharan Africa to transoceanic deliveries finds cost savings of 

between 13 and 50% (OECD 2005; Lentz and Barrett 2007; Tschirley and del Castillo 2007; 

USGAO, 2009). A comparative study in sub-Saharan Africa found that transoceanic food took 

on average 21 weeks, whereas locally or regionally procured foods took five or six weeks 

respectively; other studies have found similarly dramatic savings in time (USGAO 2009). These 

advantages helped secure US Congressional approval for a LRP pilot program, run by the US 

Department of Agriculture (USDA) under the 2008 Farm Bill, and LRP funding through 
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supplemental international disaster assistance funding to the US Agency for International 

Development (USAID). 

Other claims and concerns about LRP abound but lack rigorous or widespread evidence. 

First, there has been much concern expressed regarding the potential of LRP to harm consumers 

in the source region by driving up local food prices, but there has been no price analysis of which 

we are aware to investigate those concerns.1 A second concern is whether foods procured in low-

income countries can meet the quality and safety standards humanitarian agencies employ with 

traditional, transoceanic food aid; but we know of no careful studies of those concerns (Villa and 

Mathys 2011). Third, claims have been made that purchases may benefit local producers by 

various avenues, including reducing transaction costs, enhancing access to markets, or inducing 

learning and improved farming practices (WFP 2006; Tschirley and del Castillo 2007). Finally, 

some observers hypothesize that locally purchased foods may be more culturally appropriate or 

otherwise preferred by recipients to similar commodities sourced in distant donor countries 

(USGAO 2009). Such claims have been exceedingly difficult to test, however, in the absence of 

clean comparative analysis of LRP relative to transoceanic food aid delivery, a comparison we 

are uncommonly able to make in this paper. 

(b) Burkina Faso 

The Burkina Faso project presents an important opportunity for analysis of LRP for four 

key reasons. First, Burkina Faso is both a primarily agricultural country with significant grain 

and legume production and it is land-locked, potentially making transoceanic shipment of food 

time-consuming and expensive relative to LRP. Second, it is an extremely poor country in a 

region that is frequently in need of food assistance. Third, the non-emergency nature of the 

                                                
1 Garg et al. (2013) begins to fill this gap. 
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program further enabled a focus on the impacts of the purchases themselves on other 

stakeholders. 

Finally, and most importantly for the purpose of our research design, the delivery of 

locally-sourced foods in Burkina Faso coincided with simultaneous delivery of US-sourced 

foods under a USAID Multi-Year Assistance Program (MYAP) implemented by the same 

agency for the same purpose in a zone contiguous to the LRP zone. This provided not only an 

ideal basis of comparison for measuring the performance of LRP with respect to cost and 

timeliness, but also a unique natural experiment that allowed us to identify impacts of LRP on 

recipients and communities across multiple dimensions. We are thus able to evaluate a number 

of claims made for or against LRP and to explore some of the potential synergies or tradeoffs 

among the various objectives advanced as people argue for or against undertaking LRP in low-

income countries. 

(c) The Local Education Assistance and Procurement Project 

Under USDA pilot funding, Catholic Relief Services (CRS) in Burkina Faso developed 

the Local Education Assistance and Procurement project (LEAP) to integrate local procurement 

into a long-standing school feeding program. LEAP provided food to 364 schools in 8 

departments in the Gnagna and Namentenga provinces. 58,127 students received 20 daily rations 

per month over the period April to June 2011. Each ration contained 180 grams of millet, 45 

grams of cowpeas (a small white bean nutritionally comparable to lentils), and 25 grams of 

Vitamin-A fortified vegetable oil.  

(i) The Distribution Region and Schools 

The Gnagna and Namentenga provinces suffer from generalized poverty and food 

insecurity. A random survey of 310 farmers in LEAP and MYAP departments indicates that 
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almost all farmers in the region are net buyers of food and rely on small cash crop harvests of 

cowpeas and peanuts to meet all non-food needs and supplement food needs in the dry season. 

Due to a shortage in storage technology and the urgency of meeting other needs, most farmers 

sell right after the harvest when prices are low, even when they may have to buy the same foods 

later at higher prices.2 Many aggregators only travel to local markets at the peak time, so farmers 

who fail to sell early risk having to travel further and pay prohibitive transport costs, eroding the 

potential benefit of waiting for a higher price.  

 The school feeding program is of great importance for the recipient schools and children. 

Many families cannot afford to prepare lunch at home, so children often go without a mid-day 

meal in the absence of a school feeding program. It is also common for families in rural areas to 

live far from schools; a very large number live between four and six kilometers from the nearest 

school, making it challenging for children to go home for a mid-day meal even if one could be 

provided.  

According to our survey of 120 randomly selected LEAP schools, communities and 

schools bear several costs in running a feeding program. These include daily food preparation, 

cooking fuel, and additional cooking supplies such as salt, potassium, and water. 3 These costs, 

while small in absolute terms, are significant for the school communities. School cooks are 

universally mothers of students at the school. While more than half work as volunteers, in some 

schools each cook is paid on average $4 per month, in cash or food. Salt and potassium together 

                                                
2 This phenomenon is common, and linked to the lack of credit availability. Poor rural farmers effectively take out 
high interest loans by selling their product early, paying de facto “interest” in the form of the foregone higher price 
and the additional cost of buying the same food later (Barrett 2007; Stephens and Barrett 2011). 
3 Wood for cooking fuel is almost always gathered in the forest and brought in by the students.  
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cost schools on average 800F ($1.80) per week.4 These costs are often paid with contributions to 

local parent teacher associations (PTAs), but in some cases the cooks have to bring the potassium 

themselves on the days they prepare the meal. Some schools finance these supplies by selling the 

packaging materials in which they received foods. 

(ii) The Procurement Modalities 

The three goods delivered to schools were provided through three different purchasing 

methodologies. A summary of the quantities purchased of each commodity, by region and 

supplier, is provided in Appendix Table 1.A1. Vitamin-A fortified vegetable oil was purchased 

from a processing company through a competitive tender for over 72 metric tons (MT) posted in 

the capital city newspaper. The resulting contract with the winning bidder specified the quality 

criteria that had to be demonstrated by independent certification, as well as delivery quantities, 

locations, timing, and that payment would occur upon receipt of the delivery notes from each 

recipient school. 

To purchase 628.1 metric tons (MT) of millet, LEAP staff identified four viable 

producers’ cooperatives (or unions) within the Boucle de Mouhoun region, the surplus millet 

production region nearest to the distribution zone (at a distance of roughly 500 kilometers). Each 

cooperative had between 600 and 5000 individual members divided into between 22 and 87 

small associations. Not only do the cooperatives transmit trainings and information to a large 

number of smaller organizations and farmers, they also serve a role similar to that of large 

wholesalers, aggregating grains from small farmers in order to supply large clients. The 

experience selling to a purchaser like CRS was not new for these groups, as they had prior 

                                                
4 Averaged across all schools, the per child cost of potassium and salt is approximately 90 F CFA (roughly $0.20) 
for the 60-day ration period. 
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experience selling to the Government or the WFP. Each cooperative supplied between 54.1 and 

319 metric tons of millet. 

The 143.5 MT of cowpeas were purchased very locally, using vouchers distributed to 

PTAs. There were no large cooperatives in the distribution zone, and 22 small farmers’ 

associations of between 10 and 58 individual members each were identified. All of those 

identified were interested in participating. The cowpea quantity purchased was very small 

relative to national production, between 1.3 and 21.4 MT per farmer association. A random 

survey of 160 LEAP farmers revealed that the quantities were significant for the farmers directly 

involved. The average association member sold 0.4 MT total in the 2010-2011 season; 90% 

reported having sold less than one ton, and over half sold less than a third of a ton. The LEAP 

purchases represented over half of the total surplus quantities produced by all members 

combined. 

Figure 1.1: The LEAP and MYAP Intervention Regions 
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3. METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS 

To assess the performance and impacts of local procurement through LEAP relative to 

delivery of the transoceanic food aid, we utilize the natural experiment created by the 

simultaneous implementation of the LEAP and MYAP programs in contiguous areas by the same 

agency (CRS) for the same purpose. The LEAP and MYAP zones bisected the same two 

provinces, and hence were remarkably similar (Figure 1). The same main roads cross the zones, 

providing access at similar distances to the capital city, and the markets are similar in diversity, 

frequency, and price patterns.5 Schools in both programs had been receiving commodities 

sourced in the United States under the MYAP in prior years; but reduced resources, especially 

due to higher global food prices, had forced CRS to drop some schools from that program. It was 

able to replace them with USDA LRP resources procured locally. The two programs were in turn 

divided along relatively arbitrary administrative lines, meaning that the program implemented 

would not be systematically correlated with the outcomes of interest. That the same agency 

implemented both, and with the same deadline for delivery to schools, makes the counterfactual 

ideal for timeliness and cost comparisons—which we supplement with more general 

comparisons of LEAP to a range of transoceanic food deliveries over the same period. CRS also 

managed quality testing through the National Laboratory for both programs, so that we can 

compare test results alongside recipient experiences. The cultural and ecological similarity 

provides in turn a natural control for most of the scope of unobservable variation between the 

communities, and hence a compelling case for assessment of the impressions and preferences of 

recipients and impacts on local cowpea suppliers. Combined with a range of controls for 

recipient and producer characteristics, this Burkina Faso case study offers an unprecedented 

                                                
5 An extensive review of regional markets was undertaken by the authors at the start of the study, and prices of the 
key commodities were monitored on a weekly basis. 
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natural experiment for exploring the relative performance of local procurement as compared to 

transoceanic food aid delivery. 

We first consider timeliness and cost relative to transoceanic food aid shipments, then 

results with respect to quality standards. We will then address price impacts, benefits for 

producers, and lastly recipient preferences. 

(a) Timeliness 

While especially important in emergency food assistance programs, timeliness remains 

important in any food program; the ability, for example, to be sure to meet a pre-determined 

delivery deadline for schools is essential. The average length of delays in different parts of the 

process differs between LRP and transoceanic food aid, as does the ability to manage and 

compensate for unexpected delays and complications. 

First, we compute the number of elapsed weeks between initiating procurement to 

delivery to schools under the MYAP and LEAP projects, averaged across all three commodities. 

Following the comparative study design by Lentz et al. (2013), we define the key comparable 

events of importance across the LEAP and MYAP programs as follows. The award date is the 

date on which the funds are awarded by the donor. Initiation of procurement is the date of the 

call forward for the MYAP, and the date of identification of domestic suppliers for LEAP. The 

time at which the foods are made available for quality testing is the date of arrival in the 

warehouse for the MYAP, and the date of assembly in suppliers’ warehouse for LEAP. Finally, 

we consider the date of actual delivery to schools. These dates are presented in Table 1.1. From 

identification of suppliers to delivery took on average 15.3 weeks for LEAP, versus 47 weeks for 

the MYAP; local procurement took only one-third of the time to deliver. 
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One concern with local purchase relates to possible length of time required and difficulty 

in identifying appropriate suppliers, particularly for procurement from smaller producers or 

farmer based organizations less familiar with tendering processes. As this was a first local 

purchase experience for CRS in Burkina Faso, the project staff had to undertake this process 

from scratch. To procure millet and cowpeas, they first obtained information about grain 

associations and cooperatives in the appropriate regions by attending cereal auctions and 

contacting regional representatives of the Ministry of Agriculture. They then contacted 

associations to assess their capacity and willingness to participate, and had to build their trust, 

which involved visits by grain cooperative representatives to the agency’s office in 

Ouagadougou and/or follow-up visits with association members by staff while they were 

undertaking other activities in the procurement regions. The process in its entirety began in early 

November, at most six weeks prior to the identification of suppliers. If we include this in the 

above comparison, the LEAP purchases took approximately 22 weeks, still less than half the 

time for transoceanic delivery.6  

                                                
6 The pertinent Award Dates were September 30 for LEAP and June 13 for MYAP (in the latter case a week after 
the Call Forward, as given prior experience the office was permitted to initiate the call forward prior to signing of 
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Several factors created additional delays for both programs, in particular for the MYAP. 

First, the time from call forward to port delivery for the MYAP was 32 weeks, whereas the 

median delivery times for U.S. emergency shipments more generally have been found to be 

closer to 20 weeks (USGAO 2009; Barrett and Maxwell 2005). The MYAP commodities faced 

significant delays between arrival at the port in Lomé and arrival in Ouagadougou, due in part to 

civil unrest in Côte d’Ivoire following contested presidential elections that diverted port traffic 

from Abidjan (Côte d’Ivoire) to Tema (Ghana) and Lomé (Togo). Hence the port was over-

burdened, and the availability of transit vehicles from Lomé to Ouagadougou was limited. 

Subsequent student uprisings due to police violence in Burkina Faso may have contributed to the 

excessive delay in the government’s final delivery to schools. These delays were clearly beyond 

the control of both agency staff and food suppliers. 

LEAP likewise experienced unanticipated delays, due to these same political 

complications as well as the newness of the purchase experience, such as in drafting contracts 

and arranging quality testing. Nonetheless, since the suppliers themselves were responsible for 

delivery and did not receive payment until after product was received at the schools, they had a 

strong incentive to meet contractual deadlines and managed to deliver the food on time. 

These direct comparisons of the timeliness differences between two programs run by the 

same agency are supported by a broader comparison of the timeliness of LEAP to the average 

delivery time to Ouagadougou across 71 different transoceanic food aid shipments over the same 

period, covering a range of commodities and programs run by a variety of agencies (Lentz et al. 

2013). The transoceanic deliveries took on average 19.7 weeks longer (15.3 weeks on average 

for LEAP, and 35 weeks on average for transoceanic deliveries). This difference is statistically 
                                                                                                                                                       
the actual contract). If we measure from these dates the time to delivery to schools is approximately 26.5 weeks for 
LEAP and 46 weeks for MYAP. 
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significant at the 1% level. These results, presented in Table 1.2, corroborate prior studies’ 

findings of considerable timeliness gains from LRP. 

 
 

(b) Cost 

A concern in any food assistance program is cost, especially as food prices rise and donor 

funding for food assistance is on the decline. The agency chose rations to be identical in weight 

and similar in calories, fat, and protein between the two programs.7  We compare the cost 

relative to commodity weight, ration size in grams, gram of protein, kilocalorie, and child served 

with 60 daily rations. 

The cost basis is slightly different for LRP versus transoceanic food deliveries. For the 

MYAP program, the agency paid commodity cost, ocean freight, internal transportation, 

                                                
7 A list of micronutrient content of LEAP and MYAP commodities is available upon request.  
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shipping and handling (ITSH) to Ouagadougou, and quality testing. LEAP expenses included 

commodity costs, quality testing, additional administrative cost related to the voucher system, 

and delivery from source regions to schools. Other administrative costs and overheads are 

excluded, since the same agency undertook the two projects and these costs were similar. As 

with any new program, there were some startup costs associated with the agency learning how to 

undertake LRP, especially procuring from local producers and small suppliers. For example, 

identifying local millet and cowpea suppliers created additional costs in terms of staff time (e.g., 

a LEAP staff member attending cereal auctions). Nonetheless, due to the high skill level of local 

staff, and connections and reputation of the implementing agency in the intervention 

communities, learning how to implement LRP appears to have been low cost and the number of 

staff members was similar between the two programs; CRS staff confirmed that the 

administrative costs of the two programs were quite comparable.  

The per ton costs for the millet and bulgur delivered were $438.60 and $895.20, 

respectively, for cowpeas and lentils $585.02 and $1,095.09 respectively, and for vegetable oil 

$2,112.04 for LEAP and $1,857.64 for the MYAP.8 These costs are broken down in detail in 

Table 1.3. The US vegetable oil was purchased at a much lower price, due in part to a change in 

the world price of vegetable oil during the period and in part due to the ongoing crisis in Côte 

d’Ivoire that led to importation constraints. The higher price that LEAP paid for vegetable oil 

was largely compensated for, however, by the cost of ocean freight for the MYAP commodities. 

Lentz et al. (2013) compare LEAP costs against those from several food aid shipments to 

Burkina Faso from the US during the same period find very similar results; the cost savings due 

                                                
8 The agency in this case did not pay for delivery of MYAP commodities from Ouagadougou to schools; the 
Government of Burkina Faso bore that expense. As such, a conservative estimate is included for comparison, based 
on the delivery cost of vegetable oil (per ton from Ouagadougou).  
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to local purchase are 59% for the grain and 47% for the legumes, while the vegetable oil 

purchased locally costs 14% more. 

The LEAP ration contained more fat and protein than the MYAP ration. Hence, the 

combined daily MYAP ration cost $0.04 per kilocalorie, $1.60 per gram of protein, and $0.62 

per gram of fat, whereas the combined daily LEAP ration cost $0.02, $0.95, and $0.36, 

respectively. One can likewise look at the cost per student for the three month ration (an 

estimated 20 per month, or 60 daily rations). On average, LEAP cost $9.48 per child and MYAP 

cost $15.41 per child for the three-month period. As LEAP cost 38% less, this case certainly 

confirms prior findings of significant cost savings from LRP. 
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(c) Quality 

The LEAP project was subject simultaneously to the quality standards specified by its 

contract with the USDA, those suggested by CRS headquarters, and those of the government of 

Burkina Faso. The Government of Burkina Faso standards for cowpeas were more stringent than 

the USDA standards, but it had not yet developed standards for millet. The various criteria, and 

averaged national laboratory results, are summarized in Table 1.4. 

 

A few of the LEAP samples were found non-compliant with the government standards. In 

the case of millet, the single violation was a sample containing a live insect. The farmers’ 

cooperative responsible for the violation was instructed to treat and clean the stock prior to 

delivery. Non-compliance in the cowpea procurements was related mainly to the presence of dirt 

and broken beans, criteria not required by the USDA and/or not involving health risks. The 

laboratory recommended that the product was safe and could be sorted by recipients. 

None of the U.S.-sourced commodities delivered to Ougadougou failed to meet product 

quality and safety standards. However, 3% of the bulgur wheat and 5% of the lentils intended for 

Burkina Faso did not arrive or were rejected on arrival at the port. In this case, therefore, we find 

no support for concerns that LRP runs greater risks of losses due to quality or safety problems. 

Not only were LRP losses less than those from in-kind food aid shipments, but procuring locally 
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had the advantage that non-compliant commodities could be returned to suppliers for 

replacement or treatment. U.S. commodities rotten or damaged during shipment are never 

replaced, but can only be rejected. When rejected, there is a risk that they will be diverted and 

consumed, creating unintended health hazards.  

To assess recipients’ experience with food quality, we asked a random sample of 240 

recipient schools, on a Likert scale of 1 to 5 (1 for “almost all rejected” and 5 for “almost all 

consumed”), what portion of the foods received could be prepared and eaten, relative to what 

portion discarded due to damage, pests, and foreign matter. While commodities distributed under 

both programs were by and large consumed, recipients report discarding a greater portion of the 

LEAP commodities due to dirt or other foreign matter.9 Recipients reported that the LEAP 

commodities, in particular millet, required more cleaning. These findings are consistent, given 

that the rejection of transoceanic lots took place before delivery to recipients, whereas some 

cleaning of harmless organic matter was left to recipients in the case of LRP. Although 

perceptions of food quality may overstate the safety of transoceanic bulgur wheat relative to 

locally procured millet—and these perceptions cannot replace testing—products that require 

cleaning may increase the costs borne by recipients, and this problem may be more likely with 

locally-sourced foods relative to transoceanic shipments, as in this case. 

(d) Market Price Impacts 

A core question surrounding LRP concerns how prices respond in both level and 

volatility to the procurement and distribution of food assistance. Purchasing foods by definition 

increases the demand in the source market used, which can increase consumer prices. Likewise, 

                                                
9 The Likert scale averages for the LEAP commodities were 4.66 and 4.76 for millet and cowpeas, respectively, and 
for the MYAP commodities were 4.82 and 4.97 for bulgur wheat and lentils, respectively. Fewer than 5% of 
respondents answered below a 4 (for “consumed/prepared most”), and none answered below 3. The Ranksum test 
revealed differences in favor of each of the MYAP commodities that were significant at the 1% level. 
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food distribution can augment supply and thereby decrease prices. If prices change, there are 

both winners and losers. For example, poor local consumers may be harmed by a price increase, 

but poor producers may be harmed by a price decrease. There may of course be no price impact 

if, for example, markets are sufficiently integrated with other market sources so as to respond 

with flows in volume as opposed to changes in price, or if the purchases or distributions are too 

small to affect even poorly integrated local markets. 

Confounding factors that can simultaneously influence prices pose a key complication in 

estimating the price impacts of food assistance procurements or distributions. In some cases, 

food assistance is provided in response to events that themselves affect local market prices, such 

as increases in world food prices or local transport costs, a local climate shock, or seasonality, in 

which case it is very easy to misinterpret a positive association of food purchases with higher 

food prices as reflecting a causal impact of food procurement. While including controls for many 

observable confounding variables can help reduce the likelihood of biased estimates of the 

statistical relationship between food procurement or distribution and market prices, we know of 

no reliable statistical means of establishing the causal impact of food assistance on market prices. 

With that crucial caveat in mind, Garg et al. (2013) econometrically estimate the market 

price and price volatility impacts of LRP activities in seven different countries. That analysis, 

which we almost exactly replicate here, includes millet and cowpea prices in Burkina Faso under 

LEAP.10 The analysis employed monthly time series data from January 2000 to July 2011 in 

seven markets: Bogandé in the distribution region, Dédougou in the millet source region, and 

                                                
10 Vegetable oil price effects could not be econometrically estimated due to a lack of a high-quality vegetable oil 
price series that preceded procurement activity. 
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five central markets.11 Controlling for the consumer price index (CPI), transport CPI, 

temperature and precipitation data, local seasonality in harvests, and global market prices for 

cowpeas and millet, we estimate the association of LRP procurements and food distributions in 

Burkina Faso with price levels and price volatility – measured as the standard deviation of prices 

– across space, time, and commodities. We use the following specification: 12 

 
(1) 

where P is the natural logarithm of the price, and the superscripts c and s represent the 

commodity (millet or cowpeas) and marketing channel (wholesale or retail), respectively. LRP is 

the volume purchased, X is a vector of control variables as described above; the subscript i 

represents the specific market, t the time-period, and d the number of LRP lags. Finally, we 

include market fixed effects, , so as to control for unobserved time invariant spatial 

heterogeneity. The error term, , is stationary, mean zero and i.i.d. normal. 

Given the risk of bias associated with the inclusion of the one-month lag of price in 

addition to market-specific fixed effects, in the spirit of the Arellano-Bond approach we 

instrument for the lag of price using the second lag of price (Arellano and Bond 1988). The 

results obtained are qualitatively identical to the non-instrumented variant reported by Garg et al. 

(2013), which provides further detail on the data and estimation methods. 

 As apparent in Table 1.5, the cowpea and millet procurement had no statistically 

significant correlation with cowpea or millet retail prices in any market in Burkina Faso. 

                                                
11 The central markets included Sankariaré in the capital city of Ouagadougou, as well as Bobo Diolasso, Pouytenga, 
Léo, and Yalgo. 
12 With just one procurement per LEAP commodity, Garg et al. (2013) and this slightly refined version could not 
estimate the effect of LEAP procurement alone, so they combine LEAP and WFP purchasing activities to estimate 
the impact of LRP purchases, regardless of the implementing agency.  
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Likewise, there was no statistically significant association between procurements and market 

price volatility. However, millet distribution – as distinct from procurement – had an 

economically and statistically significant negative association with retail market prices with a 

one month lag. Millet distributions also had a positive and statistically significant association 

with retail price volatility in Burkina Faso. Thus the price impacts analysis, which must be 

interpreted with care given the impossibility of cleanly establishing causality in the observational 

data, fails to reject the null hypothesis that local procurement in Burkina Faso had no impact on 

market prices, although there is some suggestion that food distribution had some effect in millet 

markets only. Of course, market price impacts of food distribution would be felt no matter 

whether commodity is sourced locally or in the donor country and thus does not reflect adversely 

on LRP per se.  

(e) Producers 

(i) Overview and Methodology 

Some advocates of LRP argue that purchasing food from local suppliers can strengthen 

markets and smallholder livelihoods and profits (Tschirley and del Castillo 2007). By comparing 

the experiences and outcomes of farmers in the Gnagna and Namentenga provinces whose 

associations sold cowpeas to CRS against those cowpea farmers in neighboring communities 

(including MYAP communities) whose associations were not eligible to sell cowpeas to CRS, 

we can identify the impact of CRS’ procurement activities on smallholder producers who are 

members of the farmer associations with whom CRS contracted.13  

                                                
13 A similar approach was not feasible for millet suppliers because the supplying cooperatives encompass the entire 
production region, and there were no closely neighboring but non-participating cooperatives from which to derive a 
control group.  
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 The identification strategy for impacts on cowpea suppliers relied primarily on the natural 

experiment provided by the adjoining LEAP and MYAP intervention zones. In the LEAP zone  
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food was distributed and purchased locally. In the MYAP zone, food was distributed but none 

purchased. Thus, while market, agricultural, and livelihood conditions were similar, cowpea 

farmers in LEAP zones had access to an additional seller, namely the procuring agency (CRS), 

that MYAP farmers did not, for reasons not correlated with their attributes and due to a largely 

arbitrary assignment of particular communities to LEAP or MYAP program support. In order to 

exploit this natural experiment, we identified all farmers’ associations registered in the LEAP 

and MYAP zones. We stratified by department—with four departments in the MYAP zone and 

eight in the LEAP zone—allowing for department-level fixed or random effects, which permit us 

to control for unmeasured or unobservable factors that differ throughout the provinces. We then 

drew 20 farmers randomly from the lists of all association members in each of the LEAP 

departments for a sample of 160 prospective LEAP suppliers, and randomly selected 150 farmers 

from those associations in the MYAP departments for the control group. As sampling weights 

varied by department, all the statistical results reported below are adjusted accordingly.14  

The post-distribution survey administered to both groups includes personal and 

production characteristics, and examined two key categories of outcomes: farmer knowledge and 

behavior, and farmer profitability, assessed by transaction costs and revenues. Questions about 

prices, revenues, and transaction costs were asked for the project year (the 2010-2011 

agricultural season) and the prior year (the 2009-2010 season), and we hence examined the 

degree to which the project year improved relative to the prior year. While using recall data 

might introduce some measurement error, there is no reason to suspect that the error would be 

systematically correlated with the treatment variable. It may decrease the efficiency of estimates, 

but is unlikely to create bias. 

                                                
14 The total members of farmers’ associations identified and sampled, and resulting sampling weights, are available 
upon request. 
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We examine the difference between the randomly sampled members of farmers’ 

associations that sold to LEAP and those in the MYAP zone, in factors that could not have been 

affected by the intervention (Table 1.6). There are several significant differences between the 

two groups. For example, those in the MYAP zones are more likely to be female; this is due 

largely to the fact that the local government of the Thion department in the MYAP region only 

recognizes women’s farmers’ associations, so an inordinate number of women were surveyed in 

that locale. This explains the difference in percentage of land owned (70% in the MYAP region 

versus 97% in the LEAP region), in that women are not typically culturally permitted to own 

land. The other differences of interest are in the types of trainings received, which are likely due 

to the fact that agencies offer trainings at the department level. Including these variables and 

using department-level fixed effects controls for these differences. 

(ii) The Model and Estimation Strategy 

We examine the effect of membership in an association that sold to LEAP, which can be 

thought of as an intent-to-treat (ITT) effect. We also consider just those who sold to the 

association that sold to LEAP this year, generating an average-treatment-effect-on-the-treated 

(ATET) that can, however, be subject to producer-level selection effects for which we cannot 

adequately control. Outcomes of interest are examined according to the following econometric 

model: 

𝑦∗ =   𝛼 +   𝛽!𝐿𝐸𝐴𝑃 +   𝑿!𝜷𝟏 +𝑫!𝜷𝟐 +   𝜀 
(2) 

where y* is the outcome of interest, β0 is the coefficient of interest either on the association 

membership (ITT) or direct participation (ATET) indicator variable for LEAP suppliers, X is a 

vector of individual controls, D is a vector of department/enumerator fixed or random effects, 
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and ε is a mean zero, normal and independent and identically distributed error term. 

Characteristics that vary within and among groups and that may affect outcomes are included as 

controls in X. A description of the outcome and control variables used, and mean differences 

across a range of characteristics, are presented in Appendix Tables 1.A2, 1.A3, and 1.A4, 

respectively. All continuous outcomes were estimated using both random effects (REs) and fixed 

effects (FEs). As RE estimators are more efficient, we report the RE estimates, unless the 

Hausman test rejected the consistency of the RE estimator, in which case the FE results are 

reported and duly noted (full econometric results for both the RE and FE estimators are included 

in Appendix Tables 1.A5 through 1.A10). Ordinal outcomes are examined similarly using a fixed 

effects ordered logit model, and binary outcomes likewise with a random effects logit model. 

Both economic theory and significant differences in observables (as per Table 1.6) guide 

us in choosing the regression specification, in particular the control variables that capture factors 

that may be correlated with both membership in LEAP associations and the outcomes of interest 

(See Appendix Table 1.A3 for descriptions of the control variables used). As a check on the 

robustness of the reported estimates, in the spirit of extreme bounds analysis (Leamer and 

Leonard 1983; Leamer 1985) we assess the relationships of interest using various combinations 

of control variables, examining the degree to which the coefficient estimate of interest remains 

similar in magnitude and statistical significance subject to different choices of conditioning 

variables. The coefficients reported are those of the regressions that are theoretically preferred, 

i.e., that contain the controls that differ systematically between groups (e.g., gender) and/or that 

are assessed to be more likely to be related to the outcome of interest (e.g., previous trainings 

received in the relationship between LEAP association membership and quality knowledge). We 

discuss results that proved particularly sensitive in magnitude and/or statistical significance to 
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different specifications of controls in order to distinguish statistically fragile from robust 

findings. 

(iii) Results: Farmer Knowledge and Behavior 

Although unconditional comparisons between LEAP and MYAP zone farmers reveal no 

statistically significant differences in practices, the multivariate econometric evidence does 

reveal important, statistically significant differences (see Appendix Table 1.A2 for descriptions 

of the outcome variables used). The direction and significance of these results are summarized in 

Table 1.7 (see Appendix Tables 1.A9 and 1.A10 for the full econometric results). LEAP 

purchases led direct participants to engage in improved storage practices. While the ATET is 

positive, the ITT in this case is negative, suggesting that non-participating members of the LEAP 

associations were less likely to employ improved storage practices due to the purchase. We 

hypothesize that, given the demand shock induced by the LEAP purchases, there was a high 

early demand among aggregators who visit the region for the remaining stock. Hence, those not 

participating in the LEAP sales directly had clients present to purchase their cowpeas even 

sooner than usual, meaning that storage time was minimal. This reduced storage time would 

lessen the need for storage facilities or techniques. 
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Members of LEAP farmers’ associations also demonstrate better knowledge of quality 

criteria for cowpeas. A variable was constructed indicating the number of USDA-relevant quality 

criteria recognized by farmers, including lack of insects, minimum amount of foreign matter, and 

low moisture content. Once again, while there was no statistically significant difference between 

the two regions in an unconditional bivariate test, the multivariate regression results, including 

controls for prior clients and trainings received, indicate that those in LEAP associations had 

greater knowledge of these standards than did farmers in the MYAP region. These estimates 

were positive and significant for both the ITT and the ATET, implying that all members, 

including non-participants, learned about quality standards.  

The surveys were undertaken after the sales were realized, and as the following planting 

season was beginning. Hence, while it was too early to assess any improvements in productive 

efficiency and on-farm outcomes, we were able to assess changes in purchases of productive 

assets. Participating association members increased their purchases in the project year of small 

productive assets (such as hoes and shovels), and direct participants increased their purchases of 

larger traction assets (such as traction animals and vehicles). This suggests that the purchases 

may have led to improvements in on-farm management practices and productive efficiency, but a 

follow-up survey would be required in order to assess these outcomes rigorously. 

(iv) Results: Farmer Profitability 

Possible indicators of profitability include increases in the price and revenue received by 

farmers and reductions in transaction costs, or the time and distance travelled in order to sell a 

given quantity. Profitability and transaction cost impacts are summarized in Table 1.8 (see 

Appendix Table 1.A2 for descriptions of the outcome variables used, and Tables 1.A6 through 

1.A10 for the full econometric results). 
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We find that the mean price received by direct participants was on average 19 CFA/kg 

higher (about 10% relative to the average price received that year), but approximately 41 CFA 

lower (approximately 19%) for LEAP association members more broadly. These outcomes are 

validated by farmers’ subjective assessments; direct participants report receiving a higher price 

during the project year relative to the prior year, while for association members more broadly 

this assessment is not statistically significant. While the LEAP project purchased cowpeas at 
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market price and had no discernible effect on market prices, as discussed already, we 

hypothesize that those who sold to LEAP received a higher price due to the fact that they waited 

to sell their product until later in the season, and hence benefited more directly from predictably 

inter-seasonal price changes than did those in the MYAP zone who sold to traders immediately 

post-harvest. Non-participants in the LEAP zone in turn received a lower price (reflected in the 

ITT effect) because, given the demand shock induced by the purchases, they had greater 

opportunity to sell to aggregators early in the season when prices are lowest (consistent with the 

storage outcome discussed above). This inference was supported by our discussions with 

individual farmers who supplied LEAP, who commonly said that in the absence of the LEAP 

purchases they would have sold earlier. This is due to both impatience to meet immediate needs 

and the fact that aggregators visit local markets immediately after harvest and opportunities to 

sell are greatly diminished later in the season. While eager on the one hand to earn the higher, 

later season price, farmers had to trust the agency staff a great deal in forgoing earlier 

opportunities to sell their product. 

The purchases also led to increased revenues for participants, of on average 31,091 CFA 

(roughly $65), or 47% relative to average revenue in the prior season. The point estimate for the 

average increase in revenue for all association members is 16,668 CFA, or a 25% increase 

relative to the prior year, but this was not significant under the preferred specification. Point 

estimates of the change in profitability for the project year relative to the prior year were also 

positive, but statistical significance was sensitive to specification. The price and revenue results 

are presented in Table 1.9 (see Appendix Tables 1.A6 and 1.A7 for the full econometric results).  
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Finally, while LEAP participants may have borne some cost for storing goods for longer, 

they benefited farmers by having to travel less to sell their product. Direct participants in LEAP 

travelled on average 42% less, or 14 fewer kilometers, to sell cowpeas; this confirms qualitative 

evidence, as many participants reported traveling to far away markets in the previous year but 

sold to the school within their community in the project year. They also spent less time travelling 

to sell than did non-participants, by a statistically significant average of 29 minutes (29%). While 

these differences are averages, for some individuals the difference was even more dramatic. A 

member of the association Tidogo Hambri (“Develop Our Village”) in Liptougou reported that in 

the prior year he took his relatively large surplus of 15 100 kg bags 150 kilometers away to 

Pouytenga, which took him a total of 9 hours. In the project year he travelled only 500 meters 

from his farm to sell the same quantity at about the same price to the local school through his 

farmer association. 

The reduced travel distance and time held for the ITT effect as well, and in similar 

magnitudes (on average 11 fewer kilometers, and 32 fewer minutes). This confirms our previous 

hypothesis, in that given the demand shock non-participating local suppliers would have more 

easily met local demand without having to travel as far as they would in the absence of agency 

purchases. Several farmers also discussed having to make fewer trips to market or undertaking 

fewer transactions. Our point estimates for the number of transactions and trips (in the project 

year relative to the prior year) are consistently negative, but their statistical significance is 

sensitive to specification. However, the self-reported measure confirms that the number of trips 

for LEAP association members decreased. The results for transactions are presented in Table 

1.10. 
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(f) Recipients 

(i) Overview and Methodology 

An advantage of LRP may be that recipients can receive foods with which they are more 

familiar, that are hence more culturally appropriate and/or preferred (Tschirley and del Castillo 

2007). Foods that are preferred may in turn be more likely to be consumed, which could improve 

consumption outcomes (Violette et al. 2013). These claims have however scarcely been 

measured beyond anecdotal evidence (Upton and Lentz 2011). Food preferences have never to 

date been assessed in the context of a school feeding program. In this case, we have cause to be 

interested both in the preferences of children—which may make them more likely to clean their 

plates—and the experience of preparers, who are commonly (as in this case) poor women 

volunteers.  

We sampled schools by stratifying by department, then randomly selecting 15 schools 

from each of the eight LEAP departments and a sufficient number from each of the four matched 

MYAP departments to obtain 120 schools each for the LEAP treatment and MYAP control 

groups. As with the producer surveys, all statistical results that follow are adjusted for sampling 

weights.15 Two surveys were administered to each school, the first to the school director and the 

second with an experienced (or the head, if one existed) school cook. The director survey 

covered school characteristics, such as the quality of infrastructure, distance to markets, 

enrollment, attendance, and composition of students. The cooks’ survey addressed the quality of 

foods received, as well as preferences for foods across a range of consumption (e.g., appearance, 

texture, taste, nutrition) and preparation (e.g., cooking time, water and fuel use) attributes. 

School cooks were asked to rank their and the students’ preferences for each commodity and 

                                                
15 The departments, total numbers of schools, numbers of schools drawn, and resulting sampling weights can be 
provided upon request. 
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attribute on a Likert scale of 1 (low) to 5 (high).16 They were then asked to compare the 

commodities with respect to preparation characteristics, likewise on a scale of 1 to 5. Preferences 

regarding preparation requirements were registered relative to commodities received in the prior 

year to generate difference-in-differences estimates comparing LEAP schools – whose rations 

changed from the MYAP mix of imported bulgur wheat and lentils to locally-sourced or millet 

and lentils – against MYAP schools whose rations did not change. As there were very few 

responses of either 1 (very unsatisfied / liked much less) or 2 (unsatisfied / liked less), these two 

categories were combined for the analysis into an “unsatisfied” category. 

(ii) Model and Estimation Strategy 

The elicited rankings only order stated preferences, so first we test for unconditional 

differences between the LEAP and MYAP recipients’ satisfaction with their rations using a 

Mann-Whitney median test of whether two independent samples come from the same 

distribution. We then integrate controls using a multivariate ordered logit model since there may 

be systematic, rather than merely random, differences between the LEAP and MYAP schools. 

Controlling for confounding factors in this natural experimental setting allows us to establish a 

causal relationship between receiving locally sourced foods and cooks’ stated preferences for the 

specific commodities received.  

We estimate the following ordered logit model: 

𝑦∗ =   𝛼 +   𝛽 ∗ 𝐿𝐸𝐴𝑃 +   𝑿!! 𝛾! + 𝑿!! 𝜸! +   𝜀 +   𝛿 

𝑦 = 1  𝑖𝑓    𝑦∗   ≤   𝜇! 

                                      2  𝑖𝑓  𝜇! <   𝑦∗   ≤   𝜇! 

                                      3  𝑖𝑓  𝜇! <   𝑦∗   ≤   𝜇! 
                                                
16 While it would have been interesting to speak with students themselves, this was not possible due to their young 
ages. Experienced cooks, however, seemed to have little difficulty discussing their charges’ preferences, based on 
the children’s eagerness, remarks, complains, and likelihood of finishing their meals. 
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                                      4  𝑖𝑓  𝜇! <   𝑦∗   ≤   𝜇! 

(3) 

where y* represents the recipient’s latent cardinal valuation of the food assistance ration, which 

is grouped into one of the four ordinal response options, y, according to where y* falls relative to 

unobserved cut-off points µ1- µ4. The parameter α is a constant, LEAP is an indicator variable 

taking value one for a LEAP school and zero in a MYAP school, X1 is a vector of respondent-

specific controls, and X2 is a vector of school-level controls. β   is the coefficient of interest, 

reflecting how receiving local-sourcing of commodities affects recipient satisfaction, relative to 

food aid commodities shipped from the United States, controlling for other factors that might 

influence preferences and that might vary systematically between LEAP and MYAP schools. 

The coefficient vectors γ1 and γ2 reflect the effects of the control vectors X1 and X2, respectively. 

A description of the variables and mean differences across characteristics are presented in 

Appendix Tables 1.A11 and 1.A12. The error term can be decomposed into two components: ε  

and δ, which include respondent- and school-specific unobservable characteristics, respectively. 

Department-level random effects control for a number of factors that may affect the distribution 

of outcomes.  

(iii) Results: Consumption Attributes 

A summary of results for student’s satisfaction with consumption attributes is presented 

in the upper panel of Table 1.11 (see Appendix Tables 1.A13-1.A14 for the full econometric 

results). The column headed ‘Bivariate’ in Table 1.11 shows the Mann-Whitney test results as to 

in which region (LEAP or MYAP) recipients were more unconditionally satisfied with the 

commodity they received. The overwhelming majority of schools in both the LEAP and MYAP 

regions were satisfied or very satisfied with the rations received; with respect to general 
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satisfaction only 3.4% (8.7%) of LEAP recipients and 1.7% (5.6%) of MYAP recipients reported 

being either “unsatisfied” or “very unsatisfied” with the cereal (legume) received. However, 

these test results suggest greater satisfaction with the commodities received by LEAP 

respondents along most commodity characteristics. LEAP respondents were more strongly 

satisfied with the legumes received across all elicited characteristics than were MYAP 

respondents. The only exception for the cereal was cleanliness; the US-sourced bulgur wheat was 

rated as cleaner than the locally-sourced millet. Respondents complained in particular of 

presence of dirt and rocks in the millet, which required more sorting prior to preparation than the 

bulgur wheat, but did not affect its conservation (reflected in the fact that millet is still preferred 

with respect to storability). 

While the bivariate tests suggest significant differences in satisfaction between the LEAP 

and MYAP regions, factors other than the commodity distributed may affect these differences. 

The column ‘Multivariate’ in Table 1.11 shows which group of recipients was more satisfied 

with the commodity received, controlling for school and respondent characteristics. The locally-

sourced commodity remains preferred by recipients on virtually all criteria, especially for 

legumes. The millet is still considered less satisfactory with respect to cleanliness, albeit with 

less statistical significance. The only change relative to the bivariate results regards the 

perception of nutritional quality; once controls are added, both MYAP commodities are 

perceived as nutritionally superior.17  

                                                
17 Some cooks expressed the impression that the bulgur wheat ration was more ‘fattening,’ which may have been 
confounded with nutritious in that they consider this a positive thing. With respect to actual nutritional content, the 
local ration is in fact richer in micronutrients. Micronutrient information on the LEAP and MYAP commodities is 
available upon request. 
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(iv) Results: Preparation Attributes 

The advantages of the U.S. commodities emerge when it comes to preparation. As 

summarized in the bottom panel of Table 1.11, school cooks report that locally-sourced millet 

unambiguously takes more time, effort, cooking fuel, water, and oil to prepare than does 

imported bulgur wheat (see Appendix Tables 1.A15 and 1.A16 for the complete econometric 

results). This is not surprising, as the bulgur wheat is pre-prepared and hence designed to cook 

quickly, whereas the millet is raw and unprocessed. While respondents rate cowpeas as also 

taking more time, effort, and fuel, the two commodities are prepared together, and qualitatively 

most preparers stated that it was the millet that accounted for the increased demand on school 
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resources. However, the additional resources required were primarily in time; no statistically 

significant differences in expenditures by PTAs for additional supplies were found between 

LEAP and MYAP schools. Many preparers suggested that providing millet in a pounded form 

would reduce cooking time and effort, while they admitted the trade-off that pounded millet 

doesn’t store as well and may be less nutritious. 

Overall, we find that cooks and students in LEAP schools are more satisfied than those in 

the MYAP schools in spite of the fact that the cooks in the LEAP region bear increased 

preparation costs – primarily time – relative to those who receive US-sourced commodities. One 

explanation for this may lie in that the cooks are also mothers, and while they prefer to prepare 

the MYAP commodities, they would rather the children eat what they most like and what is 

familiar. This was supported with qualitative remarks from respondents, who stated that while as 

cooks they preferred to receive the imported commodities, which reduce their workload, as 

mothers they preferred to receive the local commodities. These results hold across both 

commodities and when controlling for many potentially confounding factors. 

 

4. SUMMARY: TRADEOFFS AND SYNERGIES IN LOCALLY SOURCING FOODS FOR 

SCHOOL FEEDING PROGRAMS 

These results reveal that local food aid procurement, even on a very small, localized 

scale, can work well in a non-emergency context. Positive synergies can be exploited. However, 

there are also tradeoffs that need to be considered, and risks that, while avoidable, must be 

carefully monitored and managed. 

 A key synergy is that both purchasing agencies and local suppliers face reduced costs. 

CRS paid 20% less purchasing the three commodities, and suppliers travelled on average 42% 
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less and spent 29% less time selling them. Suppliers in turn received higher prices by waiting to 

sell, while the LRP purchases did not impact market prices. An additional benefit lay in that 

agency purchases led to benefits in learning about product quality and storage practices among 

smallholders in the supplier farmer associations. 

These results may not apply in all cases; the appropriateness of the form of the transfer, 

agency capacity, and the local context all contribute to the success of food assistance programs 

(Barrett et al. 2009). In this case, the procurement scale was very small, and surveys were 

undertaken soon after procurement, possibly reflecting only short-term outcomes. The purchases 

in turn only occurred once per commodity, and we do not have evidence as to whether or not 

these impacts lasted, as in for example if the participants managed to prolong the benefits by 

gaining the confidence of large buyers in subsequent seasons. This would be an interesting 

avenue for further research. These results do however show that under certain conditions the 

purchases themselves can accrue net benefits for suppliers. 

 These benefits were attained in this case on a small-scale, involving direct interaction 

with smallholder farmers. Buying smaller also, however, entails tradeoffs, particularly with 

respect to assuring product quality. Products from smallholder suppliers are more likely to be 

heterogeneous. Quality testing has to be done more meticulously, and other follow-up measures 

are often necessary to assure quality. Buying from larger suppliers can help with quality 

assurance, and also reduces the number of necessary contracts and transactions. In addition, for 

some processed products such as vegetable oil, the considerable comparative advantage of 

modern, large-scale donor country processors may offset, or even trump, the added transport 

costs of transoceanic deliveries.  
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How to weigh this set of tradeoffs depends on the objectives and context of the program. 

The advantages of buying from large suppliers may be essential, for example when buying 

quickly to meet emergency needs. A non-emergency LRP program such as the school feeding 

program we study, on the other hand, can plan ahead and directly integrate development-related 

goals, such as working with smallholders. Assuring quality standards may in this case require 

additional logistics and testing costs; but these logistics and costs are demonstrably smaller than 

ocean freight. It may entail more advanced planning as well, such as in identifying smallholder 

suppliers and working with them in advance to improve quality in the prior planting season. 

However, even an entire growing season in the Sahel may be shorter than the time required to 

transport goods from the US to Ouagadougou. The ability to identify and build the trust of 

smallholder suppliers in this case relied in part on the skill of local staff and prior agency 

experience in the intervention region. It is possible that a lack of these advantages would lead to 

additional delays. Given the magnitude of cost and time savings, however, it is clear that 

additional activities to assure the validity of suppliers and quality of foods can be integrated into 

local purchases while still obtaining cost and time advantages relative to transoceanic shipment. 

Other tradeoffs may exist, as in this case, regarding the nature of the commodities 

supplied. Transoceanic shipments can include semi-processed foods, such as pre-cooked bulgur 

wheat, that may not be available locally and that reduce preparation costs for recipients. One 

response may be to use a fraction of the saved cost to support processing costs locally, especially 

if the local commodity is otherwise preferred, as in the Burkina Faso case with respect to millet. 

It may, for example, make sense to provide vouchers for milling to severely liquidity constrained 

schools in order to compensate for the burden of processing foods in a more raw form.  
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The prospective disruption of local markets by agency procurement or distribution 

activities is an ever-present concern. While there is no evidence of local procurements in Burkina 

Faso affecting market prices, food aid distribution was associated with statistically significantly 

lower and more volatile market prices for millet, in spite of the relatively small quantities 

delivered. This underscores the importance of ex ante response analysis to assess the 

appropriateness of local purchases and distributions for local markets as well as ongoing market 

monitoring by food assistance agencies (Barrett et al. 2009). 

The simultaneous implementation of school feeding programs in neighboring 

departments in Burkina Faso by the same agency, with one program using locally-sourced 

commodities and the other importing food from the United States, afforded an uncommon 

natural experiment for studying the impacts of LRP along a variety of different metrics. The 

results reported here strongly support the permanent incorporation of LRP in the international 

food assistance policy toolkit. Purchases may not be fully appropriate or feasible in all contexts, 

and there remain cautions concerning market price impacts, food quality and safety, and the cost 

of processed products that necessitate careful ex ante analysis and ongoing monitoring and 

evaluation. The evidence clearly indicates all the same that there is potential for major timeliness 

and efficiency gains as well as benefits to local smallholder suppliers and recipients who prefer 

locally sourced products. The prospective synergies and tradeoffs among these various criteria 

reinforce the need for greater donor flexibility in funding food assistance, as well as for donors, 

operational agencies, and intended beneficiaries to clearly articulate their priority objectives 

during the design phase of food assistance programs. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
 

Food assistance in the form of cash has increased in recent years, in part due to proven 

cost and timeliness advantages relative to food transfers. Moreover, economic theory generally 

predicts that providing greater choice should be a welfare improvement, which is taken to mean 

that food consumption and dietary diversity outcomes should be the same or better with cash 

than with food transfers. Empirical investigations have shown, however, that people sometimes 

prefer to receive food, and that the marginal propensity to consume food is often greater from 

food than from cash transfers. The mechanisms and rationale behind the conditional superiority 

of food transfers is not fully understood. This paper presents a model of household decision-

making that integrates frictions (transaction costs) and dynamics (consumption smoothing over 

time through savings and credit) to generate predictions about the use of cash versus food 

transfers, in light of the infra- or extra- marginality of different components of the food basket. 

The model predicts that when food is extra-marginal a food transfer can have negative impacts 

on dietary diversity, relative to a cash transfer, if the extra-marginal food is an inexpensive staple 

grain, but positive impacts for higher quality goods. These differences are primarily due to the 

transaction costs involved in selling food that lower the shadow prices of extra-marginal 

transferred foods. I find support for this model using data from a randomized cash-food pilot 

project in Eastern Niger. 

 
Keywords: cash transfers; food assistance; development economics; household models; Niger 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Food assistance in the form of cash, rather than in kind, has increased rapidly over recent 

years. This trend is due largely to evidence that providing cash is more cost-effective than 

providing food, and can also be delivered more rapidly (Lentz et al. 2013). Simple economic 

theory, following Southworth (1945), also predicts equal or greater potential welfare gains to 

recipients from receiving cash as opposed to food transfers, assuming functional food markets 

and negligible price impacts of transfers. According to this longstanding logic, if a food transfer 

is extra-marginal, such that the food provided is more than the household would otherwise 

consume, households might be compelled to sell food. These transfers constrain the household’s 

choices, and if resale is subject to transactions costs, then recipients would be made strictly better 

off if given a cash transfer. If transfers are infra-marginal, such that the food provided is less than 

households would otherwise consume, there should be no difference between the two transfer 

types as households are unconstrained by the food transfer and merely substitute in-kind for 

purchased food. In neither case should households prefer, or achieve better outcomes from, an 

in-kind transfer.   

The puzzle, however, is that many households seem to prefer and fare better with in-kind 

transfers than with cash transfers. While there is some evidence that cash transfers lead to greater 

dietary diversity in some settings (Hidrobo et al. 2012, Aker et al. 2013, Schwab 2013), other 

studies find that in-kind transfers lead to greater dietary diversity and are preferred to cash 

transfers (Hoddinott et al. 2013). The reasons for such heterogeneity in preferences and 

outcomes are not well understood.  

Further probing into microeconomic theory can help us identify several possible avenues 

that might explain the puzzle of the conditional superiority of in-kind food transfers toward food 
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consumption outcomes and/or meeting recipient preferences. First, frictions that the original 

Southworth model does not capture, such as transaction costs in selling (and/or buying) food 

may cause in-kind transfers to be worth more to some households (de Janvry et al. 1991). 

Second, dynamic considerations, such as expectations over future conditions and the desire to 

smooth consumption over time, may lead a household to spend cash transfers on goods other 

than food in the interest of longer term welfare (Barrett 2002). Intra-household bargaining may 

also play a role if different forms of income are controlled by different household members, who 

have different preferences and propensities to spend on different goods (Haddad et al. 1997).  

A randomized cash-food distribution program among rural households in eastern Niger 

demonstrates an economically intriguing set of outcomes and offers an excellent setting in which 

to explore these prospective explanations for this puzzle. While the food basket quantity over-all 

was considered infra-marginal for recipients, the impacts of equivalently-valued cash and food 

transfers vary in significant ways. Recipients of food transfers consumed more diverse diets and 

were less likely to resort to food-related coping strategies, particularly in the lean season. Cash 

transfer recipients purchased more bulk grains, but also spent more on productive purposes 

(agricultural and livestock expenses) and health (Hoddinott et al. 2013). Respondents also 

expressed a strong preference for food transfers, with 61% of households expressing a preference 

to receive only food and only 10% expressing a preference to receive only cash. 

Using the Southworth (1945) model as a starting point, I approach this puzzle by 

developing a model that integrates key frictions and dynamics in order to understand the 

mechanisms behind the conditional superiority of food over cash transfers for dietary diversity 

outcomes among survey respondents in rural Niger. I explore in particular the question of infra- 

versus extra-marginality and its importance for preferences and outcomes. Past studies focus on 
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the infra- or extra-marginality of a food basket as a whole. It is possible, however, that the infra- 

or extra-marginality of individual food items, not the overall food basket, most influence food 

consumption outcomes and determine the relative advantage of food over cash. Cunha (2014) 

recently examined a randomized food-cash transfer program in Mexico, involving ten different 

food commodities received, and found that the extra-marginality of individual components of the 

food basket leads to minor distortions, but recipients tended to substitute away from similar non-

transferred items. I here take an approach that focuses explicitly on dietary diversity, and on the 

possible differential impacts on dietary diversity of providing inexpensive grains versus higher 

quality foods in light of the infra- or extra-marginality of each. Drawing on established literature, 

the model I develop integrates preferences over both staple grains and dietary diversity, a 

transactions cost for the sale of food, and an inter-temporal asset and borrowing constraint.  

A few clear predictions emerge from this model. In keeping with Southworth, providing a 

transfer of either the basic staple or the high quality food should have the same effect on dietary 

diversity as providing cash if the transfers are infra-marginal. The extra-marginality of one or the 

other good, however, has different implications, since the transaction cost involved in selling 

unwanted food to meet other needs lowers its shadow price, leading households to substitute 

toward consumption of that commodity. While households may, as in the Mexico case (Cunha 

2014), substitute away from non-transferred but similar commodities, this model predicts that the 

substitution between commodities based on their relative status could lead to differences in over-

all dietary diversity outcomes. If the staple grain is extra-marginal, providing it will have a 

negative impact on dietary diversity relative to cash, whereas if the higher quality food is extra-

marginal, providing it will have a positive impact on dietary diversity relative to cash. The model 

predicts additionally that cash recipients would be likely to purchase more non-food items than 
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food recipients when the foods are extra-marginal. There are additional implications for other 

behaviors, primarily informal credit and gift exchange.1 

I test these predictions using a rich data set of household surveys collected following a 

randomized cash/food intervention in Eastern Niger. This context presents an ideal opportunity 

in a number of ways. First, the population is extremely poor and food insecure, and suffers high 

chronic rates of undernourishment and malnutrition. A largely politically driven transition to 

cash-based programming is also actively underway, to some degree globally but particularly in 

Niger. Given the superior performance of food to cash toward dietary diversity in this setting 

(Hoddinott et al. 2013), understanding what drives the impacts of these different transfer types 

on dietary diversity is of utmost importance.  

The context and program design also offer a few unique opportunities for empirical 

investigation. The households surveyed are both agricultural and pastoral, providing an 

opportunity to understand food insecurity and household decision-making under different 

livelihood conditions. The surveys take place in turn in two rounds, one during the height of the 

lean season and the other at the beginning of the harvest, allowing me to examine the impacts of 

cash and food under different conditions of household production and relative scarcity of cash 

versus food. Finally, the choice of cash versus food transfers is randomized, enhancing the 

ability to test the model by identifying the relative impacts of these two transfer types.  

On examination of the data, I find firstly some notable consumption patterns in the 

population at large, which indicate a high degree of extra-marginality less for food generally than 

for the specific commodities transferred.  While the food transfer has a positive impact on dietary 

diversity overall, as the model predicts, when we divide the food transfer into values of its 

                                                
1 The asset and borrowing constraint leads to several key predictions related to the use of cash versus food transfers. 
These are taken up and tested in a companion paper, Upton et al. 2014. 
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component parts we see that globally the grain commodity has a negative impact while the 

legume commodity has a positive impact relative to cash. Since the grain (legume) should have 

either a negative (positive) impact relative to cash or be the same, depending on whether it is 

extra-marginal or infra-marginal, these results reflect the extra-marginal nature of the transferred 

goods. I then develop methods for examining how the impacts differ based on the consumption 

status of each good, using first the status of each transferred good for food recipients and then a 

propensity score method for the propensity of each good to be extra-marginal among both cash 

and food recipients. I find further support for the model’s predictions related to dietary diversity. 

I do not find support, however, for its predictions regarding changes in non-food expenditures. 

These findings provide both theoretical and policy relevant contributions. I extend long-

standing theory on food assistance impacts using the structure and components of well-

established nonseparable dynamic household models to shed more theoretical light on empirical 

findings that reject the longstanding Southworth hypotheses. The results can in turn inform the 

design, and targeting, of food assistance programs, particularly to meet dietary diversity 

objectives. We learn that the commodity choice matters, and that providing extra-marginal staple 

grains can be less desirable than providing a higher quality food, or cash, if the primary objective 

is improvements in dietary diversity. 

This paper proceeds as follows. The next section reviews the literature on food versus in-

kind transfers and the use of nonseparable household models to examine household behavior and 

dynamic consumption decisions, and then provides some context for the empirical setting 

examined. Section III then presents the theoretical model and its predictions. Section IV 

describes the data, empirical strategy, and tests of hypotheses, and Section V the results in light 
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of the model’s predictions. Section VI concludes and draws out implications for policy and for 

future research. 

2. LITERATURE AND BACKGROUND 

a. Food assistance and household models 

The core theory behind the literature on cash versus in-kind transfers dates from 

Southworth (1945), who provided a simple framework for thinking about the relative impact of 

these transfers on the budget set and on household utility. If household utility is defined over 

food and all other goods, a food transfer effectively creates a kink in the household’s budget 

constraint, as show in Figure 2.1, with the original budget set of the household given by line AB, 

the budget set after a cash transfer represented by line CD, and the budget set after a food 

transfer by piecewise linear frontier AFD. If the in-kind transfer can be re-sold, it will be subject 

to transaction costs, achieving a contracted possibilities set relative to a cash transfer, reflected in 

the piecewise linear frontier EFD in Figure 2.1. If a transfer is in the form of food and extra-

marginal, providing more food than the household would otherwise prefer to consume, then the 

household consumes on the upper portion of line AB in Figure 2.1. In this case the household 

will consume at the kink in the budget set and/or be compelled to sell food to meet other needs 

and reach slightly higher utility. The food transfer constrains household choice; it would be made 

strictly better off by a cash transfer. If the transfer is infra-marginal, providing less food than the 

household would otherwise consume, then the household consumes on the lower portion of line 

AB. In this case, the household is unconstrained by the food transfer, and hence food or cash 

transfer should yield the same change in utility and the impacts should be the same. A testable 

prediction of the Southworth model is that households should in no case prefer a food transfer 

relative to a cash transfer of equivalent value. A second testable hypothesis is that the marginal 
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propensity to consume (MPC) food is the same for cash and in-kind transfers for those for whom 

the food transfer was infra-marginal. 

Figure 2.1: The Southworth Theory on Food Versus In-Kind Transfers 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Given that the most common goal of food assistance programming is to increase and/or 

improve food consumption, a key focus of the empirical literature on food assistance and other 

transfer programs has been to test these hypotheses by examining the additionality of different 

forms of transfer, or a household’s marginal propensity to consume food (MPC) when given 

food in-kind versus food stamps, vouchers, or cash (Barrett 2002).  

Many empirical investigations have rejected the core Southworth hypotheses, finding that 

there are differences in consumption from cash versus in-kind or voucher (including food stamp) 

income, even when in-kind transfers are infra-marginal. A review of 17 studies in the United 
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Figure 2.1: Analytics of cash versus food transfers. Line AB 
represents the household’s initial budget line, with line CD 
representing the budget line when provided a cash transfer and 
line AFD representing the budget when provided with a food 
transfer (EFD in the case of food sales and transaction costs). 
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States found that the MPC for food out of food stamps was three to ten times larger than the 

MPC of cash income. While this could be consistent with the theory for households constrained 

by extra-marginal food transfers, it is inconsistent for unconstrained households (who spend both 

income and food stamps on food), and yet remains true even in for infra-marginal cases (Fraker 

1990). This is the essence of what is called the “cash out” puzzle, or idea that substituting cash 

(or earned income) for food stamps appears to reduce food purchases even though the theory 

predicts it should not (Breunig and Dasgupta 2005, Shapiro 2005). 

The empirical literature also finds that preferences for cash and/or food are not 

necessarily consistent with the core theory. Some studies have examined stated or revealed 

preferences over cash and food transfers directly and have found that, as theory would predict, 

recipients usually prefer greater flexibility in the use of transfers, frequently preferring cash 

(Michelson et al. 2012). However, this is by no means universally the case; recipients often 

express preferences for food, and these preferences can depend on several factors (Upton and 

Lentz 2011). 

Several reasons have been posited for the rejection of the core Southworth hypotheses 

(Barrett 2002). The first is that the Southworth model ignores the possibility of frictions in the 

buying and selling of food that may affect the trade-offs households face in different ways. For 

example, the price for which a household can sell a food transfer once received is likely less than 

the price for which it can buy that food given the receipt of cash. This creates a ‘price band’, the 

size of which (and hence likelihood of selling food) can vary from household to household (de 

Janvry et al. 1991). This transaction cost may have fixed and/or variable components that can 

also vary between households. This could make the kink in the budget set even more pronounced 

and potentially create further behavioral distortions (Key et al. 2000). A combination of 
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household-specific transaction costs and differential household-level valuation of food can make 

market participation more or less costly for certain households, leading to ‘missing’ markets for 

certain goods for certain households (de Janvry et al. 1991). Transactions costs can invalidate the 

assumed fungibility of food and/or change the costs entailed in receiving cash, somewhat altering 

the core predictions of the model. 

A second key omission in the Southworth theory is that it is static, whereas the household 

food security problem is inherently dynamic. Inter-temporal relationships between behavior in 

the current period and food security outcomes in a later period could affect today’s demand for 

food, leading to behaviors that may violate the static model. Preferences for food may for 

example be explained by expectations over prices. The burden of food price increases falls on 

recipients of cash transfers, leading some household to prefer food transfers in order to have 

more confidence over its real value over time (Devereux et al. 2005; Gilligan et al. 2008).   

Another dynamic component is consumption smoothing over time, via savings, 

investment, formal or informal credit, and/or other social insurance mechanisms like reciprocal 

gift exchange. Households may choose to save money, pay debts, or give gifts in certain periods 

to increase their access to resources (including through borrowing money or receiving gifts) in 

other periods when resources may be more scarce. This dynamic has been integrated into a 

number of nonseparable household models (Deaton 1991; Besley 1995; Behrman et al.1997). 

A third key area of analysis surrounds the role of intra-household bargaining. The 

presence of intra-household bargaining dynamics violates the assumptions of the unitary 

household model, meaning that different members have different preferences and/or resources 

between household members are not pooled. This can lead to different, and by definition less 

optimal, outcomes than would be predicted for a single decision-maker (Haddad et al. 1997; 
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Udry 1996). There is some evidence that these factors play a role in food assistance outcomes. A 

transfer may be infra-marginal for the household as a unit but extra-marginal for certain 

household members, which in the presence of bargaining and differential resource control could 

lead to different impacts with different transfer types. Breunig and Dasgupta (2005) find that the 

discrepancy between the MPC of food stamps and cash income no longer exists when one 

examines only single-adult households, suggesting that intra-household bargaining plays a 

significant role in consumption choices. Villa et al. (2012) show that intra-household bargaining 

may play a role in, but does not fully explain, the differential impacts of income by source on 

household food diversity.  

There is additional, although primarily anecdotal, evidence of intra-household bargaining 

dimensions to food assistance preferences in developing countries, often related only to 

expressed preference for the form of transfer as opposed to measured outcomes. Women are 

more likely to express preferences for food over cash than are men, and it has been postulated 

that this is primarily because women are often more responsible for care-giving and hence more 

likely to control the use of food than cash (Devereux et al. 2005; Adams and Winahu 2006; 

Khogali and Takhar 2001). In one case, women explicitly expressed a preference for cash if their 

husbands were away from the home, and for food otherwise (Walsh 1998).  

Our understanding is incomplete regarding which of these explanations —frictions, 

dynamic effects, or intra-household bargaining—best accounts for widespread empirical findings 

on differential outcomes of food assistance depending on the form of transfer delivered (Barrett 

2002). This is particularly true in the case of cash versus food transfers in poor, rural, developing 

country settings, where it is arguably also most important to understand what drives differential 

impacts in order to better design and target interventions.   
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b. Niger, and the intervention in Zinder 

Several features of the focus region and intervention make it apt for this analysis. The 

Mirriah department of Zinder, Eastern Niger, is culturally dominated by the Hausa, an ethnic 

group that traditionally relies on crop agriculture for its livelihood.2 While 64% of all villages in 

the sample are majority Hausa, the Hausa cohabitate this region with several smaller ethnic 

groups, including the agro-pastoral Kanuri and the pastoral Fulani, Touareg, and Toubou. The 

second largest group this region—although a 4% minority nationally—are the Kanuri; 22.5% of 

all sample villages are Kanuri majority. The remaining groups are the traditionally nomadic 

pastoralist Touareg (majority in 7.5% of villages), Peulh (majority in 6% of villages) and Toubou 

(majority in no villages). Villagers throughout the region are agro-pastoralists, mixing crop 

agriculture with the raising of livestock (primarily small ruminants, such as goats and sheep). 

Communes are broadly classified however as “agricultural” or “agro-pastoral”; those classified 

as “agro-pastoral” make up 42% of all villages in the evaluation. This cultural composition 

allows for analysis across livelihood types. 

The region suffers from food insecurity along several of its dimensions. Zinder is well off 

in terms of food production relative to most of Niger, but all the same is characterized by 

challenging growing conditions. Most land in the sample villages is allocated to food crops (on 

average 60% to millet and 17% to sorghum), with the remainder to higher-value crops used 

primarily as cash crops that can also be consumed as necessary (14% cowpeas, and only 5% 

peanuts). Yields are typically very low, and highly variable from one year to the next; and 

climate change and desertification are predicted to pose further threats to yields in coming years 

(Ben Mohamed et al. 2002). Production capacity is further strained by negligible access to 

                                                
2 The administrative divisions of Niger are first regions (which include Zinder and 6 others), then departments 
(within Zinder, including Mirriah and 4 others), then communes and villages. 
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financing. Whether or not annual production suffices for home consumption needs, households 

commonly sell their grain immediately after the harvest when prices are lowest and subsequently 

buy grain later at higher prices to meet food needs (Arnould 1985; Miles 1994). 3  There is thus a 

strong seasonal dimension to households’ food availability and access conditions, and in 

particular pronounced seasonal price pattern due to seasonal flow reversals. This is to say that 

households switch between being net sellers of food at harvest to net buyers throughout the lean 

season (Barrett 1996). Food availability is hence highest (and prices lowest) right after the 

harvest, which is typically in September-October, and then decreasing (and prices increasing) 

throughout the year. The peak of the lean season, when household stocks are diminished and 

prices highest, falls in the months prior to harvest, July-August (FEWS 2014).  

 Availability, however, is less of a problem than access, due primarily to extreme poverty. 

Zinder is a key commercial hub, in part due to its close proximity (and close cultural ties) to 

Nigeria, making food imports readily available when needed (Eilerts 2006).  Yet the region has 

frequently been among the hardest hit by food crises, and chronically suffers some of the 

nation’s (and world’s) highest rates of malnutrition (Grobler-Tanner 2006). The 2005 emergency 

mortality rates were higher in Zinder than in any other region, and an estimated 65% of the 

population had to resort to ‘irreversible’ coping strategies such as selling large livestock or 

production tools (Reza et al. 2008).  A 2010 survey found that the global acute malnutrition rate 

in Zinder was 18%; the emergency threshold is 15% and rates throughout most of the country did 

not reach that threshold (WFP 2011a).  

 Niger has been a recipient of international assistance, typically in-kind food aid 

shipments, for decades (WFP 2011b). However, in part due to Government of Niger (GoN) 

strategy and in part due to other changing donor practices (Barrett et al. 2012), there is a current 
                                                
3 See Barrett (2007) and Stephens and Barrett (2010) for an investigation of this sell-low, buy-high phenomenon. 
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transition underway toward cash-based assistance (WFP 2010).  Both the World Food 

Programme (WFP) and the World Bank (WB) are scaling up their use of cash programming. 

There are still, however, many questions to be addressed regarding the impacts of cash transfers 

in Niger, as well as which form of transfer is preferred by recipients and why. Households in the 

sample expressed overwhelming preferences for food versus cash transfers, with 73% (50%) of 

food (cash) recipients preferring to receive only food, 24% (34%) preferring a mix of food and 

cash, and only 3% (16%) preferring to receive only cash.  

In addition, and potentially related to these preferences, food transfers had larger impacts 

on dietary diversity than cash transfers, by a difference of 10-12% (Hoddinott et al. 2013). 

Improving dietary diversity is often the primary goal of food assistance programs. Dietary 

diversity, measured by dietary diversity scores, has been found to be useful indicators of 

micronutrient intake in several African contexts, especially for children (Steyn et al. 2006; 

Moursi et al. 2008). Intake of micronutrients is of fundamental importance in turn for not only 

long-term health but physical and cognitive ability, and economic well-being more generally 

(Hetzel 1990; WHO 2009; Schofield 2014; Chen and Zhou 2007; Victoria et al. 2008). These 

linkages in fact make micronutrient deficiency a plausible driver of poverty and poverty traps 

(Barrett 2010; Barrett and Carter 2013). Given the extraordinary, and chronic, prevalence of 

malnutrition in Niger, improving dietary diversity in this context is of utmost importance. 
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3. MODEL AND PREDICTIONS 

a. The Model 

As Barrett (2002) argues, a useful model of food insecurity must recognize key trade-offs 

between food and other essential needs, such as education, care-giving, and health. It must take 

into account the desire to meet both today’s and tomorrow’s needs, i.e., to smooth consumption 

over time, and in turn integrate an understanding of risk and uncertainty, in food production, 

prices, transfers, and effectively all ‘inputs’ into the household’s food availability function. In 

this section, I develop a model of household-level utility and decision-making that integrates 

these key components. The model is based as well on several key assumptions that are pertinent 

for poor, rural households like those in Eastern Niger, order to focus on a few key components of 

a household’s decision-making process around maximizing its food security.  

I assume a unitary household model, which is to say that all decision-makers have the 

same preferences (over the consumption of food and other goods, as well as over debt 

repayment/initiation and asset investment), and that all resources are pooled.4 The decision 

process is dynamic, such that today’s choices are affected by expectations over future income 

(and hence future prices). 

We have hence: 

max
!!!,!!!,!!,!!,!!,!!,!!!!

𝐸   𝛽!𝑢(𝑐!! , 𝑐!! , 𝑥! , 𝑙!"|𝑍!)
!

!!!

 

(1) 
 

Where the household derives utility over two food goods – c1t, a low-nutrient staple grain (e.g., 

millet), which is also the least expensive food available in the market, and c2t, a composite of 

other foods, which we can think of as representing dietary diversity – as well as other market 

                                                
4 In the results (Section VI), I test the assumption of the unitary model by checking the results for only single-adult 
households, following Breunig and Dasgupta (2005). 
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goods, x, and leisure, ll. Zt is a vector of household (and/or community)-specific characteristics, 

and 1≥ β > 0 is a time discount preference parameter. The utility function satisfies the usual 

concavity, Inada and local non-satiation assumptions. 

Each household produces just one of these consumption goods, c1t. We assume also, in 

keeping with what is largely the case in Eastern Niger, that wage labor and other agricultural 

inputs are not available, so households use only home-labor (lqt) for production, along with a 

fixed initial amount of land and productive capital, K. The production technology is hence: 

 
𝑞!! = 𝑔(𝑙!";𝐾) 

  (2) 
 

Income for purchases comes from sales of the produced good (q1t), transfers in the form 

of c1t (T1t), c2t (T2t), or cash (Tct), and current asset stock (At) less each period’s net savings or 

asset investment (st). While food transfers are denoted separately for c1t and c2t, the transfers are 

always received together, as an alternative to a cash transfer. Hence, either T1t, T2t > 0 and Tct = 0 

or T1t, T2t = 0 and Tct > 0. This gives us the budget constraint: 

 
𝑝!!∗ 𝑐!! + 𝑝!!∗ 𝑐!! + 𝑝!"𝑥! + 𝑠! ≤ 𝑝!!∗ 𝑞!! + 𝑇!! + 𝑝!!∗ 𝑇!! + 𝑇!" + 𝐴! 

 (3) 
However, ‘net savings’ in this case takes into account other consumption smoothing behavior, 

including loans and inter-household transfers. Following Behrman et al. (1997), we assume these 

different forms of consumption smoothing behavior are substitutes. Net savings is hence 

composed as follows: 

𝑠! = ℎ! − 𝑏! + 𝑎! 
 (4) 
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where ht is debt repayment and/or gifts given to other households, bt is debts taken out and/or 

gifts received from other households, and at is other forms of formal and informal savings 

including investment in livestock and other assets. 

Integrating this into (3) yields: 
 

𝑝!!∗ 𝑐!! + 𝑝!!∗ 𝑐!! + 𝑝!"𝑥! + 𝑎! ≤ 𝑝!!∗ 𝑞!! + 𝑇!! + 𝑝!!∗ 𝑇!! + 𝑇!" + 𝑏! − ℎ! + 𝐴! 
 (5) 
 
The price (per calorie or kilogram) of the high quality food, c2t, is always greater than the price 

of the cheap grain, c1t, i.e., p1t < p2t.5 These prices are denoted in the budget constraint as p1t* and 

p2t*, which are price functions that reflect a price band due to transaction costs (as per de Janvry 

et al. 1991).6 Households can purchase goods at the market price, but are subject to (household-

specific, variable) transaction costs when they sell foods. These prices are hence defined by the 

function:  

 
𝑝!"∗ = 𝑝!"  𝑖𝑓  𝑐!" ≥ 𝑞!" + 𝑇!" 

 (6) 
                                                                                              𝑝!" − 𝜃!  𝑖𝑓  𝑐!" <   𝑞!" + 𝑇!"      𝑓𝑜𝑟  𝑗 = 1,2 

 
This one-sided transaction cost reflects a number of realistic conditions faced by the survey 

households. First, markets are generally in close proximity, and are culturally-embedded events 

in which households have numerous reasons to participate, thus the marginal cost of travel to 

market associated with any given purchase of food is negligible. Second, merchants present at 

markets will sell goods in all periods, but only purchase goods in certain periods, and/or pay a 

lower price to purchase goods than the retail price of selling them, hence θt represents the margin 
                                                
5 Note that, according to nutritiondata.self.com, a kilogram of dry millet has 3,780 kcals, versus dry cowpeas at 
3.430 kcals (mature seeds, raw). Given the price ratios, using price per kilogram roughly translates to the relative 
ratios of price per calorie. 
6 Key, Sadoulet, and de Janvry (2000) use a transaction cost with both a fixed and a variable component. Adding a 
fixed cost to our model would mean subtracting a constant term from the right hand side of (6) which would be 
multiplied by one if the household sells, zero otherwise. This has no meaningful impact on our core results so we 
assume only fixed costs, in the interest of clarity and parsimony. 
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by which the selling price for households is lower than their buying price. Finally, in areas where 

markets are further and/or not regularly frequented by households, itinerant merchants travel 

from village to village (and even household to household) to sell –but not to purchase – key 

staples, in which case θt for such households would be even larger. 

The state variable, asset stock (At), evolves according to: 

𝐴!!! = (1+ 𝑟!)(𝛿𝐴! + 𝑠!) 
 (7) 
  
where rt is the interest rate, δ is a depreciation rate, st is savings, and bt and ht are borrowing and 

repayment, respectively, in time t. The amount that an individual can borrow in any given period 

is bounded above by:  

𝑏! ≤ 𝐵!"#(𝐴! ,𝐻 ℎ! ) 
 (8) 
 
where H(ht) is a prior debt repayment history function. The household can borrow more in each 

period the greater the value of either At, reflecting stock of collateral, or of Ht(h), its past 

repayments, which is strictly increasing in each period’s repayments: 

𝜕𝐵!!"

𝜕𝐴!
,
𝜕𝐵!"#

𝜕𝐻(ℎ!)
,
𝜕𝐻(ℎ!)
𝜕ℎ!

> 0  ∀  𝑡 

 (9) 
This reflects that much credit is informal, hence borrowing limits are related to creditors’ 

willingness to lend, as a function of a prospective borrower’s current collateral and its repayment 

reliability, regardless of the household’s overall debt stock, which in most cases is not knowable 

to the creditor. Similarly, one’s likelihood of receiving gifts increases as a function of prior 

generosity. The implications of the borrowing constraint for the use of cash versus food transfers 

are taken up in more detail in a companion paper (Upton et al. 2014). 
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Finally, the household faces a time constraint: 

𝑙!" + 𝑙!" = 𝐿! 
 (10) 
 
I solve the household’s constrained maximization problem by recovering the first order 

necessary conditions (FONCs) from the discrete-time present value Hamiltonian. Assuming that 

the utility function has the necessary properties of concavity and local non-satiation, all 

constraints bind with equality. With some straightforward substitution and simplification, the 

Langrangian becomes: 

𝐿 = 𝐸 𝛽![𝑢 𝑐!! , 𝑐!! , 𝑥! , 𝑙! 𝑍! + 𝛽𝜆!!![𝑝!!∗ 𝑔 𝐿! − 𝑙!" + 𝑇!! − 𝑐!! + 𝑝!!∗ 𝑇!! − 𝑐!! − 𝑝!"

!

!!!
+ 𝑇!" + 𝑏!   − ℎ! + 𝐴! − 𝑠!] 

 
−  𝛽𝜇!!! 1+ 𝑟! (𝛿𝐴! + ℎ! − 𝑏! + 𝑎!)− 𝐴!!!  

 
 (11) 
 
Denoting the partial derivative of a function “f” with respect to variable “y” as fy(•), the FONCs 

over consumption goods imply: 

𝜕𝐿
𝜕𝑐!!

= 𝐸 𝜕𝑢!!! • − 𝛽𝜆!!!𝐸 𝑝!!∗ = 0 

 (12) 
𝜕𝐿
𝜕𝑐!!

= 𝐸 𝜕𝑢!!! • − 𝛽𝜆!!!𝐸 𝑝!!∗ = 0 

 (13) 
𝜕𝐿
𝜕𝑥!

= 𝐸 𝜕𝑢! • − 𝛽𝜆!!!𝐸 𝑝!! = 0 

 (14) 
These imply directly that: 
 

𝛽𝜆!!! =
𝐸 𝜕𝑢!!!(•)
𝐸[𝑝!!∗ ]

=
𝐸 𝜕𝑢!!!(•)
𝐸[𝑝!!∗ ]

=
𝐸 𝜕𝑢!"(•)
𝐸[𝑝!"∗ ]

 

 (15) 
 
Households equate the marginal utilities in consumption of each good, as weighted by within-

period prices.  
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These optima imply reduced form expressions for optimal choice functions, for dietary diversity 

and purchases of non-food goods, of:  

 
𝑐!!∗ = 𝑐!(𝑝!! ,𝐸[𝑝!,!!!],𝑝!! ,𝐸[𝑝!,!!!],𝑝!" ,𝐸[𝑝!,!!!], 𝑟! ,𝜃! ,𝑇!,𝑇!,𝑇! ,𝐾,𝐴! ,𝑍!) 

 (16) 
𝑥!∗ = 𝑐!(𝑝!! ,𝐸[𝑝!,!!!],𝑝!! ,𝐸[𝑝!,!!!],𝑝!" ,𝐸[𝑝!,!!!], 𝑟! ,𝜃! ,𝑇!,𝑇!,𝑇! ,𝐾,𝐴! ,𝑍!) 

 (17) 
 

b. Predictions: dietary diversity 

In relation to the model, the primary outcome we are interested in is the change in c2*, 

representing dietary diversity, given the receipt of transfers in different forms, T1t, T2t, or Tct; and 

in particular the difference in impact of receiving a food transfer of T1t and T2t versus a cash 

transfer of Tct. We can anticipate different responses to receipt of food transfers based on 

whether or not the transfer of each commodity is infra-marginal, wherein cjt* ≥ qjt* +Tjt, or extra-

marginal, where cjt* ≤  qjt* + Tjt.  

The first and most pertinent hypotheses that emerge are driven by the transaction cost, 

which effectively lowers the shadow price of a commodity for a given household if the transfer 

of that commodity is extra-marginal. Given the lower shadow price, the household will substitute 

toward consumption of the extra-marginal commodity relative to others. In terms of dietary 

diversity impacts relative to cash, this leads to three core hypotheses:  

H1: If a transfer T1, the cheapest staple grain, is extra-marginal, households will face a 
lower shadow price of c1, and hence will substitute toward consumption of c1 relative to 
c2, or more diverse foods. This means that transfers of T1 will have a negative impact on 
dietary diversity relative to cash transfers (Tc) for households for whom the transfer is 
extra-marginal. 
 
H2: If a transfer T2, a higher-quality (and potentially more scarcely consumed) food, is 
extra-marginal, households will face a relatively lower shadow-price of c2, and hence will 
substitute toward consumption of c2 away from cheaper staple grains. This means that 
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transfers of T2 will have a positive impact on dietary diversity relative to cash transfers 
(Tc) for households for whom the transfer is extra-marginal. 
 
H3: If a transfer of either T1 or T2 is infra-marginal, the household will face normal 
market prices with respect to that good. The dietary diversity impact of providing that 
good will be the same as that of providing cash (Tc). 

 
One commodity can, however, be infra-marginal while the other is extra-marginal. There 

are therefore four potential cases to consider for recipients of food transfers, which lead to a few 

other predictions and/or nuances in these hypotheses. 

Case 1: Both transfers infra-marginal 

If both transfers are infra-marginal this implies that: 

𝑐!!∗ ≥ 𝑞!! + 𝑇!!     =>     𝑝!!∗ = 𝑝!! 

and 

𝑐!!∗ ≥ 𝑇!!     =>       𝑝!!∗ = 𝑝!! 

In this case only H3 is at play, so we expect that the dietary diversity impacts of a food transfer 

(T1 and/or T2) would be the same for these households as for a cash transfer. Given that p2t > p1t, 

it would buy additional c1 unless its marginal utility in consumption of c2 is enough higher than 

that for c1 to balance out the difference in prices. If the marginal utility of c2 is indeed higher, it 

may purchase some c2 as well, in order to equate the conditions stated in (15), but this decision 

would be no different for food recipients than for cash recipients.  

Case 2: Both transfers extra-marginal 

If both transfers are extra-marginal this implies that: 

𝑐!!∗ < 𝑞!! + 𝑇!!     =>     𝑝!!∗ = 𝑝!! − 𝜃! 

and 

𝑐!!∗ < 𝑇!!     =>       𝑝!!∗ = 𝑝!! − 𝜃! 
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In this case, the shadow prices of both commodities are lower than they would otherwise be—

and lower hence for food recipients than for cash recipients. Per H1 and H2, the transfer of T1 

should decrease dietary diversity and the transfer of T2 should increase dietary diversity (relative 

to the cash transfer of Tc). The net impact of the food transfer versus cash transfer on dietary 

diversity is hence ambiguous and depends on a household’s relative marginal utilities. In so far 

as food is excess, a household may choose to sell the commodity with the higher shadow price 

and substitute toward the cheaper commodity, which would lead to a net negative impact on 

dietary diversity. However, if the marginal utility of c2 is higher, the household may consume 

more c2, and this would not be the case. 

In so far as the food is in excess and the household sells the food good with the highest 

shadow price (i.e., max{p1-θ, p2-θ}) in order to purchase x, the transaction cost involved in 

selling food leads to a corollary hypotheses: 

H4: Among households for whom either commodity—but especially both 
commodities—is extra-marginal, those who receive cash will spend more on non-food 
needs (x) than food recipients. 

 
Case 3: Good c1 extra-marginal, good c2 infra-marginal 

This case means that: 

𝑐!!∗ < 𝑞!! + 𝑇!!     =>     𝑝!!∗ = 𝑝!! − 𝜃! 

and 

𝑐!!∗ ≥ 𝑇!!     =>       𝑝!!∗ = 𝑝!! 

In this case the household’s price of c2 is greater than its price for c1, as p2 is not only initially 

greater but also not subject to a (negative) transaction cost adjustment. The prediction in this case 

is merely consistent with H1 and H3, which is to say we expect the dietary diversity impact of T1 
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to be lower than that of cash, while provision of T2 should be the same. Hence the over-all 

dietary diversity impact of food relative to cash should be negative.  

Case 4: Good c1 infra-marginal, good c2 extra-marginal 

This case means that: 

𝑐!!∗ ≥ 𝑞!! + 𝑇!!     =>     𝑝!!∗ = 𝑝!! 

and 

𝑐!!∗ < 𝑇!!     =>       𝑝!!∗ = 𝑝!! − 𝜃! 

In this case, consistent with H2, the household would face a lower relative price of c2 and hence 

would substitute toward it relative to c1, leading to a positive dietary diversity impact for 

transfers of T2 relative to cash (Tc). Consistent with H3, the impact of T1 should be the same as 

that of cash, meaning that food recipients over all experience greater dietary diversity. 

Finally, the main driver in each of these is the transaction cost involved in selling an 

extra-marginal food transfer. This leads to one final hypothesis, that serves as a corollary to H1, 

H2, and H4 above: 

H5: The degree to which the extra-marginality of T1 (T2) has a negative (positive) impact 
on dietary diversity, and the degree to which cash recipients spend more than food 
recipients on non-food needs when commodities are extra-marginal, will be increasing in 
the transaction costs associated with selling food. 

 
 In summary, the core predictions of this model are that the impact on dietary diversity of 

providing food in any form is the same as that of providing cash for households for whom that 

food good in infra-marginal. When a food good is extra-marginal for any given household, 

however, the impact on dietary diversity relative to cash will be negative for a staple grain that 

the household would otherwise consume (that is likely extra-marginal primarily because it is 

otherwise produced or acquired), but positive for a higher quality good (that is likely extra-
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marginal because the household may not otherwise be able to afford it). The extra-marginality of 

food transfers will also lead to higher purchases of non-food goods for cash recipients, 

particularly when both food goods are extra-marginal. All of these differential impacts are 

increasing with the transaction cost associated with selling food. 

4. DATA AND ESTIMATION 

a. Experimental design and balance 

The intervention that serves as the focus of this study was undertaken in response to a 

Government of Niger (GoN) needs assessment in 2010 that identified 13 sub-districts 

(communes) of Mirriah as the most vulnerable to malnutrition. This pilot was implemented by 

the WFP in partnership with the International Food Policy Research Institute (IFPRI). In light of 

the GoN strategy to promote Cash for Work (CFW) and Food for Work (FFW) programs, the 

first stage of the project provided transfers conditional on work, whereas the second stage 

provided unconditional transfers to a subset of recipients (the most vulnerable half within each 

village). 

The first and most important feature of these data is that the form of transfer was 

randomized. Within the selected sub-districts there were approximately 112 villages (10,900 

households).  Of these, 79 (6,800 households) were suitable for randomization.7 Worksites for 

the first phase of the project were designated by district, and randomization had to occur at the 

worksite level as it was not feasible to provide different forms of transfer to participants at the 

same worksite. Randomization was done after first stratifying by livelihood zone as locally 

defined, agricultural or agro-pastoral. This led to 52 worksites, 29 agricultural and 23 agro-

pastoral. While all households could participate in the public works from April to June, the most 

                                                
7 Cash transfers were deemed by the WFP to be inappropriate in several villages, and a few others refused to 
participate in the evaluation. These villages were retained in the program but dropped from the evaluation. 
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vulnerable half in each village (2,300 households) were selected to receive unconditional 

transfers—of the same transfer type—from July through September.8 The first survey round was 

undertaken after the public works phase in early July, at the height of the lean season with food 

prices still rising, with a more extensive survey and food consumption model undertaken only 

with those pre-selected for unconditional transfers. The second survey round followed, with only 

the unconditional transfer recipients, at the conclusion of the second phase in early October, as 

the harvest season was underway and food prices were stable or falling. Of the 2268 

unconditional transfer recipients interviewed in the first round, we were able to follow up with 

2209, an attrition rate of only 2.6%.9 

Table 2.1 shows un-weighted descriptive statistics for important pre-intervention 

household and village-level characteristics, first at the household level and then clustered at the 

randomization unit level.10 At the clustered level there are no significant differences between 

cash and food recipients, indicating that the randomization was successfully implemented. At the 

household level, however, there are a few characteristics that are significantly different. These 

differences appear to be driven by a chance draw of more Hausa-dominant worksites for food 

transfers in the randomization, as the primary significant differences are ethnicity and the nature 

of assets, which would be highly related to each other. That a few characteristics do not balance 

is not striking, however, as given the sample size and number of covariates we would expect that 

a subset of characteristic would not balance between groups (Bruhn and McKenzie 2009). The 

                                                
8 Participation in public works was virtually 100%; households without labor capacity received unconditional 
transfers. 
9 The most common causes for attrition were dissolution of households due to marriage or migration, and fictitious 
households, who claimed transfers in the first round but were discovered to be sub-sets of other households 
(providing false information) on follow-up. There is little reason to believe that this attrition would lead to bias; 
analysis of attritors and non-attritors showed only minor significant differences between groups. 
10 Including sampling weights has no significant effect on the results. 
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primary characteristics that do not balance at the household level, including ethnicity, assets, and 

some access measures, are controlled for in the analysis.11 

 

 

 

  

                                                
11 See Hoddinott et al. 2013 for more detail on the experimental design and balance. 
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b. Variable construction 

i. Outcome variables 

The primary outcome of interest is dietary diversity, which we measure using a 7-day 

recall module on food consumption with 25 food items.12 From this we first divide foods into 

appropriate food groups, and then construct the food consumption score (FCS), which is a 

weighted sum of the number of days that each of eight food groups is consumed, weighted as a 

function of dietary importance. The FCS as constructed can range between 0 and 112, and the 

WFP considers an FCS of 35 to be “acceptable” (Weismann et al. 2009). The FCS is very 

commonly used by the WFP and others to measure food security impacts, and has been found to 

be a good indicator of dietary diversity and micronutrient intake in several developing countries 

(Kennedy 2009). Purchases of non-food items were solicited directly across a relatively 

comprehensive list of items and categories, and were then averaged for each month in order to 

construct a measure of total monthly non-food expenditure. 

ii. Treatment variables 

Previous work on these data has utilized as a treatment variable a dummy indicating that 

a household received food as opposed to cash (Hoddinott et al. 2013). For this analysis I use also 

the value of the transfer received in each form, either cash, core staples (grains), or other higher 

quality foods (legumes and oil). The food basket contained either maize or sorghum, vegetable 

oil, salt, and either lentils, cowpeas, or red beans.  

 The community level survey solicited the local price in each village for millet and maize 

only. Millet and sorghum have the same price and price pattern in this region, hence the millet 

price is applied for the sorghum transfers. The cowpea price was available at a regional, but not a 

                                                
12 Households were asked whether or not they consumed an item, and if so for how many days of the past seven. 
The question was asked separately if the item was consumed as merely as a condiment, and consumption of 
condiments was not factored into the dietary diversity score. 
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village, level. As cowpeas are also locally produced and consumed, we expect the price to 

exhibit a similar spread between villages and dynamic over time as the millet price. I hence 

construct a regression using village-level fixed effects and household-level distances from 

villages to project the distribution of cowpea prices. As lentils and red beans are not available 

locally, I apply the cowpea price, taking into account the different weights of these commodities 

to convert unit prices to kilogram prices.13 Prices for salt and oil are the same throughout the 

region, and are converted from local units to kilograms.14 The over-all value of the transfer is 

then calculated using the price at the time of the transfer and the intended ration quantities, hence 

an intent-to-treat effect.15 

iii. Other controls and characteristics 

Aside the transfer type, a number of other covariates enter into the reduced form 

equations I am estimating. These include household-level transaction costs, prices and price 

expectations, interest rates, land, assets and other potentially preference-shifting household 

characteristics.  

I use household-level distances from the center of the village as a proxy for household-

level transaction costs. Distance per se has been found to be a relatively imprecise measure of 

market access, and does not highly correlate with other market access measures. It does 

potentially capture some important features, however, of not only the physical and time costs of 

transportation but also the ways in which remoteness more generally may affect household 

                                                
13 See Appendix 2.1 for further detail on the price projection procedure, including comparisons with alternative 
approaches. Estimations were run using each of four candidate cowpea price projections, with no resulting 
differences in the sign or significance of the final results. 
14 As the only available salt and oil prices were international prices, I utilize a price obtained through key informant 
interviews.  
15 The daily ration was: 3.5 kgs of grain, .72 kgs of legumes, .14 kgs of vegetable oil, and .035 kgs of salt. The 
monthly ration was based on work-days for the public works, hence was for 25 days per month. Quality data on 
actual quantities received by households is unavailable, I hence cannot estimate the average treatment effect on the 
treated. 
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choices and outcomes (Chamberlin and Jayne 2013). In this case, several aspects of market 

access are captured at the village or community level, through commune-level fixed effects 

(which would capture several market characteristics, as markets are generally few and similar 

within each commune), whether or not there is a market in the village, minutes of travel to the 

nearest market if there is not one, distance from the village to the main (paved) road, and 

whether or not there is cell phone service in the village, which has specifically been found to 

affect agricultural markets and price dispersion in Nigerien agricultural markets (Aker 2010). 

The specific transaction cost of interest for the model at the household level pertains to its cost in 

selling food received, and how its particular context might affect its decisions to do so. While 

imperfect, the household-level distance from the village center may be the best available proxy 

for these particular transaction costs.16 

I control for prices using current prices of millet, cowpeas, and livestock (a lactating cow 

and a young male goat). While it is not straightforward to include price expectations, I include 

firstly the changes in these prices over the period as a proxy. Food price trends are a known and 

important phenomenon in the region; Figure 2.2 shows the price trends for millet and maize over 

the period, relative to the average over ten prior years. The somewhat predictable nature of these 

seasonal trends gives households reasonable expectations over price changes, and hence the 

village-level price change over the prior three months would give households a reasonable idea 

of how prices his year will behave in relation to prior years. Other things that would affect price 

expectations are factors like production conditions, such as rainfall, and these would not vary 

more than at the commune-level. I hence include commune-level fixed effects.  

  

                                                
16 See Appendix 2.2 for detail on the construction of the household-level village-center distance, using household-
level GPS coordinates and spatial techniques. 
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Figure 2.2: Harvest-to-harvest grain prices in Zinder (ten-year average & transfer year) 

 
                                                   Data Source: National Statistics Office, Niger 
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The price changes also capture interest rates, due to the features of assets and credit in the 

local economy. The seasonal food price change serves as an effective interest rate on loans, both 

due to displaced distortions (Barrett 2007), and due to the fact that loans are often taken out in 

the form of food and must then be repaid when food prices have fallen. Since livestock are the 

primary asset, livestock price changes are effectively the interest rates on investment. See Upton 

et al. (2014) for further detail on local credit markets and interest rates.  

Land is measured by area cultivated in this growing season. A scalar measure of total 

assets is constructed using principal component analysis (PCA) over all durable assets. The other 

primary asset held by households is livestock, which is measured using tropical livestock units 

(TLU), a measure constructed using animal weight and associated basal metabolic rate to 

standardize value across different animals (FAO 2014).17 Finally, household-level characteristics 

that might shift preferences include gender, age, and education of household head, household 

size, whether the household is polygamous, and ethnicity. This set of variables effective captures 

the right hand side of the reduced form equations, (16) and (17). 

iv. Infra- versus extra-marginality of commodities 

The model yields predictions in light of the infra- versus extra-marginality of different 

food types for the population. The extra-marginality of different food items, a result of both 

available resources and household preferences, cannot be directly observed, so I approximate this 

in a few different ways for the analysis and hypothesis testing. The food consumption module 

asks the primary source of each food consumed in the past seven days (e.g., home-produced, 

purchased, received as a transfer). For most households the reference period fell toward the end 

of the transfer month, between two weeks and one month after having received the last food 

transfer. Hence, for food recipients, if a household purchased a food item (or category) that was 
                                                
17 Including livestock in other ways, such as by numbers of different separate categories, does not affect the results. 
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received in the transfer, we can infer that the transfer was infra-marginal. If the food item (or 

category) was not purchased, whether or not it was consumed, we can infer that the transfer was 

extra-marginal.18 

We can consider either two over-lapping groups, just the extra-marginality of each 

commodity without regard to the other, or four distinct groups, based on the status of each 

commodity for that household. That is to say that we have either: 

Grain (c1) extra-marginal (legumes (c2) either infra- or extra-marginal) 

Legumes (c2) extra-marginal (grain (c1) either infra- or extra-marginal) 

OR 

Group 1 – Neither grain (c1) nor legumes (c2) extra-marginal 

Group 2 – Both grain (c1) and legumes (c2) extra-marginal 

Group 3 – Just grain (c1) extra-marginal, legumes (c2) infra-marginal 

Group 4 – Just legumes (c2) extra-marginal, grain (c1) infra-marginal 

While we can hypothesize as to the influence of extra-marginality of a commodity, no 

clear hypotheses can be drawn over the first two groups given the confounding effect of possible 

extra-marginality in the other commodity. I hence focus for the predictions and results on the 

four distinct groups of food recipients.  

The next issue for the analysis is that I must compare these defined groups of food 

recipients against all cash recipients. In the absence of a food transfer, I cannot sub-divide cash 

recipients based on the infra-marginality or extra-marginality of commodities to assess the 

                                                
18 For c1, I consider households who purchased any staple grain (millet, sorghum, maize, or rice) infra-marginal in 
the grain transfer, taking all staple grains as roughly substitutable with the transferred good. For c2, I consider all 
households who purchased any type of legume or non-grain staple food, namely manioc and other tubers, infra-
marginal in the legume transfer, taking all of these higher quality (but still staple/semi-storable) foods to be 
substitutes. Excluding tubers for only legumes and/or only cowpeas results in some differences in the numbers of 
households that fall into each category, but does not significantly affect the results for each group. More detail on 
the group construction and results for different configurations is available upon request. 
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impacts of different transfer types within like groups, as I would ideally do. To attempt to 

overcome this constraint, I develop a mechanism for approximating the groups of interest using a 

propensity score method. Following the relatively transparent approach of Dehejia and Wahba 

(2002), I construct a logit regression of the observed extra-marginality of each commodity 

among food recipients on a series of characteristics that could affect both the availability of and 

preferences for foods. I include food production, assets, and accessibility, as well as potential 

preference-shifters like ethnicity and other household-level characteristics. I then project the 

results of this regression, among food recipients, across all households. I do this process for each 

commodity, to obtain two propensity scores, the predicted propensity of being extra-marginal in 

consumption of c1, or of c2, relative to the transfer in that commodity. The histograms shown in 

Figure 2.3 provide as an example the propensities of being extra-marginal in consumption of 

each commodity in July and then in October, divided by transfer type.19 

  

                                                
19 Further detail on the process of constructing these propensity scores, and comparisons across several versions that 
are constructed using different estimators and covariates, are provided in Appendix 2.3. 
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Figure 2.3: Propensity Scores for Extra-Marginality of Transfers 

 

 
Showing the predicted propensity to be extra-marginal in c1 (left), in July (top) and October 
(bottom), and separately the predicted propensity to be extra-marginal in c2 (right), in July (top) 
and October (bottom). 
Propensity scores projected on entire sample, using Logit regressions on observed status for food 
recipients. 
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more diverse diet or non-food goods, given a transfer in the form of a staple-grain, a higher-
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otherwise bias key parameter estimates, the strength of identification through randomization of 

the form of transfer is central to the estimation strategy.  

 First I look at a model over all households that examines the impact of receiving a food 

transfer on the outcomes of interest, and then divides the food transfer into its component parts to 

look at the relative impact of receiving T1 or T2 relative to Tc. For each endogenous choice 

variable “Y,” c2 or x, and for each time period,20 we have: 

𝑌! = 𝛼 + 𝑇!" 𝛽! + 𝜌!𝜃! + 𝜌!𝜃! + 𝛿𝑃! + 𝜋𝐴! + 𝜙𝑍!" + 𝜆𝐹𝐸 + 𝜀! 
 (18) 
 
Here Pv is a set of prices and price changes, which vary at the village level (v). Transaction cost, 

𝜃!, varies at the household level, and is also examined as it affects the relative impacts of the 

different transfer types. A household has assets Ai, and the vector Zvi represents several other 

households and village-level characteristics as described above. Zvi also includes the stratification 

variable (pastoral / agro-pastoral) to take into account the randomization. FE stands for the 

commune-level fixed effects, and is an i.i.d. error term that satisfied the necessary assumptions.  

In this simplified case, the food transfer, Tf, is the combination of all food goods received 

and can, as with the cash transfer (Tc), be included either as a dummy variable or as a cash value 

(in local currency, West Africa Francs (CFA)). Since the transfer received is either in cash or in 

food, one of these will zero out; I hence include only the food transfer in the specification, and 

focus in this case on the food transfer coefficient, 𝛽!, the impact of receiving food as opposed to 

cash (or in value, the impact of an additional 1000 CFA received in food as opposed to in cash). 

                                                
20 Time sub-scripts are dropped for the sake of simplicity. All variables reflect time t except prices, which represent 
price expectations in time t over next period prices. 
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This specification, however, provides no information on the relative impacts of separate 

commodities, so with the food transfer divided into the values of the component parts I then 

estimate:  

𝑌! = 𝛼 + 𝑇!! 𝛽! + 𝜌!𝜃! + 𝑇!! 𝛽! + 𝜌!𝜃! + 𝜌!𝜃! + 𝛿𝑃! + 𝜋𝐴! + 𝜙𝑍! + 𝜆𝐹𝐸 + 𝜀! 
 (19) 
 
In this case, Tc is omitted, T1 is the value of the food transfer of staple grain, and T2 is the value 

of more diverse foods (legumes, oil, and salt). The results for all households, as opposed to for 

separate groups, can inform the hypotheses in light of the general consumption trends in the 

population. 

I then allow the impacts to vary for each sub-group of recipients, classified based on 

whether the food basket components were infra- or extra-marginal. First I take the groups as 

defined among food recipients, and estimate these groups against all cash recipients (regardless 

of their unknown status in each commodity). In this case I effectively estimate equations (18) 

and (19) separately for each group j, where j can be either the two over-lapping groups or the 

four distinct groups as defined above: 

𝑌! = 𝛼! + 𝑇!" 𝛽!" + 𝜌!"𝜃! + 𝑇!" 𝛽!" + 𝜌!"𝜃! + 𝜌!!𝜃! + 𝛿!𝑃! + 𝜋!𝐴! + 𝜙!𝑍!" + 𝜆!𝐹𝐸 + 𝜀! 
 (20) 
and 
 
𝑌! = 𝛼! + 𝑇!! 𝛽!! + 𝜌!!𝜃! + 𝑇!! 𝛽!! + 𝜌!!𝜃! + 𝜌!!𝜃! + 𝛿!𝑃! + 𝜋!𝐴! + 𝜙!𝑍! + 𝜆!𝐹𝐸 + 𝜀! 

 (21) 
 
 Finally, using the propensities to be extra-marginal in each commodity as defined above, 

I run the combined specification across all households, first for the food treatment variable 

(versus cash) as a whole and then for each separate commodity, as follows: 
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𝑌! = 𝛼 + 𝑇!" 𝛽! + 𝛾!!Ω!! + 𝛾!!Ω!! + 𝜌!𝜃! + 𝜌!!𝜃!×Ω!! + 𝜌!!𝜃!×Ω!! + 𝛾!Ω! + 𝛾!Ω! + 𝜌!𝜃!
+ 𝛿𝑃! + 𝜋𝐴! + 𝜙𝑍!" + 𝜆𝐹𝐸 + 𝜀! 

 (22) 
and 
 
𝑌! = 𝛼 + 𝑇!! 𝛽! + 𝛾!!Ω!! + 𝛾!"Ω!! + 𝜌!𝜃! + 𝜌!!𝜃!×Ω!! + 𝜌!"𝜃!×Ω!!

+ 𝑇!! 𝛽! + 𝛾!"Ω!! + 𝛾!!Ω!! + 𝜌!𝜃! + 𝜌!"𝜃!×Ω!! + 𝜌!!𝜃!×Ω!! + 𝛾!Ω! + 𝛾!Ω!
+ 𝜌!𝜃! + 𝛿𝑃! + 𝜋𝐴! + 𝜙𝑍!" + 𝜆𝐹𝐸 + 𝜀! 

 (23) 
 
Here Ω!" (Ω!!) is the household’s predicted propensity to be extra-marginal in consumption of c1 

(c2) relative to the transfer of T1 (T2). These are interacted with the values of each transfer (the 

over-all transfer in (20), or the values of each in (21)), as well as with the household-level 

transaction costs. All other variables and controls are the same as in equation (18). 

 The hypotheses can now be re-stated in terms of the parameters of equations (18)-(23). 

For each of Hypotheses 1, 2, and 4, the predictions of Hypothesis 5, regarding the additional 

influence of the household-level transaction costs, can be included as a corollary.  

H1: If a transfer T1 is extra-marginal, households will substitute toward consumption of 

c1 relative to c2. Transfers of T1 will hence have a negative impact on dietary diversity 

relative to cash transfers (Tc) for households for whom the transfer is extra-marginal. 

Taking Yi=𝑐!∗: 

For Equation (19), all households, for the separate transfers of T1 and T2 versus Tc 

(omitted): 

              𝐻!:  𝛽! = 0  [𝑣𝑠.𝐻!:  𝛽! < 0] 

  H5 corollary:  

              𝐻!:  𝜌! = 0  [𝑣𝑠.𝐻!:  𝜌! < 0] 

 For Equation (20), by groups, for the combined transfers of Tf versus Tc (omitted): 

              𝐻!:  𝛽!" = 0   𝑣𝑠.𝐻!:  𝛽!" < 0  
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  H5 corollary:  

              𝐻!:  𝜌!" = 0  [𝑣𝑠.𝐻!:  𝜌!" < 0] 

                      𝑓𝑜𝑟    𝑗 = 𝐺3  (𝑐!  𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑟𝑎 −𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙, 𝑐!  𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑟𝑎 −𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙) 

For Equation (21), by groups, for the separate transfers of T1 and T2 versus Tc 

(omitted): 

              𝐻!:  𝛽!! = 0   𝑣𝑠.𝐻!:  𝛽!! < 0  

  H5 corollary:  

              𝐻!:  𝜌!! = 0  [𝑣𝑠.𝐻!:  𝜌!! < 0] 

                                                                                                  𝑓𝑜𝑟  𝑗 = 𝐺2  𝑎𝑛𝑑  𝐺3  (𝑐!  𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑟𝑎 −𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙) 

For Equation (23), propensity scores on extra-marginality of c1, for the separate 

transfers of T1 and T2 versus Tc (omitted): 

              𝐻!:  𝛽! + 𝛾!! = 0  [𝑣𝑠.𝐻!:  𝛽! + 𝛾!! < 0] 

  H5 corollary:  

              𝐻!:  𝜌!! = 0  [𝑣𝑠.𝐻!:  𝜌!! < 0] 

Note that the H5 corollary hypotheses follow suit in the following, and also as regards H4, in that 

the corollary is that the impact discussed will be increasing in transaction costs, or the sign on 𝜌 

will follow the sign on the beta coefficients of interest. I omit these additions for simplicity. 

H2: If a transfer T2 is extra-marginal, households will substitute toward consumption of 

c2 away from c1. This means that transfers of T2 will have a positive impact on dietary 

diversity relative to Tc. 

Taking Yi=𝑐!∗: 

For Equation (19), all households, for the separate transfers of T1 and T2 versus Tc 

(omitted): 

              𝐻!:  𝛽! = 0  [𝑣𝑠.𝐻!:  𝛽! > 0] 
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 For Equation (20), by groups, for the combined transfer of Tf versus Tc (omitted): 

              𝐻!:  𝛽!" = 0   𝑣𝑠.𝐻!:  𝛽!" > 0  

                      𝑓𝑜𝑟  𝑗 = 𝐺4  (𝑐!  𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑟𝑎 −𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙, 𝑐!  𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑟𝑎 −𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙) 

For Equation (21), by groups, for the separate transfers of T1 and T2 versus Tc  

(omitted): 

              𝐻!:  𝛽!! = 0   𝑣𝑠.𝐻!:  𝛽!! > 0  

                                                                                                  𝑓𝑜𝑟  𝑗 = 𝐺2  𝑎𝑛𝑑  𝐺4  (𝑐!  𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑟𝑎 −𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙) 

For Equation (23), propensity scores on extra-marginality of c2, for the separate 

transfers of T1 and T2 versus Tc (omitted): 

              𝐻!:  𝛽! + 𝛾!! = 0  [𝑣𝑠.𝐻!:  𝛽! + 𝛾!! > 0] 

H3: If a transfer of either T1 or T2 is infra-marginal, the dietary diversity impact of 

providing that good will be the same as that of providing cash (Tc). 

Taking Yi=𝑐!∗: 

 For Equation (20), by groups, for the combined transfer of Tf versus Tc (omitted): 

              𝐻!:  𝛽!" = 0   𝑣𝑠.𝐻!:  𝛽!" ≠ 0  

                      𝑓𝑜𝑟  𝑗 = 𝐺1  (𝑏𝑜𝑡ℎ  𝑔𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑠  𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑟𝑎 −𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙) 

For Equation (21), by groups, for the separate transfers of T1 and T2 versus Tc  

(omitted): 

              𝐻!:  𝛽!! = 0     𝑣𝑠.𝐻!:  𝛽!! ≠ 0  

                                                                                                  𝑓𝑜𝑟  𝑗 = 𝐺1  𝑎𝑛𝑑  𝐺4  (𝑐!  𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑟𝑎 −𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙) 

              𝐻!:  𝛽!! = 0     𝑣𝑠.𝐻!:  𝛽!! ≠ 0  

                                                                                                  𝑓𝑜𝑟  𝑗 = 𝐺1  𝑎𝑛𝑑  𝐺3  (𝑐!  𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑟𝑎 −𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙) 

For Equation (23), propensity scores on extra-marginality of c1 and c2, for the 

separate transfers of T1 and T2 versus Tc (omitted): 
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              𝐻!:  𝛽! = 0  |  Ω! = 0   𝑣𝑠.𝐻!:  𝛽! ≠ 0   Ω! = 0] 

              𝐻!:  𝛽! = 0  |  Ω! = 0   𝑣𝑠.𝐻!:  𝛽! ≠ 0   Ω! = 0] 

H4: Among households for whom a food transfer is extra-marginal, those who receive 

cash will spend more on non-food needs (x) than food recipients. 

Taking Yi=x*: 

For Equations (18) and (19), all households, for the combined transfer of Tf versus 

Tc (omitted): 

              𝐻!:  𝛽!" = 0  𝑎𝑛𝑑  𝛽!,𝛽! = 0 𝑣𝑠.𝐻!:  𝛽!" < 0,𝛽!,𝛽! < 0  

For Equation (20), by groups, for the combined transfer of Tf versus Tc (omitted): 

              𝐻!:  𝛽!" = 𝛽!"    𝑣𝑠.𝐻!:  𝛽!" < 𝛽!"  

𝑓𝑜𝑟  𝑗 = 𝐺2  (𝑏𝑜𝑡ℎ  𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑠  𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑟𝑎 −𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙) 

For Equation (21), by groups, for the separate transfers of T1 and T2 versus Tc  

(omitted): 

              𝐻!:  𝛽!! = 0   𝑣𝑠.𝐻!:  𝛽!! < 0  

                                                                                                  𝑓𝑜𝑟  𝑗 = 𝐺2  𝑎𝑛𝑑  𝐺4  (𝑐!𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑟𝑎 −𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙) 

              𝐻!:  𝛽!! = 0   𝑣𝑠.𝐻!:  𝛽!! < 0  

                                                                                                  𝑓𝑜𝑟  𝑗 = 𝐺2  𝑎𝑛𝑑  𝐺3  (𝑐!𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑟𝑎 −𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙) 

For Equation (22), propensity scores on extra-marginality of food, for the separate 

transfers of T1 and T2 versus Tc (omitted): 

              𝐻!:  𝛽! + 𝛾!! + 𝛾!! = 0  [𝑣𝑠.𝐻!:  𝛽! + 𝛾!! + 𝛾!! < 0] 

For Equation (23), propensity scores on extra-marginality of c1 and c2, for the 

separate transfers of T1 and T2 versus Tc (omitted): 

              𝐻!:  𝛽! + 𝛾!! = 0  |Ω! > 0   𝑣𝑠.𝐻!:  𝛽! + 𝛾!! < 0   Ω! > 0] 
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              𝐻!:  𝛽! + 𝛾!! = 0  |Ω! > 0   𝑣𝑠.𝐻!:  𝛽! + 𝛾!! < 0   Ω! > 0] 

For simplicity, Table 2.2 summarizes the expected signs on the parameters that would be 

associated with rejecting the null hypotheses, for the food transfer as a whole as well as for its 

component parts, and for each sub-group as well as for all households. 
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5. RESULTS 

a. Consumption patterns and characteristics of all households and groups 

The first aspect of the results that bears discussion is the implications of examining all 

households versus the sub-divided groups based on the infra- or extra-marginality of transfers, in 

light of underlying consumption patterns for cash versus food recipients and the nature of the 

extra-marginality of transfers between seasons. While the model’s predictions can be tested in 

part by looking at the results for all households, the consumption patterns of the population at 

large can help us to better understand these results and further inform the predictions. These 

patterns also reveal difference in the nature and causes of extra-marginality of each transfer type 

in each season, which informs how we might expect results to differ over time. 

Food consumption patterns in each period for the main grains (c1) and non-grain staples 

(c2), separated by period and then by cash and food recipients, are shown in Table 2.3. The 

numbers under each food type represent first whether or not the food was consumed, and the 

number of days in the past seven, then the source, or what percentage of households claimed 

each source as “primary” for that food and period. We see clearly, first of all, that in the absence 

of a food transfer the primary grain commodity consumed is millet, followed by sorghum and 

then maize, with 96%, 60%, and 18% (100%, 36%, and 6%) of cash recipients consuming each 

commodity in July (October), respectively. With respect to non-grain staples, cash-recipient 

households are likely to consume a mix of cowpeas (60% and 6%, in July and October, 

respectively) and tubers (31% and 33%, likewise), nearly all of them purchased, and virtually 

only consume any other bean if it was received as a transfer. When all home-produced food is 

scarce, then, cash recipients purchase a mix of foods, including cowpeas; however, when home-
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produced millet is available, in October, we see that cash recipients substitute toward millet 

consumption and purchase significantly less of any other food.  

These observations can inform us about the degree to which different forms of transferred 

goods are broadly extra-marginal for this population. Food recipients are nearly as likely (albeit 

for fewer days on average) to consume millet as cash recipients, even when it is primarily 

purchased in July. However, they switch from being more likely to consume maize to more 

likely to consume sorghum between periods, with 41% consuming sorghum and 88% maize in 

July, versus 88% and 17%, respectively, in October. This trend is consistent with the form of 

grain transfer received, shown in Table 2.4, which was in the form of maize for roughly half of 

all households in July, but was in the form of sorghum for over 90% in October. Maize is 

effectively only consumed if it was received as a transfer, whereas sorghum is consumed 

significantly more when received as a transfer (in October) but also consumed to some degree 

when not (in July).  Hence both of these commodities are largely extra-marginal, but maize more 

so. These trends support Cunha’s (2014) findings in Mexico of substitution toward extra-

marginal commodities away from similar commodities, albeit this happens little in the case of 

millet, which is purchased and consumed by nearly all households even when it is not 

transferred. In this case also, however, there is substitution away from relatively dissimilar 

commodities—in the sense that households are so liquidity constrained that they choose to 

substitute toward cheaper grain when it is available and away from higher quality foods.  
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The inter-period differences in other food consumption exhibit a rather different pattern. 

Consumption of cowpeas, other legumes, and tubers by food recipients remains relatively 

constant between periods, with 76%, 8%, and 21% consuming each (respectively) in July and 

68%, 10%, and 28% consuming each (respectively) in October. With respect to legumes, cowpea 

transfers would appear to be retained and consumed (and additionally purchased by some), 

whereas other beans, received by about 69% and 72% of households in July and October 

(respectively), are hardly consumed in either case.  

The large degree of increased consumption with the transfer of certain commodities is 

consistent with a degree of extra-marginality. By this logic, we may suspect that for the 

population at large, even if grain per se was not extra-marginal, the commodities provided 

(primarily maize, but for many also sorghum) were extra-marginal for these households.  

The legume commodity in any form was also per this evidence extra-marginal, in part 

because household would in the absence of the food transfer consume almost exclusively less 

expensive (and otherwise more available, via home production) staple grains. The degree of 

extra-marginality of legumes was more pronounced in October, when the local grain (millet) was 

more available due to the harvest.  
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This leads to the realization that the degree of, and reasons for, extra-marginality for any 

given household varies between seasons based on seasonal conditions and household 

characteristics. Table 2.5 shows the transition matrix between groups between periods, including 

also the average food consumption scores in each period for each group. By looking at the 

diagonal we see first off that a minority of households—a total of 32.5% across groups—retain 

the same status between periods. The movement between groups over time, taking into account 

consumption levels, reflects that the extra-marginality of any given commodity is a function of 

choices under constrained circumstances, which change inter-seasonally. There may be different 

implications of being extra-marginal in a commodity under different conditions, i.e. it may be a 

matter of resorting to an available substitute out of desperation in one period but rather a matter 

of choosing an available substitute by preference in another. Those for whom the transfer was 

extra-marginal in both commodities in October (G2, 422 households), and also just in grain (G3, 

95 households), have lower FCS scores on average in both periods than those for whom both 

commodities (G2, 158 households) or just grain (G3, 62 households) were extra-marginal in 

July. This reflects, in light of the evidence in Table 3, that the extra-marginality of grain in July 

and October are different in nature; in July, households who do not buy additional grain are 

likely to be using those resources to purchase a more diverse diet, whereas in October, those 

households are more likely producing sufficient grain and hence substituting more toward it, 

leading to a less diverse diet. The bean commodities are extra-marginal (Groups 2 and 4) for the 

largest number of households in both periods (563 households in July and 711 in October). 

Putting this together with the descriptive information in Table 2.3, however, we know that this 

extra-marginality is much more distorting in October, when cash recipients almost all forego 

legume consumption for that of cheaper (home-produced) grains.  
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These trends would be expected to impact the results of hypothesis tests in each period. 

In particular, we would expect the extra-marginality of both commodities to make the differential 

impacts of each food transfer type stronger in October. The effect of providing grain on dietary 

diversity should be more negative because grain—in particular the sorghum provided—is extra-

marginal for more households given the millet harvest. The effect of providing the legume on 

dietary diversity should be more positive because of the strong tendency otherwise to substitute 

toward the less-diverse diet of home-produced millet. 

b. Testing Hypotheses 1 and 2 

Tables 2.6 and 2.7 show the results of equations (18) and (19), for all households, with 

the outcome variable of FCS. Three versions of the treatment variable are shown: the dummy for 

receipt of a food (versus cash) transfer, the over-all value of food (versus cash) received, and 

then the separate values of T1 and T2, or grain versus legumes, oil, and salt. For each treatment  
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variable I show here first the uncontrolled regression results, then those with household controls, 

then with household and village controls, then with all controls and fixed effects, in order to 

explore the strength of the randomization and model. Columns (4) hence represent the 

specifications described in equations (18) and (19), the preferred specification, which I expect to 

be more precise. The results for July, during the lean period and following the conditional 

transfers (Table 2.6), and for October, during the early part of the harvest and following the 

unconditional transfers (Table 2.7), are shown separately. 

The results are first off fundamentally consistent with Hoddinott et al. (2013), in that the 

food transfer on the whole has a greater impact on dietary diversity than the cash transfer. 

Keeping in mind that the second treatment variable used represents the value of the transfer (in 

1000s of CFA) as opposed to the dummy, and the transfer value was roughly 25,000 CFA, these 

two sets of results are similar in magnitude. The magnitudes represent a 8% (7%) difference in 

July and a 10% (8%) difference in October, looking at the food as a dummy variable (value), 

relative to over-all averages in each period. 

I begin the tests of Hypotheses 1 and 2 by looking at the transfer separated into its two 

components. The impact of providing T1 is broadly negative relative to cash over-all, whereas 

that of providing T2 is positive. There is some support for this relationship in July, but the 

significance disappears with addition of village controls and fixed effects (see the final two 

columns of Table 2.6). Both outcomes remain significant in October (Table 2.7). The magnitudes 

are in turn much larger, with a roughly 80% negative difference in FCS for T1 and a 90% 

positive difference in FCS for T2 relative to the October average FCS (of about 47). For all 

households, hence, I can reject hypotheses 1 and 2, the nulls of which state that T1 and T2 would 

have no impact on FCS relative to cash, in favor of the respective one-sided alternatives.  
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This result is in turn consistent with the assessment of consumption patterns, that within 

the over-all sample both food transfer types are extra-marginal at all times for many, but had a 

greater (more distorting) degree of extra-marginality in October than in July. To further explore 

this claim, I break the transfer values apart by individual commodities, as shown in Table 2.8. In 

July, there is weak evidence (not robust to inclusion of fixed effects) that both sorghum and 

maize have negative impacts, and a dominating positive effect of providing cowpeas. In October, 

however, these impacts are stronger in both directions, as one would suspect give the greater 

degrees of extra-marginality of each commodity. The impact is strongest for cowpeas in 

particular, which were consumed by almost no cash recipients, which is consistent with the 

degree to which most households were extra-marginal in cowpea consumption in October. 

In summary, taking into account the general extra-marginality of the commodities 

provided in this population, I can reject the null hypotheses in favor of the alternatives:  

          𝐻1:    𝐻!:  𝛽! = 0  [𝑣𝑠.𝐻!:  𝛽! < 0] 

𝑎𝑛𝑑 

      𝐻2:  𝐻!:  𝛽! = 0  [𝑣𝑠.𝐻!:  𝛽! > 0] 

While I only reject with 95% confidence and without controls and fixed effects in July, I reject 

with confidence (p < 0.01) in October. 
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Evidence related to the corollary regarding transaction costs, Hypothesis 5, is mixed 

between seasons. In July, even while the impacts of each commodity are not robust to fixed 

effects, the degree to which the grain (legume) transfer has a negative (positive) impact on 

dietary diversity is increasing with a household’s distance from the village center. In October, 

however, the impacts of each food commodity are attenuated by the transaction costs. Hence I 

reject the corollary hypothesis (p < 0.01) in July, but fail to reject in October. This finding could 

reflect implications of remoteness, or other unobservables other than the transaction cost 

associated with the model, that differ between seasons and are captured by the households’ 

distance from the village center. 

I now turn to analysis within separate groups of food recipients based on the extra-

marginality of each transfer type. Rejection of hypothesis 1 would imply that we find negative 

coefficients on the beta parameters for the food transfer over-all among those for whom the grain 

is extra-marginal and the legume is not, which is group 3 in Tables 2.9 (July) and 2.10 (October). 

As seen in Columns (5), this coefficient is positive but not significant in July and October. For 

divided commodities, results are stronger, in that the coefficient on transfers of T1, in Columns 

(6), is negative and significant in both periods. In October (Table 2.10) the impact of T1 is 

negative and significant for all groups for whom the grain is extra-marginal, and these results are 

more pronounced than in July as expected.  

In looking finally at the propensity scores, Table 2.11, I fail to reject Hypothesis 1 in July 

(columns (1) and (2)). In October, however, the impact of food generally is negative for those 

extra-marginal in c1 (net effect of -0.585, column (3)), but particularly decreasing for transfers of 

T1 (net effect of -6.488, column (4)). I can say then on the whole that I reject hypothesis 1 in  
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favor of the alternative, that the T1 transfer has negative impacts on dietary diversity. This 

evidence is present in both seasons, but more pronounced and consistent in October. 

 Hypothesis 2 is even more strongly rejected in the sub-groups and propensity score 

estimations. The impact off food and of T2 on the sub-groups for whom it is extra-marginal, G2 

and G4 (columns (3)-(4) and (7)-(8) of Tables 9 and 10), is positive, although only significant in 

October for G4 for the food transfer (column (7)), and for the divided commodities. Using the 

propensity scores (Table 2.11), evidence related to Hypothesis 2 is mixed. There is similar to the 

above no supporting evidence in July, whereas in October the impact of the food transfer is 

positive in the propensity to be extra-marginal in c2 (column (3)). The effect is not shown to be 

specific to T2, however (column (4)). Again, while evidence is somewhat mixed, and more 

definitive in October, I across metrics can reject Hypothesis 2 in favor of the alternative that 

transfers of T2 have positive impacts on dietary diversity. 

That both Hypotheses are more firmly rejected in October is on the whole consistent with 

the different conditions between seasons (Table 2.3). It is possible also that the propensity score 

approach is more able to capture the characteristics that drive the extra-marginality of transfers in 

October, when conditions are less strained so differences between households are more driven by 

household-level characteristics.  

Similar to the case for all households, evidence related to the corollary transaction cost 

hypothesis is mixed. In July, we see that the transaction cost strengthens the separate impacts of 

each commodity for groups for whom legumes only are extra-marginal (G4, column (8) of Table 

2.9), and these results are significant (p < 0.01). In October, however, evidence fails to reject the 

hypothesis for all groups. 
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c. Testing Hypothesis 3 

A rejection of hypothesis 3 would mean that, across estimation procedures, a transfer has 

an impact on dietary diversity relative to cash even when that transfer in infra-marginal. A failure 

to reject, in this case, provides some support for the model’s prediction, that food transfers have 

no impact relative to cash transfers for those for whom they are infra-marginal. In the first 

instance I test whether for those for whom both goods are infra-marginal, G1, the beta 

coefficients for food transfers is not equal to zero. As shown in Column (2) of Tables 9 and 10, 

while the over-all impact of the food transfer is still weakly positive in both periods, in October 

each separate commodity has no impact of dietary diversity relative to cash; in July the impact of 

grain is weakly positive, as opposed to negative for all other groups. It is only in the case that 

both commodities are infra-marginal, G1, however, that I cannot reject the hypothesis, i.e. that 

there are not definitive impacts of the food transfers on dietary diversity relative to cash. While 

this does not confirm that the impact of food is identical to that of cash for infra-marginal 

recipients, it does provide support for the model, especially since the hypothesis is stronger 

rejected for other groups.  

For the propensity score estimation, a rejection is contingent on the impact of food and/or 

both food commodities being different from cash if the propensity to be extra-marginal is zero, 

or: 

              𝐻!:  𝛽! = 0  |  Ω! = 0   𝑣𝑠.𝐻!:  𝛽! ≠ 0   Ω! = 0] 

              𝐻!:  𝛽! = 0  |  Ω! = 0   𝑣𝑠.𝐻!:  𝛽! ≠ 0   Ω! = 0] 

In both periods, we see that including the propensity scores in the regression leads to an 

insignificant (not distinguishable from zero) impact of each transfer on dietary diversity 

(columns (2) and (4)), and in July this occurs for the transfer as a whole (column (1)). Here again 
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I fail to reject the hypothesis in support of the alternative, finding some (if weak) support for the 

model’s prediction. 

d. Testing Hypothesis 4 

The model predicts that, in addition to influencing consumption outcomes, the extra-

marginality of both food transfer types could lead to greater expenditure on non-food items for 

cash than for food recipients. Overall I fail to reject this hypothesis, finding to the contrary that 

food recipients spend as much or more on non-food expenditures as cash recipients. There are 

minimal significant differences between cash and food recipients on non-food expenditures in 

July, and none at all in October. When divided between groups, the impacts of food transfers for 

some subsets are weakly positive (indicating greater purchases of non-food items by food 

recipients) in July and weakly negative (indicating greater purchases of non-food items by cash 

recipients) in October, which is consistent with the findings of Hoddinott et al. (2013) of greater 

expenditures by those respective groups in certain targeted areas. These effects are however 

small in magnitude. 

Looking at the propensity score estimations shown in Table 2.12, while the food transfer 

impact is positive (column (1)), indicating greater purchases by food recipients, it is decreasing 

in the propensities to be extra-marginal, and on net negative for those who are extra-marginal in 

consumption of c2. Likewise with the regressions divided by commodity, the degree to which 

cash recipients purchase more non-food goods is increasing in the degree of extra-marginality of 

c2 (3.601-5.556=-1.955, column (2)). On the whole, however, I fail to reject Hypothesis 4 in 

favor of the alternative, that cash recipients would make more non-food purchases when 

commodities are extra-marginal. 
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This finding suggests that there are other uses of cash by cash recipients that are not 

addressed purely by the question of extra-marginality. A key candidate that emerges from the 

model in this paper is the use of cash for consumption-smoothing behavior, through payment of 

debts and/or gift-giving. This question is taken up in a companion paper in this dissertation, 

Upton et al. 2014. 

e. Single-adult households 

It is often supposed that policy outcomes inconsistent with our theories may be the result 

of intra-household bargaining dynamics, which can lead to inconsistencies and inefficiencies in 

behavior. I hence test this supposition by checking to see whether the model’s predictions and 

results hold in the absence of intra-household bargaining, which we would presume to be the 

case in households with only one adult.  

I define single-adult households as those of either gender for whom the spouse is 

deceased or otherwise absent during the transfer period. In July, this included just one male-

headed household (whose wife was absent during that period), but in October it coincided 

precisely with female-headed households.21 

The results for the key specifications on the food consumption score, first with food 

values alone (equations (18) and (19)) and then with the propensity scores (equations (22) and 

(23)), are shown in Table 2.13 for both periods. The food value has a positive impact on dietary 

diversity relative to cash, in slightly greater magnitude than for all households. Hypothesis 1 and 

2 are in turn rejected in October, as we see negative coefficients on T1 and positive coefficients 

on T2 (columns (6) and (8)). The propensity scores evidence is ambiguous, however, perhaps 

because the extra-marginality of foods does capture different information for single-adult 

(primarily female-headed) households. Finally, I can as for all households reject hypothesis 3 
                                                
21 The results for just female-headed households are virtually identical. 
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only in July, as the impacts of food and each food good are indistinguishable from zero when 

propensity scores are zero (columns (3) and (4)).  

When we look at non-food expenditures (not shown), similarly also to the results for all 

households, food recipient single-adult households have slightly higher non-food expenditures in 

July, but there are no significant differences at all in October.  

While there may be some evidence that there are differences in the nature of the extra-

marginality of transfers for single-adult households, I would conclude on the whole that there is 

very little evidence that household-level bargaining dynamics affect the core predictions of the 

model. 
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6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper I take on a puzzle that has been with economists, and the community of 

scholars concerned with food security and food assistance policy, for years: the so-called “cash-

out” puzzle, or degree to which in-kind transfers lead to different decisions and outcomes than 

cash transfers, even with the in-kind transfer is infra-marginal. In particular, I attempt to shed 

light on the mechanisms behind differential impacts of cash versus food transfers, and in this 

case the conditional superiority of food transfers, for dietary diversity objectives. While this 

question has been examined repeatedly and in many contexts, I take a novel approach that builds 

on development microeconomic theory, and evaluate it in the challenging and important context 

of rural Niger. 

 The model I construct in this paper includes a minor extension on a dynamic household 

decision model, in order to generate predictions on the impacts of cash versus food transfers for 

dietary diversity outcomes. The model predicts that, due to transaction costs involved in selling 

food, household will substitute toward consumption of extra-marginal transferred commodities. 

This substitution leads to negative impacts on dietary diversity relative to cash if the extra-

marginal commodity is a cheap, staple grain, but positive impacts on dietary diversity relative to 

cash if the extra-marginal commodity is a higher quality food. The model yields additional 

predictions related to other uses of cash, in particular with respect to consumption-smoothing 

behavior, that are taken up in a companion paper (Upton et al. 2014). 

 The Niger context and particular sample of households in which I test this model’s 

predictions is intriguing. I show that, for all households in the sample, both commodities 

provided in the transfer are largely extra-marginal. But the status of each good is dynamic, and 

the reasons for the extra-marginality are different between lean and harvest seasons. In the lean 
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season, the grain transfer is largely infra-marginal in terms of grain consumption, but the specific 

commodities provided are still extra-marginal, and I find support for the model’s prediction in a 

slightly negative impact of grain transfers relative to cash on the food consumption score. During 

the harvest, however, the commodities provided are still extra-marginal and the extra-marginality 

of grain over all increases due to local availability of millet. In turn, we see as the model predicts 

pronounced negative impacts on dietary diversity relative to cash. The other, higher quality good 

provided is a legume, which is extra-marginal for many households in both periods but primarily 

because households choose to substitute toward consumption of cheaper grains, especially during 

the harvest when home-produced grain is available. The model’s predictions are supported here 

as well, with a pronounced positive impact of the legume good provided on dietary diversity 

relative to cash, particularly during the harvest. 

 I then divide households into groups based on the extra-marginality of each commodity, 

and construct propensity scores, to confirm that these impacts vary within the population as a 

function of the extra-marginality of foods. While this task is challenging and somewhat 

imprecise, I find some additional support for the model through these methods, in particular that 

during the harvest period the negative (positive) impact of the grain (legume) transfer is 

(decreasing) increasing in the propensity for it to be extra-marginal. While the impact of food 

generally is still positive relative to cash for those for whom transfers are infra-marginal, the 

impacts of the separated commodities among these households is negligible. 

 I examine all results within the sub-sample of single-adult households to assess the 

influence of intra-household bargaining dynamics, and find that very similar results. This is to 

say that intra-household bargaining does not have an important effect on the degree to which the 

extra-marginality of transferred commodities influences their impacts. 
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 These results, and the validation of this model, go a long way toward solving the puzzle 

of the conditional superiority of food transfers for dietary diversity outcomes in this context. 

There are some gaps in the results, however—such as in that the over-all food transfer has 

positive impacts in July, but this does not seem to be explained by the relative status of each 

commodity. In turn, the food transfer over-all still has positive impacts relative to cash for all 

households and all infra- or extra-marginality groupings. The model also predicts that cash 

recipients should purchase more non-food items than food recipients when food commodities are 

extra-marginal, but this prediction is not supported by the evidence. These gaps suggest that 

additional mechanisms remain to be explained by other dynamics, including the relative use of 

cash versus food for debts and gift-giving to smooth consumption over time.  

While these specific results are unique to the context of Niger—characterized by extreme 

poverty and extraordinarily limited dietary diversity—the model, its principles, and predictions 

could be usefully applied elsewhere to examine the impacts of food versus cash transfers, and the 

importance of the content of the food basket, for differential impacts on consumption behavior. 

 The contribution of this paper is hence two-fold. First, it uses economic theory to build 

intuition on an important economic question. This is a theoretical contribution from the 

perspective of development microeconomics, and especially for the study of food security and 

food assistance. These results could also be used toward better design of food assistance 

programs. In particular, the results in Niger, while not applicable everywhere, can show us 

conditions under which food transfers—especially when providing a good of higher quality than 

poor recipients would otherwise consume—may have positive impacts on dietary diversity 

relative to cash. They also show the more generalizable result that providing a staple grain, 
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especially one that is extra-marginal, will perform worse relative to cash toward dietary diversity 

outcomes. 

 There are key implications to be drawn from these findings for food aid quality and 

commodity choice. The findings show that for the goal of improving dietary diversity providing 

an inexpensive grain is less effective than providing cash, while providing a higher quality food 

is better than providing cash. Hence with this particular goal in mind, cash is preferred to a low 

quality food and a high quality food is a still better choice. This finding raises question of 

paternalism in food assistance, however, and whether or not it is appropriate for policy makers to 

restrict recipients’ flexibility in order to achieve their desired objectives. A key point of 

discussion in the transition toward cash transfers has centered around providing cash in order to 

better meet recipients’ preferences through greater flexibility. 

The case of Niger raises additional questions related to recipient choice, however, in that 

assuming that more flexibility is necessarily better for recipients is also imposing certain 

assumptions about recipients’ preferences and needs. Recipients in this case expressed strong 

preferences for food transfers, in spite of the lack of flexibility. This food preference may be 

linked to the outcomes we observe, in that cash recipients may have substituted toward cheaper 

commodities due to certain pressures but would have in fact preferred to receive food as a kind 

of commitment device for achieving greater dietary diversity. Better meeting recipients’ needs 

and preferences should hence begin with the choice of transfer type, and not be assumed to be 

better achieved with cash transfers (Gentilini 2014). More research should also be done to assess 

the links between transfer preferences and outcomes, in particular the degree to which recipients’ 

stated preferences provide information about likely outcomes they will experience from different 

transfer types. 
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 While these results are powerful and have pertinent implications, one should exercise 

caution in applying them in contexts too different from the poor, rural, Sahelian region of 

southern Niger. The predictions of this model should hence be tested in other contexts, with 

different food commodity choices and levels of poverty, in order to apply their intuition toward 

the decision to provide cash versus food and/or what foods to provide, particularly in light of 

dietary diversity objectives. 
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APPENDIX 2.1  

Cowpea Price Projection 

For the purposes of testing the model in this paper, it was necessary to estimate local 

values for the food basket distributed to food recipients. While millet prices were solicited at the 

community level, the survey did not do so for cowpeas, the other primary (and locally available) 

commodity distributed. Given that local production and trade patterns with respect to millet and 

cowpeas are similar, we could expect that the two prices have similar patterns across time and 

villages.  

The way that we construct this projection depends on what we consider to be the primary 

drivers of price variation. One supposition is that the drivers are a direct function of distance, 

from primary cities and towns, the main road, and/or the nearest market. They might also, 

however, be a function of other village-level characteristics, such as production patterns, 

numbers of households, and other aspects of accessibility not captured by distance. 

I hence consider a few options for this price projection, based on available data. In all 

cases, I am regressing the village-level millet price across time, against the price at the regional 

capitol (Zinder) and a number of other covariates. I then retain the parameters, and project a 

village-level cowpea price using the regional price available. I executed and compared four 

possible regression projections. In the first efforts, I assess the degree to which distance and 

available accessibility characteristics sufficiently capture the variation in price, and the degree to 

which additional covariates and/or interactions changes the price projection. I then explore 

addition of fixed effects, with and without additional household-level distance variables. 
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The first projection proceeds as follows: 

 Projection (1): 

𝑃!"! = 𝛼!" + 𝛽!!"𝑃!!×𝑍𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟! + 𝛽!!"𝑃!!×𝑀𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑡! + 𝛽!!"𝑅𝑁1! + 𝛽!!"𝑅𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑄!

+ 𝛽!!"𝑇𝑤𝑜𝑅𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑠! + 𝛽!!"𝑇𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡! + 𝛽!!"𝐻𝐻𝑠! + 𝜀!" 

Here, 𝑃!"!  is the millet price that varies by village (i) over time (t). I then interact the Zinder price, 

𝑃!!, which varies only between periods, with the distance from each village to Zinder (Zinderi), 

as well as with the distance from each village to the nearest market (Marketi). I also include the 

distance from each village to the main highway, Route Nationale No. 1 (RN1i), the quality of the 

road in the village (RoadQi), whether or not there is a second road from the village (TwoRoadsi), 

the cost of transporting 100kg bag of grain to the nearest market (TCosti), and the number of 

households in the village (HHsi). We have finally the error term, 𝜀!". 

 The second projection is largely similar, but with every term interacted with the regional 

price. 

 Projection (2): 

𝑃!"! = 𝛼!" + 𝛽!!"𝑃!!×𝑍𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟! + 𝛽!!"𝑃!!×𝑀𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑡! + 𝛽!!"𝑃!!×𝑅𝑁1! + 𝛽!!"𝑃!!×𝑅𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑄!

+ 𝛽!!"𝑃!!×𝑇𝑤𝑜𝑅𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑠! + 𝛽!!"𝑃!!×𝑇𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡! + 𝛽!!"𝑃!!×𝐻𝐻𝑠! + 𝜀!" 

 After examining these projections, it appeared that a large degree of the variation in 

millet price was not being captured by these covariates. This is possibly due to various 

unobserved or unobservable village conditions and characteristics that influence how the price 

varies over space and over time. I hence included village-level fixed effects, first without and 

then with household-level distances from the village center (see Appendix 2.2) also included to 

introduce household-level variation: 
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 Projection (3): 

𝑃!"! = 𝛼!" + 𝛽!!"𝑃!! + 𝛾!"𝑉𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑠 + 𝜀!" 

 Projection (4): 

𝑃!"! = 𝛼!" + 𝛽!!"𝑃!! + 𝛽!!"𝑃!!×𝑀𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑡𝐻𝐻! + 𝛾!"#𝑉𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑠 + 𝜀!" 

Here, the right hand side includes only the Zinder price and village-level fixed effects (Villages), 

both of which vary over time. In Projection (4), MarketHHj represents the household-level 

distance, which introduces more nuance to the price projection and also assists with problems of 

collinearity between the final treatment variables.  

I then save the parameters in these regressions and project the village-level cowpea price, 

𝑃!"! , plugging in the Zinder price of cowpeas in place of the Zinder price of millet. 

Table A1 shows the four price projections, as compared against the millet price, with 

averages and standard deviations across villages for each month of the transfer period. I favor 

projection (4), the fixed effects projection with household-level market distances. While the 

second projection performs well in terms of being similarly distributed to the millet price, the 

price level is very close to that of millet, which is not reflective of what is shown in national-

level price data and at the regional level here. The third and fourth projections reflect more 

appropriate price levels. In turn, the fourth projection introduces a level of unique household-

level variation that is useful for the analysis. 

In order to confirm that the results aren’t sensitive to the exact nature of the cowpea price 

projection, I run a set of regressions showing results across all four projections (Table A2.1.2). 

These results, for all households in October, show the treatment variable as the value of all 

commodities and then the divided commodities. As is clear from the results, the nature of the 

projection does not affect the outcomes of interest; the outcomes are slightly different in 
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magnitude for projections (3) and (4) than for projections (1) and (2), but do not change in sign 

or significance. 
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APPENDIX 2.2 

Construction of Household-level Distances from the Village Center 

Transaction costs faced by households emerge as a key variable of importance in the 

household model. Their importance has to do with the travel and other costs associated with 

selling a food commodity received as a transfer, in the case that it is extra-marginal and hence 

unwanted. This led me to want to understand households’ distance not only to markets but to 

village centers, where many exchanges and other transactions take place. 

The community survey collected village-level GPS coordinates. These suffered, 

unfortunately from several issues. For one there were several missing, meaning the loss of a 

large number of households if I were to use those coordinates. Even for those not missing, there 

were several issues that make these coordinates less than ideal as measures of the center of the 

village. I will describe how I handle each of these cases.  

The first issue is that many coordinates were not systematically collected at a point 

actually central to each village, in terms of either space or a conceptual or cultural center. While 

in some cases a market or central meeting place might not be at the true Euclidean center of the 

village, the enumerators were not only not collecting coordinates at a spatial center but did not 

systematically seek out main meeting places or hubs. On examination, we see that many of these 

coordinates are at some distance from the majority of households in a given village, even when 

households were otherwise relatively clustered in a given location, which reflects neither a 

cultural or spatial center. An example of this is shown in Case 1, below. 

In turn, the distribution of households in some villages is not very straightforward, which 

is to say that households are not all located in one clustered location. As land quality has been 

degrading, households have to travel further and/or seek to cultivate larger plots of land. As these 
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land plot sizes increase, households (or some part of them) frequently displace themselves to be 

closer to the fields, particularly during heavy field work times. Some of these sub-locations, 

originally just seasonal camps, have become increasingly permanent.  

This phenomenon has led to two different common village layouts. One, Case 2, is to 

have a central location, and then long line of households settled along the length of the fields. 

Another, Case 3, is to develop several small clusters, with generally one location and cluster of 

residences considered primary, at the historic location of the village, and one or more other 

quasi-permanent satellite villages that still identify with the main village. The distance that best 

reflects, then, a household’s distance from the center of the village is actually its distance from 

the primary cluster, where the bulk of all transactions take place. These primary clusters are 

always the site of the majority of households in the village. 

I deemed it necessary, hence to examine each village and determine the location of the 

main cluster and then the center of that cluster, in order to then construct household-level 

distance from the ‘true’ village centers. I use a spatial method, whereby I physically plot each 

village by plotting household-level locations. I then visually identify the largest cluster, and 

confirm that it contains a larger number of households than any other visible cluster. I also re-

define village centers in light of errors in the initial data collection. 

Figure A2.2.1 shows an example of Case 1, in which the village has a relatively straight-

forward layout but the GPS collected at the community level was for some reason significantly 

off center. In the case shown, the village of Baboul (in the commune of Wame), the original GPS 

collected (represented with a diamond) is nearly two kilometers from the point I identify as the 

village center using the medians of the clustered household locations. 
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Figure A2.2.1: Case 1, the village of Baboul, Wame 

 

The second case is shown in Figure A2.2.2, with the village of Ridal Hardo (in the 

commune of Guidimouni). In this case there is a clear cluster at the lower left, and a chain of 

households settled along the perimeter of the fields. The right side of the figure shows a close-up 

on the cluster, where my village center adjustment made only a minor change relative to the 

collected GPS in order to place the center at the medians of the largest cluster. 

 

Figure A2.2.2: Case 2, the village of Ridal Hardo, Guidimouni 

Overview (left), then close-up of cluster (right) 
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Finally, a very common case (Case 3) is for there to be two or more village clusters. In 

this case, I simply identify the primary cluster (by size) and select the center to be its median. 

This in some cases aligned with the GPS collected and in others not. Figure A2.2.3 show one 

such case, for the village of Angoual Sala (commune of Dogo). 

 

Figure A2.2.3: Case 3, the village of Angoual Sala, Dogo 

 

Household-level distances to the village center are designated in kilometers using the Vincenty 

command in Stata.  
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APPENDIX 2.3 

Propensity scores on the extra-marginality of commodities 

The reason for constructing propensity scores on the extra-marginality of different 

commodities follows the basic rationale of the propensity score: to facilitate the ability to 

compare outcomes of individuals who have a certain ‘treatment’ to similar individuals who do 

not (Angrist and Pischke 2009). The unique element of this case is that the ‘treatment’ is not 

even remotely exogenous, but is instead a category based on only a partly observable 

characteristic in the population, the extra-marginality for that population of a given food 

commodity. Additionally, we are then using this propensity to compare an actual treatment 

effect—the receipt of that food versus cash—between populations. Hence, the propensity score 

in this case is not being relied upon to identify a treatment effect, but instead to examine a 

treatment effect (that was randomized) within an appropriate comparison group (upon which 

randomization could not be and was not stratified). 

The treatment variable then used is the extra-marginality of each commodity within the 

food recipient population, as defined by the lack of purchase of that commodity (whether or not 

it is consumed) in the final week of the transfer period. I choose to then roughly follow the 

straightforward approach put forward by Dehejia and Wahba (2002), to estimate and then assess 

the performance of the propensity score. While the Logit estimator is common and recommended 

for this purpose, I examine also the results with a Probit estimator and a Linear Probability 

Model, to see if there are significant differences in the results among binary response estimators. 

 Taking F(x) to be the probability of falling into one of the defined groups contingent on a 

vector of explanatory variables x, the logit is defined as the inverse of the logistic function, or: 

𝐹 𝑥 =
1

1+ 𝑒!(!!!!!!!!⋯ ) 
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I begin by selecting for x a rather parsimonious set of variables that I consider to be likely 

predictors of being extra-marginal in a given food commodity, which would be both supply-side 

(availability and access related) and demand-side (needs and preferences) characteristics. These 

include first household head characteristics, including: age, gender, presence of a handicap, and 

level of schooling. Then a number of household level characteristics, including whether or not 

the household is polygamous, ethnicity variables, the household size, number of children, 

dependency ratio, whether or not the household cultivates land, and the number of hectares 

cultivated. I then include village-level availability and access characteristics, including: the 

presence of a market, distance to market otherwise, whether or not there is a cereal bank in the 

village, the number of households in the village, distance to the main road, and whether or not 

there is cell phone service. Alternatively, I restrict this to the household-level characteristics only 

and use village-level fixed effects, which has advantages in capturing a number of unobservables 

at the village level that may affect the status of each commodity. Alternative approaches suggest 

using a series of interactions (e.g., squares of the outcome variables), an approach more 

concerned about fit than about the conceptual justification of the covariates. 

 After running the regression on this set of characteristics on only food recipients for 

whom we observe the outcome of interest, I then predict the outcome over the entire set of 

households to obtain the propensity score. I then assess the performance of this propensity score 

in leading to comparable groups, and in representing the likelihood of being extra-marginal 

within the estimation sample. I run this procedure first using different estimators, and then 

different sets of covariates and/or squares, to compare performance. 

First, using the core set of household characteristics and village-level fixed effects, I 

compare estimators (logit, probit, or LPM). Table A2.3.1 shows t-tests of each of the propensity 
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score estimates, on the observed extra-marginality of each commodity, in each period. The 

predicted averages are virtually identical between estimators. The histogram version of this 

information, for just the propensity to be extra-marginal in consumption of c2, is shown in 

Figure A2.3.1. 
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Figure A2.3.1: Propensity on Extra-marginality of C2, by the treatment variable 

 

 

 

 

In keeping with the established literature (Dehejia and Wahba 2002), I continue with the 

logit estimator. I then attempt different sets of covariates, firstly with and without fixed effects, 

then with all terms interacted. Table A3.2 shows the comparisons as above but for just the scores 
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derived using the logit, and across these various sets of controls and covariates. For each period, 

the mean of the propensity score is shown for where the ‘true value’ among food recipients, the 

extra-marginality of each commodity based on purchasing behavior, is equal to 0 (Var=0) and 

equal to 1 (Var=1). We see from this that the estimator performs better, in the sense of there 

being a stronger relationship between the propensity score and the treatment variable, with fixed 

effects, in that the values for those who are actually extra-marginal are higher, and those for who 

are not are lower. There otherwise is not much difference between them based on the number of 

covariates included, nor with the inclusion of the interaction terms. I hence, again in keeping 

with the literature, keep with the more parsimonious regression specification, indicated in bold in 

Table A2.3.2. 

 

I now proceed, per Dehejia and Wahba (2002), to assess the balance of covariates across 

quintiles of the propensity score. As shown in Table A2.3.3, the core household-level covariates 

used in the model balance across these groups within quintiles. 

In this special case, however, this is not the balance that we particularly care about, but 

more the balance between cash and food recipients along quintiles of the propensity scores, 
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which is a different matter. While this is the conventional manner in which one can test the 

propensity score, and the test passes in this case, as I am not using it for identification at this 

level the test is not as necessary or interesting. What is more important for the model is the 

degree to which there is balance between cash and food recipients across quintiles of the 

propensity score. For the sake of examination, I look at this as well, in Table A3.4. While not 

perfectly balanced, the subsets balance similarly to the overall sample, with the fewest groups 

balanced across ethnicity variables but most groups balanced across other key covariates. 
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ABSTRACT 

Discussions of the impact of public transfers or private consumption smoothing behaviors 

typically abstract from the form of these transfers. In this paper, we extend a standard 

agricultural household model to address this issue. The model predicts that, due both to food 

price expectations and transaction costs involved in selling food transfers, recipients of cash 

transfers will repay more debts and/or make more transfers in cash than will recipients of food; 

further, these differences will be more pronounced during periods of rising food prices. We test 

these predictions empirically using household-level survey data from a randomized cash/food 

intervention in south-central Niger. We find that cash recipients are more likely to repay debts 

and give gifts in the form of cash, while food recipients are more likely to give only gifts in food 

and of smaller average values. These impacts are more pronounced in the lean season, when food 

prices are rising. 

 

Keywords: cash transfers, food assistance, informal credit, household model, Niger 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Informal social insurance mechanisms can be very important for the rural poor as devices 

for smoothing consumption over time and protecting against shocks, especially in the absence of 

formal credit markets (Morduch 1995). These mechanisms take diverse forms, including 

informal borrowing and lending and inter-household gift-giving. Some informal loans have 

repayment terms that depend on the realization of shocks by both borrower and lender, and so 

may morph into private transfers that do not necessarily need to be repaid (Udry1994). These 

different mechanisms can be substitutable, with gift-giving, for example, engaged in to serve the 

same ends as credit and/or savings (Behrman et al. 1997). While households may have 

mechanisms for addressing covariate risks that affect an entire village, including migration and 

remittances from non-resident household members, an important component of this phenomenon 

deals with idiosyncratic risks and the tendency to smooth consumption at the village level 

(Deaton 1997; Townsend 1994). 

Given the importance of social insurance mechanisms for household welfare and food 

security, especially in environments where livelihoods are fraught with high levels of risk and 

uncertainty (Besley 1995), understanding how external transfers may affect informal 

consumption pooling and/or smoothing mechanisms is valuable. Some highlight the concern that 

public transfers might “crowd out” informal mechanisms, neutralizing the effect of public 

policies (e.g., Barro1974; Becker1974; Rosenzweig and Wolpin 1994; Cox et al. 1998; Jensen 

2003; Albarran and Attanasio 2003). Others suggest that crowding out is not a significant 

concern, or even that injections of resources into rural economies could reinforce these 

mechanisms by providing the lubrication from added liquidity or social connections (David and 

Menchik 1985; Cox and Jacubson 1995; Cox et al. 2004; Chantarat and Barrett 2012). In this 
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literature, how private transfers respond to public policies is largely driven by the dominant 

motive behind private transfers. If transfers are altruistically motivated or they mitigate risk, 

crowding-out may accrue. If transfers are payments in exchange, they could react in either 

direction to increases in household resources (Cox 1987). Social pressures to share income with 

kin are likely to increase private transfers as public transfers are being “taxed” by relatives 

(Jakiela and Ozier 2012).   

A limitation of this work lies in the assumption that the extent to which crowding out 

occurs, or does not occur, is independent of the form of transfer– that is, whether it is provided 

in-kind or as cash. While a few studies examine the crowding-out effect of food aid (Dercon and 

Krishnan 2003; Lentz and Barrett 2005; Sulaiman 2011), the implications of the form of transfer 

provided—cash or in-kind—for these impacts has not been considered. In the case of food 

assistance in particular, it is unclear whether cash versus food transfers perform differently with 

respect to crowding out, or reinforcing, these informal transfer mechanisms. In addition, do cash 

and food have differential impacts on households’ choices to prioritize longer-term food security 

over short-term consumption and dietary diversity by repaying debts and/or giving transfers, and 

in doing so sacrificing today’s consumption to expand the household’s future budget set? 

In this paper, we develop a theoretical household model to build intuition and predictions 

for how cash and food transfers might be used differently, given the trade-offs between current 

and future consumption. The model is typical for the literature, building on the classic non-

separable model with transaction costs put forward by de Janvry et al. (1991). We integrate two 

key features that allow us to focus on the question of the use of cash versus food transfers for 

consumption smoothing. First, as part of the standard inter-temporal asset constraint, we allow 

for the ceiling on future borrowing (and/or, equivalently, likelihood of receiving transfers in the 
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future) to be an increasing function of current debt repayment (and/or, equivalently, transfers 

given to other households). The more a household pays back (or gives away) today, the more 

access it will have to borrowing (or likely it will be to receive gifts) later. Second, households 

receive public transfers either in cash or in food. While households can sell the food transfer, this 

is subject to a transaction cost that reduces their net proceeds. 

This model generates several empirical predictions. Consistent with the precautionary 

savings principle (Barrett 2002), sacrificing today’s consumption (even at very low levels) to 

give transfers and/or pay debts can be a rational strategy for improving consumption prospects 

(through reciprocal transfers and/or a higher borrowing ceiling) in the future. The transaction 

cost involved in selling food and expectations over future prices are the main drivers of 

differences between cash and food transfers. While it may make sense to give away food 

transfers (or to use them to pay debts) in order to improve the likelihood of receiving transfers in 

the future (or to increase future borrowing limits), in so far as most debts need to be repaid in 

cash one would have to sell food in order to pay back debts. Given the transactions costs 

involved in selling food, debt repayment is more efficient with cash, as well as more easily used 

to manage covariate risk through payment to networks outside of the village. Food prices and 

food price expectations are also important, as rising food prices decrease the value of cash 

(relative to food) in terms of future food consumption.   

The empirical evidence at the household level shows that cash recipients are more likely 

to pay back debts, and pay larger amounts on average, than food recipients, particularly when 

food prices are rising during the lean season. Food recipients are more likely to give food gifts 

(within the village), on average of smaller values than cash repayments. This pattern is linked to 

food consumption, in that while cash recipients are more likely to repay debts they also 
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experience lower impacts on dietary diversity than do food recipients (Hoddinott et al. 2013). 

Cash recipients are in turn more likely than food recipients to take out loans to meet food needs 

in the leanest season, whereas food recipients take out more loans during the harvest season to 

meet other needs, reflecting the shift in relative scarcities between seasons.  

We begin with our theoretical model and its predictions on the use of cash versus food 

transfers. We then present some background in Section III on the context, the intervention, the 

randomization, balance across control and treatment groups, and outcome variables. Section IV 

presents our estimation strategy, and Section V the results. Section VI summarizes and 

concludes. 

II. THEORETICAL MODEL 

A model of household behavior appropriate for poor settings characterized by food 

insecurity and considerable income risk must recognize trade-offs between food and other 

essential needs, such as education, care giving, and health care. It must also take into account the 

desire to smooth consumption over time, and integrate an understanding of risk and uncertainty, 

in food production, prices, transfers, and effectively all ‘inputs’ into the household’s food 

availability function (Barrett 2002). Here we develop a non-separable household model that 

addresses the question of assuring food security while building on the long-standing work of 

Singh et al. (1986). We assume a unitary household model, which is to say that all decision-

makers have the same preferences (over the consumption of food and other goods, as well as 

over debt repayment/initiation and asset investment), and that all resources are pooled within the 

household. The decision process is dynamic, such that today’s choices are affected by 

expectations over future income and prices: 
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(1) 
 

where the household derives utility over food goods, ct, as well as other market goods, xt, and 

leisure, lt
l. Z is a vector of household and/or community-specific characteristics, and 1 ≥ 𝛽 > 0 

is a time discount preference parameter. The utility function satisfies the usual concavity, Inada 

and local non-satiation assumptions. 

Each household produces a food consumption good, qt. We assume also that wage labor 

and other agricultural inputs are not available, so households use only home-labor (lt
q) for 

production, along with a fixed initial amount of land and productive capital, K.1 Consequently, 

our production function takes the form;  

𝑞! = 𝑔(𝑙!
!;𝐾) 

  (2) 

Income for purchases comes from sales of the produced good (qt), public transfers in the 

form of food (Tt
c) or cash (Tt

x), and the sales value of the current asset stock (At), taking into 

account each period’s net savings (st). This gives the budget constraint: 

𝑝!!∗𝑐! + 𝑝!!𝑥! + 𝑠! ≤ 𝑝!!∗ 𝑞! + 𝑇!! + 𝑇!! + 𝐴! 
 (3) 

Following Behrman et al. (1997), we assume that different forms of consumption 

smoothing behavior, including savings and investment as well as informal credit and gift 

exchange, are functionally substitutes. We hence model net savings as composed as follows: 

𝑠! = ℎ! − 𝑏! + 𝑎! 
 (4) 

                                                
1 We make this assumption for simplicity; relaxing it so as to include other inputs in the production function does 
not change the predictions we derive. 
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where ht is debt repayment and/or gifts given to other households, bt is debts taken out and/or 

gifts received from other households, and at is other forms of formal and informal savings 

including investment in livestock and other assets. We assume that bt is denominated in cash; 

that is, we assume that households do not borrow or transfer in-kind goods. This may seem like a 

strong assumption; we re-visit it at several points in the paper. 

Substituting equation (4) into (3) yields: 

𝑝!!∗𝑐! + 𝑝!!𝑥! + 𝑎! + ℎ! ≤ 𝑝!!∗ 𝑞! + 𝑇!! + 𝑇!! + 𝑏! + 𝐴! 
 (5) 

Following de Janvry et al (1991), we express food prices found in equation (5), pt
c*, as a 

price function. Households can purchase food at the market price, but are subject to 𝜃!, a 

household-specific, variable transaction cost, when they sell food.2 This is defined by the 

function:  

𝑝!!∗ = 𝑝!!                                       𝑖𝑓  𝑐! ≥ 𝑞! + 𝑇!! 
 (6) 

                        𝑝!! − 𝜃!                    𝑖𝑓  𝑐! <   𝑞! + 𝑇!! 

This one-sided transaction cost reflects a number of conditions found in rural Niger and 

indeed across much of Africa. First, markets are generally in close proximity, and are culturally-

embedded institutions in which households have numerous reasons to participate, thus the 

marginal cost of travel to market associated with any given purchase of food is negligible. 

Second, merchants present at markets will sell goods in all periods, but only purchase goods in 

certain periods. They also pay a lower price to purchase goods than the retail price of selling 

them. Hence θt represents the additional travel cost to find a buyer and/or the margin by which 

the selling price for households is lower than their buying price. In areas where markets are 

                                                
2 Key et al. (2000) use a transaction cost with both a fixed and a variable component. Adding a fixed cost to our 
model would mean subtracting a constant term from the right hand side of (6) which would be multiplied by one if 
the household sells, zero otherwise. This has no meaningful impact on our core results so we assume only fixed 
costs, in the interest of clarity and parsimony. 
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further, itinerant merchants travel from village to village (and even household to household) to 

sell –but not to purchase – key staples, in which case θt for such households would be even 

larger. Finally, information about markets and market prices, and hence prices received, may 

also vary by household. 

Asset stocks (At) evolve according to: 

𝐴!!! = (1+ 𝑟!)(𝛿𝐴! + 𝑠!) 
       (7) 

where rt is the interest rate, δ is a depreciation rate, and st is net savings as defined in (5) above, 

in time t. A unique feature in this model, however, is the nature of the borrowing constraint, 

𝐵!"#. The amount that an individual can borrow in any given period is bounded above by:  

𝑏! ≤ 𝐵!"#(𝐴! ,𝐻 ℎ! ) 
 (8) 

where H(ht) is a prior debt repayment or inter-household gift-giving history function. The 

household can borrow more in each period the greater the value of either At, reflecting stock of 

collateral, or of H(ht), its history of repayments and generosity, which is strictly increasing in 

each period’s repayments or gifts: 

𝜕𝐵!"#

𝜕𝐴!
,
𝜕𝐵!"#

𝜕𝐻(ℎ!)
,
𝜕𝐻(ℎ!)
𝜕ℎ!

> 0  ∀  𝑡 

 (9) 

These assumptions reflect the idea that a household’s ability to smooth consumption 

partly relies on access to credit and inter-household transfers. Creditors’ willingness to lend, and 

other households’ willingness to give, is a function of a prospective borrower or recipient’s 

current collateral but also its repayment reliability and prior generosity. Note too that a 

households’ existing stock of debt does not appear in equation (8). In our study area, households 

can borrow from lenders within and outside their village and can give and receive transfers from 
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individuals in their village and migrants outside it. Consequently, the recipient’s total debt stock 

is not knowable by creditors. Thus, it is the household’s prior debt repayment or inter-household 

gift-giving history function that affects borrowing and not the over-all debt stock.  

Finally, the household faces a time constraint: 

𝑙!! + 𝑙!
! = 𝐿! 

 (10) 

We solve the household’s constrained maximization problem by recovering the first order 

necessary conditions (FONCs) from the discrete time present value Hamiltonian. Assuming that 

the utility function has the necessary properties of concavity and local non-satiation, all 

constraints bind with equality. The present value Hamiltonian is given by:  

𝐻 = 𝐸 𝛽![𝑢 𝑐! , 𝑥! , 𝑙!! 𝑍 ]+ 𝛽𝜆!!![𝑝!!∗ 𝑔[ 𝐿 − 𝑙!! ,𝐾]+ 𝑇!! − 𝑐! − 𝑝!!𝑥! + 𝑇!! + 𝑏! − ℎ!

!

!!!
+ 𝐴! − 𝑎!]−  𝛽𝜇!!! 1+ 𝑟! (𝛿𝐴! + ℎ! − 𝑏! + 𝑎!)− 𝐴!!!     

 (11) 

Denoting the partial derivative of a function “f” with respect to variable “y” as fy(•), the 

FONCs over consumption goods imply: 

𝜕𝐿
𝜕𝑐!

= 𝐸 𝜕𝑢! • − 𝛽𝜆!!!𝐸 𝑝!!∗ = 0 

 (12) 

𝜕𝐿
𝜕𝑥!

= 𝐸 𝜕𝑢! • − 𝛽𝜆!!!𝐸 𝑝!! = 0 

 (13) 

These imply that: 

𝐸[𝜕𝑢! • ]
𝐸[𝑝!!∗]

=
𝐸[𝜕𝑢! • ]
𝐸[𝑝!!]

 

 (14) 
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Households equate the marginal utilities of consumption of each good, as weighted by 

within-period prices. The household’s realization of pt
c* depends on its own production, as well 

as on whether the food transfer received is infra-marginal, such that ct* ≥ qt* +Tt
c, or extra-

marginal, such that ct* < qt* + Tt
c.  

Looking at the components of savings, or debt and gift behavior, additional FONCs 

include: 

𝜕𝐿
𝜕𝑏!

= 𝜆!!! + 𝜇!!!(1+ 𝐸[𝑟!]) = 0 

 (15) 

𝜕𝐿
𝜕ℎ!

= −𝜆!!! − 𝜇!!!(1+ 𝐸[𝑟!]) = 0 

 (16) 

or 

𝜆!!! = −𝜇!!!(1+ 𝐸[𝑟!]) 
 (17) 

𝜆! is the shadow-value of consumption, or of relaxing the budget constraint. 𝜇! can be thought of 

as the shadow value of asset investment, this condition implies that households balance the 

utility derived from consumption against the disutility of forgoing that consumption now to 

increase future consumption, by accumulating financial or social capital today, taking into 

account the interest rate. Otherwise stated, debt repayment or gift-giving is a means of balancing 

current and future consumption; consumers balance the marginal utility of current consumption 

of goods (weighted by price) against investment in informal savings through debts or gifts 

(weighted by the interest rate). Debt repayment or gift-giving relaxes the future borrowing 

constraint or likelihood of receiving gifts, which translates into greater future consumption. Debt 

repayment may thereby offer a strategy for smoothing consumption of food and other goods over 

time, inducing current debt repayment even when consumption is relatively low. Similarly, it 
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may be rational, even for poor households with limited food consumption, to give transfers to 

other households and/or pay debts, sacrificing current consumption in order to ensure future 

consumption. The choice to do this depends not only on marginal utilities, which we cannot 

directly observe, but on todays’ income and assets as well as expectations over tomorrow’s 

incomes and assets, and therefore also prices. Mindful of this, we can write the reduced form 

demand functions for the choice variables bt and ht, or debt initiation / receipt of gifts, and debt 

repayment / gift-giving, respectively: 

𝑏!∗ = 𝑏(𝑝!! ,𝑝!!!! ,𝑝!! ,𝐸 𝑝!!!! ,𝜃! , 𝑟! ,𝑇!! ,𝑇!! ,𝐴! ,𝐾,𝐻 ℎ! ,𝑍) 
 (18) 

ℎ!∗ = ℎ(𝑝!! ,𝑝!!!! ,𝑝!! ,𝐸 𝑝!!!! ,𝜃! , 𝑟! ,𝑇!! ,𝑇!! ,𝐴! ,𝐾,𝐻 ℎ! ,𝑍) 
 (19) 

Note that public transfers in the form of food (Tt
c) or cash (Tt

x) appear as separate 

arguments in these reduced form demand functions. Differences in the magnitude of their 

impacts could reflect several factors. First recall our assumption that debts are made in cash and 

not in-kind. To repay a debt, therefore, a households receiving a food transfer must first convert 

this food into cash. In doing so, it faces the transaction cost 𝜃!. This raises the cost of making a 

cash transfer (or repaying a cash debt) compared to a household that received a public cash 

transfer. Ceteris paribus, this implies that food recipients will be less likely to repay debts 

compared to cash recipients. Second, consider households residing in localities at a point in time 

where food prices are expected to rise. Households receiving a cash transfer can use some of this 

to repay a debt or make a private transfer. The expected price rise risks eroding the purchasing 

value of the cash transfer and so it is relatively less costly (in terms of foregone future 

consumption) to repay debts or make private transfers if the public transfer is received in cash 

rather than in food. This implies that the magnitudes of the difference in the impacts of public 
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cash and public food transfers will be smaller when food prices are stable or falling because only 

the first prediction, but not the second, affects these impacts.  

III. BACKGROUND AND DATA 

a. Survey site and data overview 

Between April and September 2011, the World Food Programme (WFP) implemented a 

randomized cash-food pilot project to assess the impact of alternatives to cash transfers on 

household food security in the Zinder region of Niger. Zinder is located in the southern part of 

the country. It receives more rain than the arid north. Livelihoods are a mix of sedentarism and 

agro-pastoralism. Zinder is also a key commercial hub, in part due to its proximity and close 

cultural ties to Nigeria (Eilerts 2006).  The main staple consumed by rural households is millet 

which is produced locally as a subsistence crop but also sold to meet household cash needs. 

Maize serves as an alternate grain. Cowpeas are produced locally primarily as a cash crop but 

also consumed as a source of protein (FEWS 2014). There is one main harvest season, which 

begins in October and last approximately three months. The lean season typically begins in 

March and peaks in August or September prior to the start of the following harvest. As is 

common in poor rural settings, households switch from being net sellers of grain at harvest to net 

buyers in the lean season, with hence seasonal flow reversals in the market and off-site storage of 

locally produced grain (Barrett 1996). This tendency to sell low and buy high is driven more by 

liquidity constraints than by availability of storage locally, as dry conditions and elevated grain 

silos make storage practically feasible for most households (Udry 1991). During the lean season, 

food is sourced principally through imports. This leads to fairly predictable inter-seasonal price 

fluctuation for staple goods, which are cheapest right at the harvest in October, stable for much 

of the year, then begin to rise precipitously throughout the lean season, falling again at the 
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harvest. The annual pattern for the millet price is shown in Figure 3.1, with average prices for 

2000-2010 graphed against the prices observed from the previous harvest season in 2010 through 

the end of our study in 2011.  

 

Figure 3.1: Harvest-to-harvest grain prices in Zinder (ten-year average & transfer year) 

 
                                                   Data Source: National Statistics Office, Niger 
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The pilot was implemented in two phases. Phase 1 involved public works activities that 

took place from April to June with all households guaranteed 75 day’s work. While participation 

in public works was voluntary, almost all households took part (98 percent in the food transfer 

zone and 95 percent in the cash transfer zone). Food payments were provided in the form of a 

food basket of commodities similar to those typically eaten in the region. A day payment 

provided a full ration of food for the average household size of seven people, including 3.5 kg of 

grain (maize or sorghum), 0.72 kg of pulses (cowpeas, red beans, or lentils), 0.14 kg of vegetable 

oil, and 0.035 kg of salt. Based on the average monthly prices of these commodities between 

April and September 2008-2010, the average monthly cost of this food basket to recipients was 

24000 FCFA. In cash villages, each household received 1000 FCFA (roughly 2 USD) per day 

worked to a maximum of 25000 FCFA per month. Based on information indicating that it would 

cost approximately 800 FCFA per month to markets to buy food in local markets making the 

value of the food basket and the cash transfer roughly equivalent. Based on monthly food price 

data on millet and cowpeas collected during the study and estimated values for vegetable oil and 

salt, the value of the monthly cash transfer (excluding transport costs incurred by beneficiaries 

receiving food transfers) ranged from 85 to 98 percent of the food basket. During the second 

phase, from July through September, 50 percent of households in each village were selected to 

continue to receive the same transfer without having to fulfill a work requirement. Targeting of 

unconditional transfer recipients was left in part to the implementing partners, with guidance 

from the WFP. A locality selected to receive cash(food) used cash(food) for both public works 

and unconditional transfer payments.3 

The WFP in collaboration with the Government of Niger identified 126 villages within 

Mirriah that required assistance during the hungry season and suitable for the public works 
                                                
3 See Hoddinott et al. (2013) for further detail on the implementation and logistics of the intervention. 
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envisaged as part of this intervention. Some villages were subsequently dropped from the 

evaluation either because another organization was planning to provide food assistance to them, 

because the villages themselves declined to participate, or because they had poor market access 

(these villages received transfers but were not included in the surveys). Implementing parties 

deemed that it would be too complicated and/or lead to tension if proximate villages—especially 

that shared a worksite during the public works phase—received different forms of transfer. 

Hence randomization was done at the worksite level. This led to 52 village or village cluster 

randomization units. Prior to randomizing, we had information on whether these worksites were 

located in a sedentary agriculture or agro-pastoralist livelihood zone and the number of 

households in each worksite. We stratified by livelihood zone (agricultural and agro-pastoral), 

then ranked worksites from smallest to largest in terms of population. We then randomized 

through a procedure that assured an approximately equal distribution of villages/worksites by 

zone and size receiving each transfer. 

The first survey was implemented in July, at the conclusion of the public works 

intervention but before the roll-out of the unconditional transfer.4 All households in all villages 

were administered a basic questionnaire. A randomly selected sample of 2268 households who 

had been targeted for the unconditional transfers was interviewed in greater depth. A follow up 

survey was then administered to the sampled households at the conclusion of the unconditional 

transfers, with 2209 being successfully traced and interviewed.5 The household survey 

                                                
4 We had planned a baseline survey but security considerations in the intervention region at the start of 2011 
prevented us from accessing the intervention sites These security issues – a dramatically heightened risk of 
kidnapping of foreign nationals – prevented us from even pilot testing the survey instruments before June 2011. 
However, as these were directed at foreigners, not nationals, it was possible for the intervention to start in April 
2011. 
5 The attrition rate is 2.6 percent. Analysis of the difference between the attritted households and the October sample 
shows that, among the attritted, fewer female household heads (44 versus 49 percent), were more likely to have 
formal education (15 versus 7 percent), and were less likely to be Hausa (34 versus 62 percent) than Touareg (31 
versus 8 percent). There were no statistically significant differences that would be likely to affect outcomes. 
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instruments included questions on demographic characteristics, assets, livestock and agriculture, 

household food security, debt, inter-household transfers and public works participation. Pre-

intervention characteristics including household composition, asset ownership and indebtedness 

were retrospectively assessed as part of July survey. A community survey was also fielded. 

Table 3.1 provides selected pre-intervention descriptive statistics and balancing tests. 

Following Bruhn and McKenzie (2009, p.28), we focus on those characteristics that we believe a 

priori are correlated with the debt payments and private transfers that we will consider. Results 

presented in the first two rows are derived from data collected by WFP in late 2010; the 

remainder are drawn from the retrospective components of the community and household survey 

instruments.6 

At the worksite level, there is no statistically significant difference in household size or 

residence by agro-ecological zone, the two characteristics we could observe before randomizing. 

When we look at a wide range of household demographic, asset, or livelihood characteristics, 

there are no statistically significant differences between food and cash localities across most 

variables that we consider; further, the magnitudes of the differences are small. About two-thirds 

of villages are accessible by road. It typically takes just under one hour to reach a road and about 

the same time to access a market. There are relatively few food markets in these villages. Nearly 

all have cell phone coverage.  

Next, we consider household characteristics that affect debt payments and private 

transfers: demographic, wealth and food production. About 15 percent of all households are 

polygamous and about 20 percent are headed by women. Fewer than 10 percent of heads have 

                                                
6 We provide unweighted statistics. Using sampling weights that reflect the inclusion probability of the households 
in the sample has a minor impact on the results. 
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any formal schooling.7 The vast majority of households own little in the way of productive assets 

or consumer durables. We summarize these in the form of an asset index.8 Around 30 percent of 

households report that they own no livestock and another 12 percent own only chickens or one 

ruminant. Households own, on average, one Tropical Livestock Unit (TLU).9  

 

 

                                                
7 Formal education refers to the completion of at least one year of primary schooling. We exclude attendance at 
Koranic schools because individuals attending these do not necessarily learn to read and write.  
8 We construct the index using principle components analysis (PCA) across all durable assets owned by households 
at the start of the first transfer period. 
9 The TLU is measure constructed using animal weight and associated basal metabolic rate to standardize value 
across different animals (FAO 2014). 
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At the household level, given the large sample size (2256 observations in the July survey 

round), even small deviations from the null are likely to lead to rejection of the balanced sample 

hypothesis. We reject the null of equality between households residing in localities randomized 

to receive food and those randomized to receive cash across just a few covariates, but the 

magnitudes of these differences are small.  

b. Data on credit 

Credit transactions in Mirrah are widespread, heterogeneous and informal.10 Households 

borrow from other family members, from other households in the same village, from itinerant 

merchants and traders and from lenders located outside the village. There are no written loan 

agreements; instead credit transactions are based on oral agreements and handshakes. The date 

on which the loan is to be repaid is rarely stipulated and, in keeping with Islamic practice, no 

interest rate is set. There is little use of formal sector sources such as banks or microfinance 

institutions. 

During the first survey round, respondents were asked about debt stock as of the start of 

the intervention (“before the beginning of the public works”) and the number of debts initiated 

between April and July, 2011. During the second round, they were asked about debts initiated 

between July and September 2011 (“since the last survey”). Survey respondents were then asked 

to provide details on the five loans they perceived to be most important.11 These included who in 

the household took out the debt (the household head, his spouse, another man, or another 

woman), when (month), from where (in the village, a neighboring village, a village outside the 

                                                
10 Christopher Udry’s (1991; 1994) work in Northern Nigeria provides insight into the savings and credit system, as 
the region of focus shares the Hausa ethnic group and strong cultural, religious, and historical ties. See Miles (1995) 
for a treatise on the similarities and differences between Hausa villages in Niger and Nigeria. 
11 Only two households reported that they had initiated more than five debts prior to the public works, only one 
household during, and none during the unconditional transfers. The majority (80-82 percent) reported only one 
major debt, and less than 1 percent of households reported all five. 
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region, the capital city, or another specific city), from whom (a family member, neighbor/friend, 

lender, public or private organization, etc.), the reason for taking out the debt, its form (cash, 

grain, other food, etc.), its value in cash, and the percentage of the debt still unpaid at the time of 

the interview. From these details we constructed variables for the initiation of debt, the total 

number of debts initiated, the total value of the largest five debts initiated, and the value of 

current outstanding debt. 

44 percent of households had at least one debt outstanding at the beginning of the 

intervention. As Table 3.2 shows, during the implementation of the public works, 22 percent 

borrowed at least once; the mean value of all debts initiated during this period is 4,100 CFA 

which is equivalent to just over four days employment on public works. This rises to 36 percent 

as the hungry season takes hold between July and September and the mean value of these newly 

initiated debts rises to 7,480 CFA. In both periods, most of these debts are initiated by the 

household head and are in cash; a much smaller fraction are initiated by spouses of the head or 

were in the form of food. The mean value of cash loans is considerably higher than those taken 

out as food. Note however that debts taken out as grain are, for repayment purposes, 

denominated in cash terms. To understand the implications of this, suppose that a household 

borrows a 100kg bag of millet from an itinerant trader during the lean season when the price of 

millet is 20,000 CFA per bag. At harvest time, suppose that prices have fallen to 13,000 CFA per 

bag. However, the household must repay the cash value of the original transaction (20,000 CFA) 

– in effect, repaying 1.5 bags to the lender. Merchants in this way extract a high return on their 

loans without actually charging a formal interest rate.12

                                                
12 This phenomenon is very similar to the displaced distortions as described by Barrett (2007), in that missing formal 
credit markets lead to distortions in behavior whereby poor households pay extraordinarily high effective interest 
rates on loans that are driven predictable seasonal price variation, from which others (merchants or lenders) profit. 
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While the majority of loans are taken out within the village that the household resides in, 

households do borrow from sources outside their own village especially during the hungry 

season; such loans are nearly always in cash. The reasons for taking loans varies over time. In 

the first period, loans for the purposes of meeting food needs dominate. During the hungry 

season, many households do take loans for food needs but loans to assist in meeting non-food 

needs become much more prominent. As this season comes to an end with the first harvests, 

loans to meet expenses associated with ceremonies and festivities and the need to pay the 

spiritual guides who lead these (known locally as fetishers) also become important. 

Table 3.2 disaggregates these descriptive statistics by treatment status. Between April and 

June, households receiving cash transfers were more likely to borrow and, on average, borrowed 

larger amounts. This pattern is reversed during July to September. During this period, households 

that were in localities randomized to receive food were especially likely to borrow to meet cash 

needs associated with non-food expenditures. The percentage of these households borrowing 

cash rises from 12 to 35 percent while the mean value of these cash loans rises from 2,020 CFA 

to 7,360 CFA. 

Two other findings are of note. First, consistent with the informality of these loan 

transactions, we see virtually no households borrowing to repay a loan that has been called. 

Second, in the first survey round, we also asked about loan repayments. As Table 3.2 shows, 

households randomized in localities receiving cash are much more likely to do so (18 percent 

versus seven percent for households in food localities) and repaid much larger amounts (2,520 

CFA versus 560 CFA). 

Lastly, we collected minimal information about loans given by respondents to other 

households. We asked if such a loan had been provided that was still outstanding at the time of 
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the interview and if the value exceeded 1,000 or 25,000 CFA in cash, in food exceeded the value 

of a 50-kg bag of grain, or in the form of an animal exceeded the value of a goat. Only few, 

roughly 10%, of households claimed having provided any such loan to another household. Of 

these the majority were cash loans under 25,000 CFA. There are no significant differences in 

loaning behavior between cash and food recipients, with the exception of large loans in the form 

of food in July; 17% of food recipients (of the 10% providing any loan) loaned out more than the 

value of 50-kg bag of grain, versus 9% of cash recipients. 

c. Data on transfers 

To assess the transfer behavior of households, information was collected on transfers 

given to other households and transfers received from other households. In the first survey round, 

households were asked about transfers given and received during the months before and during 

the first phase of the intervention. In the second survey round they were asked about transfers 

during the second part of the intervention. As a result we have monthly transfer data from 

January to September during the intervention year. Households were asked to give details about 

the five most important gifts including their type (cereals, other food items, non-food items, and 

cash), the relationship to the person giving or receiving the transfers, the location of this person, 

and details about the amount of each transfer and its value in cash. Households were also asked 

to indicate who in the household gave or received the gift and if the households had exchanged 

gifts with the same person or household before. 

 Gift giving and receiving is similar, but more common between households and family 

members, and can take place in both directions in forms other than cash. Households somewhat 

more commonly give and receive foods and other items (50-60% of transfers, depending on the 

period) than cash (40-50% of transfers). Reciprocity is assumed, and is a function of needs and 
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circumstances. Food gifts are in many cases considered an obligation by those who have food 

when others do not; one woman in a focus group discussion expressed that she would share food 

even when she herself did not have enough to last, because it would be shameful to allow her 

cousin or neighbor to go off for a day’s work in the field hungry if she had even one meal at 

home to provide him. In looking at the descriptive statistics in Table 3.3, it is helpful to bear 

three things in mind. First, all households are receiving some form of transfer so this table does 

not capture possible crowding out or crowding in behaviors. Second, civil unrest in neighboring 

Libya had led to the return of Nigeriens from that country and this may have depressed the 

receipt of transfers. Third, the end of Ramadan fell in late August and this may have increased 

gift giving as reported during the second survey round. 

About 10 percent of household gave transfers in the three months leading up to the first 

survey in July and a similar percentage received transfers. Giving gifts and transfers was 

considerably higher during the second period (26 percent). Households in villages receiving food 

transfers are especially likely to give gifts, though there was no difference in the level of 

transfers given by households in food and cash localities. Households receiving cash(food) were 

more likely to give cash(food) and to do so in larger amounts. Most transfers are given to 

someone else in the same village. 
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IV. EMPIRICAL STRATEGY AND VARIABLES 

We now turn to developing estimable versions of equations (18) and (19). Given the 

outcome variable yivt of either bivt or hivt, we write: 

𝑦!"# =   𝛼  + 𝛽𝑓𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑣𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑔𝑒!"#    + ψ𝑦!"#(!!!) +   φ𝑝!" + ρ𝜃!"# + γ𝐴!"# + 𝜎𝑍!"   + 𝜋  𝐹𝐸!
+ µμ𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑚!" + 𝜀!"# 

(20) 

where 𝑦!"# is the outcome of interest for household 𝑖 in village 𝑣 at time 𝑡, 𝑓𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑣𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑔𝑒!"  is a 

dummy variable equal to one if a household lives in a village receiving food (𝑇!!), and 0 if a 

household lives in a village receiving cash (𝑇!!), 𝑝!" is a vector of prices and price changes, 𝜃!"# 

is a vector of transaction costs including village-level market access and household-level market 

distance, 𝐴!"# is the vector of household-level asset variables, FEv is a vector of commune or 

market-level fixed effects, and 𝑍!" is a vector of household characteristics. To control for 

payment history (H(ht)), we also include the lag of the dependent variable, 𝑦!"#(!!!). Lastly there 

is the error term, 𝜀!"#, which is i.i.d. and satisfies the usual assumptions. We estimate (20) 

separately for the three months of the lean season leading up to the time when households begin 

planting (the July survey round) and the height of the lean season during cultivation up to the 

early part of the harvest season (October). 

We include village-level prices for each period for millet, maize, and livestock. We 

control for price expectations in two ways. First, we include the price change over the period in 

question for each of these prices, which would provide households with a fair amount of 

information as to how the price pattern is likely going to play out relative to prior years. Other 

factors that would inform expectations would be observations about production, such as rainfall 

levels and the health of millet stocks, and knowledge of trade dynamics and/or sociopolitical 

conditions. All of these would be common within each district or commune, and/or among all 
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households that frequent any given market. We hence include a commune-level fixed effect, and 

as a robustness check include alternatively a fixed-effect for the market frequented by each 

village.13  

Given the nature of debt and debt repayment as described above, food price changes 

provide a good proxy for interest rates. The primary asset held by households is in turn livestock, 

so livestock price changes serve as good proxies for interest rates on assets. We control for 

household-level transaction costs (𝜃!) using household-level distances to markets. The remainder 

of the necessary transaction cost and market access information is captured at the village level 

with whether or not there is a market and/or cereal bank in the village, the distance from the 

village to the main (paved) road, and whether or not there is cell phone service, as cell phone 

access has been found specifically to impact markets and price dispersion in Niger’s agricultural 

markets (Aker 2010). Our measures of assets (At) include the asset score described earlier, 

livestock as measured in TLU, an indicator for whether or not the household head has formal 

education.14 For land K we control for the number of hectares cultivated this season by each 

household. Gender and ethnicity are the primary feature that may shift preferences, so we include 

whether or not the household-head is female, the ethnic group of the household and whether or 

not it is a member of the majority group in the village. We also include household size and 

whether or not a household is polygamous, as these features would affect preferences and 

bargaining dynamics. Following Bruhn and McKenzie (2009), we include the stratification 

                                                
13 There are between one and four markets per commune; there are 13 communes, 26 markets identified in 
community surveys as that most frequented by households in that village, and 14 markets identified by the World 
Food Programme as key markets for these villages. Hence several, but not all, markets are frequented by households 
from more than one village in the sample. In many cases, however, due to the clustering of worksites, there was no 
variation in transfer type received within a single market district, meaning that using market-level fixed effects 
effectively loses many observations. We hence prefer and report results using commune-level fixed effects. The 
results using fixed-effects at each of the different market levels are shown in Appendix 1.  
14 Those with any formal education include only 7% of all household heads, hence a more refined measure carries 
little meaning and does not affect the results. 
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variable, or whether the village is classified as pastoral or agro-pastoral, indicated as 

µμ𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑚!". Since we randomize at the worksite level, we allow for the error terms to be 

correlated by clustering at the worksite level.  

Lastly, the two key outcomes variables have four components: debts initiated and/or gifts 

received (bt), and debts paid and/or gifts given to other households (ht). While there are 

differences between debts and private transfers as described above, they are part of a similar 

consumption smoothing strategy and it is also possible that many respondents may not always 

have clearly distinguished between the two when answering questions. In Udry’s (1994) work in 

northern Nigeria – in a setting and with ethnic groups not dissimilar to ours - terms of debt 

repayment were state-contingent; sometimes debts become effectively transfers and need not be 

repaid, in response to shocks experienced by those taking them out. Given this, in our analysis 

we combine debt initiation and transfer receipt as one outcome variable, combine debt repayment 

and transfers given as a second outcome variable, and additionally report on each of these 

separately.  

V. RESULTS 

The parameter 𝛽 is the parameter of primary interest. An explicit prediction of our model 

is that 𝛽 is negative when the outcome involves giving cash transfers or paying cash debts (and 

positive for gifts or payments in food), and that these estimates are larger in the first period when 

food prices are rising than in the second when they are leveling off.  

We first examine these trends, along with the direct predictions of the model, by looking 

at the impact of cash versus food transfers on payment of debt and/or giving gifts in each period, 

shown in Table 3.4. We first treat debt and private transfers as interchangeable, so these tables 

present results on any of either activity and the total of both. In July, the lean season during 
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which prices are rising, cash recipients are more likely, by an estimated 9%, to pay debts and/or 

gifts over all, and also to pay or give more on average by an estimated average of 5,000 CFA 

(column (1)).15 When separated by form, in cash or in food, we see that as the model predicts this 

difference is driven by payments in cash; cash recipients are an estimated 11% more likely to pay 

debt in cash, and pay an estimated average of 8,000 CFA more (column (3)). In fact, food 

recipients are somewhat more likely to give or pay debts in the form of food, albeit not by much 

in likelihood or amount (5% more likely, by about 500 CFA, column (5)). 

 

 

 

 

  

                                                
15 5,000 FCFA represents roughly $10, and was payment for five days’ work during the public works phase. 
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The model predicts that, while the same transaction cost mechanism is in place in both 

seasons, the relative scarcity of cash and falling food price in October would make the difference 

in impact less pronounced. We find that in October there is little difference in debt repayment 

between cash and food households over-all; food recipients are an estimated 6% more likely to 

pay back debt or give any gifts, and there is no significant over all difference in levels of 

payment and gift-giving (column (2)). When divided by form, however, the results are similar to 

July in sign and statistical significance but, as the model predicts, are of lesser magnitude. Cash 

recipients are 10% more likely to give or pay cash, but by only a small relative amount, 1,500 

CFA (column (4)), and food recipients are as much as 13% more likely to give or pay food, but 

by relatively small amounts of an average of 1,000 CFA (column (6)). 

In light of both the model and the nature of informal credit and gift exchange as described 

above, we also separate out resources reported as debts from those reported as gifts, shown in 

Table 3.5 for the July round. As discussed, debts are repaid in cash, so unsurprisingly the 

frequency of debt repaid in food is too low to estimate separately. We compare, however, all 

debts paid versus transfers given, as well as gifts given in both cash and food, and debt paid in 

cash. In the basic divide between all debts and all private transfers, we see that cash recipients 

are more likely to repay debts by about 14%, and pay on average 4,000 CFA more (column (2)), 

whereas there is more over-all gift giving among food recipients by about 4% and 3,000 CFA 

(column (3)). We see also, however, that the form (cash versus food) matters more than the type 

of activity (debt versus gifts). Cash recipients are more likely to pay and give cash and in higher 

values, and food recipients are more likely to give food and in higher values (columns (4)-(8)).  
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These results are consistent with both model’s predictions and the nature of the context 

previously described. Since debt is denominated in cash, and sales of food subject to a 

transaction cost, cash recipients are more likely to pay debts and in higher values. This difference 

is more pronounced when prices are rising, as the expected increase in food prices erodes the 

value of cash in terms of future consumption and lowers the effective cost of paying debt. As the 

model shows, however, consumption smoothing (through debt or gifts) is a rational choice for all 

households, and food recipients utilize transfers in this manner as well by giving food gifts. The 

magnitudes and frequency of these gifts are lower in part because most transactions are 

denominated in cash, and possibly also in part because of the strain on gift-giving at the time of 

the study due to returning migrants from Libya. 

The model does not yield precise predictions regarding the impact of cash versus food on 

debt initiation or receipt of gifts. Examining these results, however, further highlights the relative 

scarcity of cash versus food, and change in shadow price of cash relative to food, between 

periods. Table 3.6 shows results for any initiation of debt or receipt of gifts, and Table 3.7 for the 

values thereof. We see that while cash recipients are more likely to pay debts in July, they are 

also significantly more likely to initiate debt. Cash recipients are about 10% more likely than 

food recipients to initiate any debt in July (column (1)). They also initiate an estimated 5,000 

CFA more debt over-all and in cash (Table 3.7, column (1)).16  

Further analysis, shown in Table 3.8, reveals that the majority of these debts are reported 

to be taken out to meet food needs. Cash recipients are roughly 14% more likely to take out debt 

for food needs, and of nearly 4,000 CFA more on average (row (1)). For non-food needs, there is 

no difference in frequency and the average value taken out is slightly larger for food recipients.  

                                                
16 If we look separately at debt initiated in cash versus in the form of food, nearly all impacts relate to debt in the 
form of cash. This is consistent with the fact that debt is generally denominated in (and taken out in) cash. 
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Cash recipients, hence, are more likely to use more of their transfers to pay debts, but then are 

also more likely to fall short on food and take out loans to meet food needs. On the whole cash 

recipients are sacrificing their dietary diversity, as shown in the prior analysis of Hoddinott et al. 

(2013), in order to help assure future consumption. 

The division of debt initiated by source and reason reveals a few other interesting 

differences. There are no significant differences by gender of household head (rows (5) and (6)), 

as both genders are equally more likely to initiate more debt, and in similar amounts, when they 

receive cash transfers than when they receive food transfers. Debts are for cash recipients more 

likely to be from within the village and from friends and neighbors, but are in higher total 

average values from outside of the village (rows (7)-(9)). Dividing these out between debts 

initiated and gifts received, shown in Table 8, shows that cash recipients do not receive more 

gifts than food recipients; the results are driven entirely by loans classified as such. 
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This trend changes to a fair degree, however, in October when the harvest is starting. 

From the descriptive information above (Table 3.2) we see that all households are on average 

more likely to take out loans in October. The impact estimates show that this increase is more 

pronounced for food recipients, for as cash becomes more relatively scarce during the harvest, it 

is food recipients who are more likely to borrow resources, as seen in Table 3.6. Food recipients 

are about 6% more likely to initiate loans in October (column (6)). Looking at debts by source 

and reason in Table 3.8 shows that this is not for food needs (row (1)), but rather for productive 

uses and for festivities (rows (3) and (4)). This latter is not surprising, as in this particular case 

Ramadan fell just prior to the harvest, at the end of August. Households typically have 

significant cash needs related to Ramadan celebrations, including meat and other foods for a 

feast and the purchase of new formal attire for the prayers. Hence the scarcity of cash relative to 

food during this particular harvest would have been exacerbated. Having received food, food 

recipients needed to borrow more cash to meet other needs. These impacts are likewise driven by 

debt and not the receipt of gifts, as the form of transfer has no direct implications for gifts 

received (Tables 3.6 and 3.7). 

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Development economists have paid a great deal of attention to the importance of, and 

different mechanisms for, consumption smoothing at both the household and village levels in 

poor contexts, and to the influence of public transfers on these mechanisms. This is to the best of 

our knowledge the first empirical examination of the different implications of different forms of 

transfer, cash versus in-kind, for these activities, particularly in a developing country context. 

We develop a theoretical household model that gives us predictions as to how food versus cash 

transfers could differently impact household-level consumption smoothing choices. Through a 
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previously tested extension of the asset-evolution constraint, which allows it to include different 

consumption smoothing mechanisms (Behrman et al. 1997), and the introduction of a transaction 

cost on the sales of food transfers, we predict that cash transfers will lead to more debt 

repayment and cash gifts, potentially at the expense of food consumption and dietary diversity. 

We find in turn that these difference will be accentuated in an environment of rising food prices 

because the expectation of rising food prices erodes the value of cash in terms of future 

consumption.  

We test this model using a rich data set that results from a randomized cash/food 

distribution in Eastern Niger. We find support for the model, in that cash recipients pay more 

debt and give more gifts in cash, while food recipients give gifts in food (in lower average 

quantities). Cash recipients pay more debt and give more cash gifts even at the expense of their 

food consumption and dietary diversity, and even though they must then take out more debt to 

meet food needs.  

The model in turn predicts that these impacts would be more pronounced when food 

prices are rising, because the rising price lowers the current shadow price of cash in terms of 

future consumption. Our findings firmly confirm these predictions. Cash recipients continue to 

be more likely than food recipients to pay cash debts, due to the transactions cost involved in 

selling food and the more common use of cash for debt repayment, but the magnitudes of these 

differences are much smaller. There is also no difference in debt repayment or gift giving over-

all between cash and food recipients, because food recipients give more gifts in the form of food. 

In turn, as cash is relatively more valuable during the harvest, we see that food recipients take 

out more cash debts to ease liquidity constraints. 
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We have contributed in this study a novel application of the dynamic household model to 

the question of the use of cash versus food transfers. Our approach extends the conventional 

understanding of in the food assistance literature, by taking a theoretical approach that deepens 

our intuition about the mechanism behind differential impacts of different forms of transfer. We 

also take on the little explored question of the relative impacts of different forms of transfer on 

informal credit and transfer behavior. Using this approach we find that the form of transfer does 

indeed matter, due to dynamic circumstances (changing prices) and frictions (transaction costs).  

Our findings in turn have policy implications, particularly for food assistance and public 

transfer policies. We have shown that public transfers can indeed “grease the wheels” of, rather 

than crowd out, private transfers—and that cash transfers do so more than food transfers—in an 

environment characterized by both resource scarcity and a culture of reciprocity.  

These findings have important implications for the delivery of cash versus food transfers. 

The predicted outcome from each is clearly a function of timing and circumstances; and 

recipients are making dynamic, not static, consumption choices. The form of transfer provided 

should hence take into account the dynamic circumstances, and provide the good that is 

relatively more scarce. One specific implication could be that it is more beneficial in terms of 

food consumption to provide food when food prices are rising, and to provide cash when food is 

being locally harvested and food prices are stable or falling. While meeting dynamic needs is 

natural and can be effective, there are trade-offs to doing so, and one such trade-off might as in 

this case be in the diversity of current food consumption. How these trade-offs inform policy 

choices depends on the immediate goals of the policy, and the implications of dynamic 

household choices may be cause for concern if the policy has as its goal the immediate 

improvement of food consumption outcomes for targeted recipients.  
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APPENDIX 3 

Robustness Check using Market-level Fixed Effects 

We posit in Section IV above that factors that affect price expectations would be captured 

using either commune- or market-level fixed effects. Commune-level fixed effects capture 

slightly larger units, within all of which we have variation in our treatment variable at the fixed-

effect level. This is not the case for market-level fixed effects, which are smaller. In many cases, 

any given market area received only one form of transfer, and hence we effectively lose the 

impact on those observations using these effects. For the sake of robustness, however, we 

examine these fixed effects to observe any significant change in results. 

The results in Table A3.1 show impacts on the combined variable of debts paid and gifts 

given, first any paid or given, then the values. There are only minimal changes in this case to 

either the magnitude or significance of the results. In July, the negative impact on the value of 

debt paid loses significance with inclusion of the closest market fixed effect; whereas in October, 

the positive impact on this gains significance. The sign, and hence interpretation, however, does 

not change. 

Table A3.2 then shows the impacts on debts initiated and gifts received, first any and 

then the average values. Here again differences between different fixed effects are minimal; the 

degree to which cash are more likely to pay debt varies between 8 and 12% in July, and the value 

of difference stays around 5,000 CFA, albeit (as with the results in Table A3.1) loses 

significance with the inclusion of closest-market fixed effects. In October, however, the impact 

estimate on this combined variable gains significance with inclusion of the closest-market fixed 

effects, but is again the same in sign and fundamental interpretation. 
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These changes are within the range of what one might expect for the sample restrictions 

involved in using lower-level fixed effects. We prefer as such the commune-level, and find that 

each of the three are sufficient with respect to capturing the unobservables potentially associated 

with price expectations. 
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